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I ntroduct ion 
This paper contains a detailed expo.,;ition of material announced 
in varicus places over the last five years, especially in [Krei~sek 
1965; 1968; 1968A] and tTroel~tr,, 1968" 1969] In addition it 
solves some of the principal problems left open in [Kreisel. 1965; 
1968A]. 
For a reader familiar with [Troelstra, 1968] and section 1 of 
[Kreisel, 1968] the content of the present paper may be described 
quite briefly. The theorems announced in [Troelstra, 1968] are 
established and extended to formal systems including variables for 
species (of natural numbers, lawlike functions and choice se- 
quences, analogously to [Kreisel, 1968] ). In addition, problem 6 
of [Kreisel, 1968A] and problem 6 of [Kreisel A] is solved posi- 
tively, namely we establish the consistency of adding to any of our 
systems Heyting's variant [Heyting, ! 958] of Church's thesis: 
Every lawlike function is recursive. 
The relation between *he system CS of [Troelstra, 1968] and the 
system of [Kieene and Vesley, 1965] is settled: CS is a non- 
conser,'ative extension of Kleene's system. For more information 
"at a glanoz'" the reader may consult the aaalytical table of con- 
tents. 
Going back to [Kreisel, 1965], 2.5 - 2.6 on pp. 133- 143 are 
here developed in detail (with the exception of 2.6244 and 2.625 
which deal with higher type operations); also 2.72- 2.7231 on p. 
145. There is one important correction concerning 2.521 on p. 
135, already pointed out in [Troelstra, 1968, § 11] and [Kreisel, 
1968, footnotes 9, i 0]. 
A reader who is only famdiar with the "clas~,,ical" intuitionistic 
literature such as [Heyting, 1956] and the system of [Kleene and 
Vesley, i965] can form a pretty clear, though naturally not alto- 
gether precise, idea of the content of this pape~ from the general 
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summary below. The latter may also be useful after study of the 
details since it puts them into perspective. 
But one point concerning the details must be made here (and 
should be kept ira mind, particularly when reading § 2): since our 
principal systems have not b,~en studied systematically before, we 
cannot refer to the literature for elementary results. To get such 
matters out of the way, we have put them together in one section 
(§ 2). The reader may find it best to skip this section and use it 
for reference. 
General summary. The branches of intuitionistic analysis men- 
tioned in the title, all treat of :ourse the natural numbers (and the 
usual operations on them such a'; addition and multiplication); 
beyond these we have t.heories o1" lawlike objects, given by a "law" 
or rule, and of choice sequences (and operations on the latter). 
The lawlike objects considered are: arithmetic functions taking 
natural numbers as arguments and values, given by a rule which is 
effective though not assumed to be mechanical (for examples ex- 
plaining the difference see [Kreisel A, § 1 ] ); species X of natural 
numbers and of lawlike functions, which are also given by a rule, 
but its arguments are pairs (p, c) of objects: the rule determines 
whether p is a proof that c is a memoer of X. A principal inter- 
mediate branch, corresponding to Brouwe.'s theory of ordinals 
([Brouwer, 1926] ) does not contain variables fe r species, but a 
particular species K of lawlike functions defined by (a so-called 
generalized) induction: This branch is formulated in the language 
of IDB in § 3. 
The formal systems which we give for each of tile branches 
mentioned have tile following principal properties: 
(i) Each system is valid if the logical operations are interpreted 
classically, the variables intended for "lawlike functions" range 
over all number theoretic functions in the classical sense, and the 
species variables range over sets. This means in particular that we 
have a classical consistency proof for the systems c~btained by 
adding the law of the oxcluded middle. 
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(ii) Each system also remains consistent if ,ve add Church's 
thesis in the senst, mentioned above. This result is obtained by ex- 
tending Kleene's recursive r,ealizability interpretation (of'[ Kleene, 
19521, and not those of [Kleene and Vesley, 1965]). Of course it 
would be contradictory to add the law of the excluded middle to 
the systems extended by Church's thesis. To avoid misunderstand- 
ing: this procedure does not define a mo:lel of our systems in 
which the lawlike functions are taken to be recursive, since a 
model in the usual sense of the term preserves the meaning of the 
logical operations, while recursive realizability gives them a non- 
standard meaning. 
(iii) The systems not involving species variables admit, besides 
the interpretations of the logical operations mentioned sub (i), 
(ii) and of course, the Brouwer-Heyting interpret~ tion, also 
G6del's functional interpretation i [G6del, 1958], in contrast o 
the case of systems with choice variables; cf. [Kreisel, 1968, p. 
227]. 
The two principal branches involving choice sequences are for- 
mulated in the language of CS, not containing species variables, 
and the language of CSS ~§6) which contains variables tbr species 
of natural numbers, of lawlike functions and of ch')ice sequences. 
Two quite distinct interpretations can be given which are de- 
scribed in [Kreisel, 1965, p. 133, 2.5] by "choice sequences as 
objects" and "choice sequences as figures of speech". The :elation 
between these interpretations arises as follows. 
(a) The intended objects are described, as in [Troelstra, 1968, 
§8; 1969, § 10], and, by reflection, axioms ~atisfied by these ob- 
jects are stated; "'satisfied" in the sense of the Brouwer-Heytirg 
interpretation of the logv~:al operators. One group of such axioms 
concerns the quantifier cornbinationsVo~ Aa where o~ is a choice 
variable and a an arbitrary kind of variable. The analysis of these 
combinations goes back 1:o Brouwer (see e.g. [Brouwer, 1926A] ), 
at leas: when c~ depends extensionally on a (though the importance 
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of the proviso was stressed only rece~ tly by Myhili ([Myhill, 
1967] )). Brouwer's conclusion was that the operation: a b a can 
be defined in terms of the species K mentioned above; for ~ com- 
parison with the classical idea of a continuous operation on Baire 
space, see the appendix. 
The other type of critical axiom, studied only relatively recently 
(a first example having been treated in connection with lawless se- 
quences [Kreisel, 1958] ) is derived from an analysis of how the 
particular kind of choice sequence is supposed to be given; in the 
present paper we have the axiom of analytic data (5.3), bec3use 
the choice sequences of [ l'roelstra, 1968; 196o] are given i~~ such 
a way that if a has a property P, then all/3 belonging to an a aalytic 
species X containing a, also have the property P. 
Inspection of these axioms shows that they have the folloa ing 
consequence. For each (closed) formula A, there is an equivalent 
formula A' which involves choice variables to a lesser degree; a 
suitable notion of degree given by an ordinal less than co 2 is used 
in § 7. Thus each A is equivalent to a formula wA-n without any 
choice variable or -'ariables for species taking choice sequences as 
arguments. This is done in the first elimination theorem. 
(b) The second ;nterpretation is obtained by using (the ass,.r- 
tion expressed by)wA-~ as defining the meaning of A; put differ- 
ently, we let choice variables range over lawlike functions but give 
a new interpretation to quantifier combinations involving choice 
variables; cf. [Kreisel, 1965, pp. 222-223] and [Troelstra, 1969, 
10.8]. The mathematical problem is to verify, by use of estab- 
lished properties of lawlike objects, that the formal laws for choice 
sequences are satisfied for this meaning. This is done in the second 
elimination theorem. 
It is to be emphasized that the first elimination theorem pro- 
vides a genuine elimination by contextual definitions, not only for 
the particular formal systems CS and CSS, but for any extension 
in the same language. The justification of the second interpreta- 
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tion is tied to the formal aws considered: sufficient conditions on 
additional axioms are stated i~1 7.3.9. 
Logical relationships of varying degrees of interest are treated. 
Some, especially in § 2, are triv,al but necessary for reasons ex- 
plained above. Others are gi,~e, in more detail than needed for the 
main results, for the following reason. As is implicit in what was 
said above, there are severa~ useful variants of the notion of choice 
sequence studied here (cf. [Troelstra A]); by stating logical rela. 
tionsnips under minimal assumptions we stand a chance of making 
our work valid for (some of) these other notions too. However, in 
the present summ~:ry we confine ourselves to the principal sys- 
tems. 
The recursive realizability interpretations reduce theories F con- 
taining variables for lawlike functions to corresponding theories 
F- in which symbols for functions are suppressed. More precisely, 
the "reduction" consists in showing that F is a conservative ex ten- 
sion of F- with respect o formulae pre-=erved by recursive realiza- 
bility, for example formulae built Ul=, from negated atomic formulae 
by -1, ^ , A. Just because, as mentioned above, we do not have mod- 
els, we do not know if the restriction to this class of formulae is 
essential, in contrast to Goodman's results, mentioned in 2.7.2. As 
i~ well known, no such reduction is possible when the law of the 
excluded middle is added, wtlen ti~e systems with function variables 
are much stronger. An important special ca~e is the theory of 
Brouwer operatiens (IL'B, §3) which by [Howard a.qd Kreisel, 
1966] is equivalent to full classical analysis when the law of the 
excluded middle is added and AC-NN! is left out, bt, t lies strictly 
between A~ and ~ instances of the comprehension axiom (with 
respect o arithmetic onsequencesL ee 3 8. 
natural topic in the proof theory of our system,,.', concerns the 
effect of adding variables for species and familiar axioms for them 
(predicative and full comprehension axioms for example). We 
postpone a systematic study for another occasion, but bring to- 
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gether in 3.8.4 some facts about adding species variables to 
Heyting's first order arithmetic. These results suggest in a natural 
we.y problems concerning our principal systems uch as IDB which 
contain a schema of generalized induction. 
The elimination theorems for choice sequences give further 
conservative extension results, this time for arbitrary formulae in 
the corresponding system without choice variables. (Consequences 
of this fact for the possibility of reductions of classical analysis to 
intuifionistic analysis without species are considered in [Kreisel, 
1968A] .) At the same time they allow the transfer of logical rela- 
tionships for theories of lawlike objects to the corresponding theo- 
ries with choice sequences, in particular the consistency of 
Church's thesis. This settles, for instance, the question of [Kreisel, 
1965, p. 147, 2.71 concerning inductive definitions ubject only 
to the classical monotonicity condition (3.7). 
Formal development of various branches. In the theory of 
Brouwer-operatiom, (essentially equivalent to a theory of ordinals) 
we have two kinds of principal results. One concerns the explicit 
definition of inductively defined species, announced in [Troelstra, 
1968] ; it improves the familiar explicit definitions in set theory 
because ssentially weaker assumptions are made (§ 4). Another is 
the development of the theory of continuous functions on Baire 
space. The relation between ordinals and continuous functions on 
Baire space is familiar from the Brouwer-Kleene well-ordering of 
the unsecured sequences of such functions; more precisely of their 
neighbourlaood functions, that is those functions on finite se- 
quences of natural numbers (N  Nt° )  which code algorithms for 
computing continuous functions on Baire space. Our main new 
results concern the possibility of extending familiar oper~ .qons on 
such neighbourhood fimctions to the whole of N Nt° . The topic is 
of interest in connection with the use of "partial" functions in 
constructive mathematics because the species of neighbourhood 
functions is an undecidable ("undetachable") subspecies of N Nw . 
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Obstructions to extensions are established in 3.5, and by the con- 
sistency theorem 6.3.2, which is of independent interest. 
In the formal theory of choice sequences, not including variables 
for species, enough machinery is developed to derive what is ca~led 
Brouwer's bar theorem. This is reduced, by means of the remaining 
(continuity-) principles, to the more natural asserti:on: two familiar 
notions of well-foundedness of a decidable relation -<are equiva- 
lent, namely termination of any-<-descc, nding choice sequence, 
and validity of the prirciple of proof by transfinite induction (ap- 
plied to arbitrary defivable properties). Of course the least element 
condition is too stron,;,, as is well known. These results show that 
the system of [Kleene and Vesley, 1965] is included in CS; using 
a result of Vesley ([Vesley AI ), CS is shown to be a non-conser- 
vative extension. 
Discussion. To avoid misunderstanding, it is necessary to men- 
tion explicitly two problems which the present paper does not  
solve. One is the ~;ustification of Brouwer's assertion ([ Brouwer, 
1926A] ) that every (extensional) operation defined on choice 
sequences has a neighbourhood function in K. To be precise, 
Brouwer gives an a;gument, on p. 64, but in footnote 7 on the 
preceding page, obviously added as an afterthought, ne described 
the argument as unnecessary: however, in later publications, e.g. 
[Brouwer, 1954] he does not return to this footnote. Whatever 
the exact intention of P, rouwer may l,ave been, all we do here is to 
consider those operations which are ill K and we e~,tablish closure 
conditions. Or, perhaps a little more positively: those operations 
which can be proved by the methods considered to, be defined for 
all choice seqt.,ences, can also be proved (by these methods) to be 
in K. Thus, from the point of view of method the procedure is 
similar to G6del's work on constructible sets (that is, sets defin- 
able by iteration of first order definition, or equivalently, sets 
occurring in the ramified hierarchy). Gbdel does not show that all 
sets are constructible, just as we do not show that all extensional 
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operations on choice sequences are in K; but he shows that the 
constructible hierarchy satisfies the axioms or "closure condit ions" 
so far formulated for sets; and we establish closure conditions for 
K. Naturally, though the two methods are very similar, the facts 
may be quite different in the tw,J problems considered; specifically, 
closer analysis may well show that not  all sets of the cumulative 
hierarchy are constructible, but that all operations on choice se- 
quences are in K. 
The second problem concerns the question whether there is a 
fundamenta l  notion of choice sequence and to find manageable 
laws fc.r it. As we remarked, there obviously are a number of im- 
portant notions of choice sequence, but there may still be a funda- 
mental one, in terms ol ~ which the others can be defined. Pursuing 
the heuristic analogy with set theory above, the notion of ~et in 
the sense of the cumulative hierarchy is fundamental although 
there are clearly a great number of important notions of set such 
as (hereditarily) finite, countable, recursive, hyperarithmetic or
the above-mentioned constructible sets. All these can be defined 
in terms of the Cantor-Zermelo notion, but the converse is not 
true not even in the last case unless, indeed, all sets are construc- 
tible. 
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§ 1. Logic 
1.1. The ff,rmal systems considered in this paper are formulated in 
the language of many-sorted intuitionistic predicate logic. Below, 
in 1.5 and 1.7 we list fer future reference the axioms and rules 
taken from [Spector, 1962]. 
1.2. Let c~ i be a variable of sort i. Logical operators are ± (false- 
hood),  ^  (conjunction), v (disjunct:.on), -'. (implication), Aa i (uni- 
versal/-quantification), V a i (existe'ma: ,, ~,,'" ~ Ji~cation). 
1.3. The class of formulae (Fro) is defined inductively. Certain ex- 
pressions are singled out as prime formulae (Pfm). The elements of 
Fm a~e generated according to 
( i JPfmC- Fm; ±~-Fm;  
(ii) If A, B ~ Fro, then ^  AB, vAB,  -'~ AB, AaiA, AdA ~ Fro. 
1.4. Conventioas. Capitals 4, B, C, D, P, Q, R will be used as syn- 
tactical (metamathematic£,) variables * for formulae. For better 
readability~ we shall write A ~ B, A ^ B etc. instead of-~ AB,  ^  AB 
etc. In bracketing we use the convention that unary operators 
bind more strongly than binary ones, and that  ^ ~ v bind more 
strongly than -~. 
~def  is used to int:oduce abbreviations or altern"tive notat ions 
for expressions in the formal language. We use - for definitions 
which are used only locally, e.g. in the proof of a certain theorem. 
is to mean " i f  ... then ... " or "hence"  etc. In the statement of 
rules, "and"  binds more strongly than ~.  
* In ~eserving certain letters as names or syv, tactical variables for objects of a certain syn- 
tactical category, tt is tacitly assumed tha. more names or syntactical variables can be 
obtained by priming or indexing the specified letters. 
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1.5. Axioms and rules of propositional ogic 
PL 1 P -> P; 
PL2 P and P ~ Q ~ Q (modus ponens); 
PL3 P - ->QandQ-~R ~P~R;  
PL4 P A Q ~ P; Q AP-~, P; 
PL5 P-~ Pv  Q; Q-~ t' v Q; 
PL6 P -~RandQ~R ~PvQ-~R;  
PL7 R~PandR-~Q=*R-~PAQ;  
PL8 PAQ~R~P- -~(Q~R) ;  
PL9 P~(Q- rR)~Pr~Q->R;  
PL10 ±~P.  
1.6. Definitions 
--I P =def P-~ ±; 
In systems containing arithmetic, J is identified with 0 = ! ; 
P ~ Q =aef (P ~ Q) A (Q --> P). 
1.7. Axioms and rules for quantifier~ 
Let a i be a variable not occurring free in Q, and let bi be a term 
free for a i in P ( -  P a z). 
Q l - i  Q~P=~Q- ,Aa 'P ;  
Q2-i P-~ Q ~ V ~iP -~ Q; 
Q3-i A aiPa i -~ Phi; 
Q4-i p[~i _~ V aiPa i. 
1.8. In [Spector, 1962] it is proved that the system PL1- 10 yields 
all theorems of the system axiomatized by 1-81 of [Kleene, 19521 
(Ch. IV, Ch. V, § 23); conver3ely one easily verifies that Spector's 
system of intuitionistic propositional logic is contained in Kleene's 
system, i.e. they are equivalent. V~e have left out Spector's rule A2, 
since by Kreisel's footnote 7 in [Spector, 19621 A2 is redundant. 
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§ 2. Elennentary analysis 
2.1. Tl.~e present subsection stipulates ome gener~Jl convent~.on,~. 
In 2.2 we start with the description of a "minima~" system of ele- 
mentary analysis EL 0 (in fact, a conservative extension of intt~i- 
tionistic arithmetic, see remark after 2.7.2), formulated in a 
minimal hmguage. 
2.1.1. The languages of the formal ,;ystems of analysis considered 
in this paper contain numerical variables (the lower case letters 
x, y, z, u, v, w, n, in will be used as names for numerical va:iables) 
and fu,~ction variables of one or more sorts. Let us denote the sort 
of the numerical variables by S O =/~/, and the various sorts of func- 
tion variables by S 1 , S z , ..., Sp (p > 0). 
Z is a certain fixed class (possibly empty) of p + 1-tuples. If 
o E Y~, a = (qo., ..., qp ), then the form::l language is supposed to 
contain variables for relations (species~ of signature a, i.e. variables 
for relations with qi arguments of sort S i (0 <_ i <_ p). 
In the simplest cases ~ is empty, i.e. the formal language con- 
sidered does not contain variables for species. We use the letters 
Xo, Yo, Zo as syntactical variables for relational variables of signa- 
ture o. The subscript ~ is omitted when irrelevant. 
2.1.2. Let Si-Tm stand for the class of terms of sort S i. 
S0-Tm-aef N-Tm --def Tin. S1-Tm u ... w Sp-Tm --aef Fn, the class 
of functors. Si-Tm contains the variables of sort S i. The only terms 
ft,r relations of signature o, o ~- Z, are the variables. 
S0-T11, ..., S o-Tm are given simultzmeously by an inductive defhfi- 
tion. 
We shall use t, s as syntactical variables for numerical terms (i.e. 
elements of Tin). ~0, if, ~ will be us,~d to denote functors or func- 
tional constants. 
We write t[x,  a .... l ,  tp[x, a, ...] for terms and functors contain- 
ing x, a, ... as parameters (the parameters may be apparent only). 
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All formal systems considered can tain a constant predicate =
with two numerical arguments, for equality between umbers. 
2.1.3. Prime formulae are constructed according to (i), (ii). 
(i) t, sE  T,aa =, = ts6  Pfm; 
(ii) m is said to be a list of arguments of signature o = (qo, .", qp ), 
if m i~ a list (sequence) of q0 elements of S 0-Tm, ql elements 
of S 1 -Tm, etc. If Xo is a vo.rlable for relations of signature o, 
then X o m ~ Pfm. 
2.1.4. Defirdtion. From now on we shall write t = s for = ts. 
x ¥: Y - -de f - ' ]  x = y . 
Similarly for defined notions of equality to be introduced in the 
sequel. 
2.1.5. Definition. Let A, B denote two formulae containing the 
variables of a list m free, and not containing any other variables 
free. Then 
A =B --def A re(Am ( ~ B~lt). 
2.1.6. Definition. All formal systems considered contain a constant 
for function evaluation, and among the inductive clauses for Tm 
one finds 
taTm,  ~o~; -Tm( l _< i_<_p)~q~ot~Tm.  
Equality between functors is now defined by 
qO = ~0' =def A X('gff~OX = 'g.t~O'X) .
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2.1.7. Definition. Let a, a' be variables of sort i. Then 
V !aA(a) --def Va(A(a)  ^  Aa ' (A(a ' )  ~ a = a ' ) ) .  
2.2. Description of EL 0 
2.2.1. EL 0 is a system of elementary analysis with a minimal an- 
guage. The language of EL 0 contains numerical variables and 
variables for (constructive) functions (denoted by a, b, c, d)o 
Constants: 0 (zero), S (successor), ~,  =. 
2.2.2. Definition of Tin, Fn (= S1-Tm = F-Tm). Tm, Fn (more 
specifically Tm(EL0), Fn(EL0)) are defined inductively by (i)-(v): 
(i) numerical variables belong to Tm; 
(ii) variables for constructive functions belong to Fn; 
(iii) 0~ Tin; 
(iv) t E -fm =~ St  ~ Tin; 
(v) ~o ~ Fn, t ~ Tm =, q~ot ~ Tm. 
2.2.3. Convention. In agreement wi',h conventional usage, we shall 
write ,p(t) (or even el, when no confusion is to be feared) for q~¢t 
2.3. Axioms and rules for EL o 
2.3.1. EL 0 contains the axioms and rules for two-sorted intui- 
tionistic predicate logic ~as describec in § l, with 0 = 1 for ±). 
2.3.2. ~xioms fo" equality: 
E1 x -: x; 
E2 x=y~ y=x:  
E3 x=yAv=z~x=z;  
E4 x- -y - ,  (Ax  ~ , Ay) .  
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2.3.3. Axioms for successor and induction: 
S1 04:  Sx ;  
$2 Sx = Sy  -~, x = y ;  
IND A0 A Ax(Ax  -~ A(Sx) )  ~ A~ Ax .  
2.3.4. Function-existence axiom ': 
AC-NN! Ax V !y A(x ,  y )  -~ Va  Ax  A(x ,  ax) .  
2.3.5. Remark. In EL o E4 may be replaced by two instances: 
x = y --, Sx  = Sy  , x = y --, ax = ay . 
Then E4 is provable from these ,nstances by induction on the 
number of logical operators occ,arring in A. 
2.4. Extensions of EL 0 by definition 
Let H. H' be a pair of theories uch that H c_ H' (i.e. all theo- 
rems cf  H ,are theorems of H'), and let o denote a mapping of I-?.' 
into H, defined for closed formulae of H', such that 
(i) A ~ Fm(H) =~ o(A)  = A ; 
(ii) t-H' A iff t--H o(A); 
(iii) I--n' [A ~ o(A)] .  
In this case H' is said to be an expans ion  of H. The choice of the 
term "expansion" is motivated by the following observation: if
H/~---~, H'/,--+ denote the collections of equivalence classes of sen- 
tences of H, resp. H' with respect o logical equivalence, then 
every element p ~ H'/< > emoraces a uniquely determined 
p' ~ H/~--~ ; in other words, any p is obtained by "expanding" 
some p' ~ H/< >. An expansion is always a conservative extension. 
If H' c_ G', Fm(H') = Fm(G'), and if H' is a o-expansion of H 
* Whenever we introduce a schema, we shall tacitly assu,ne the obvious condit ions on the 
v~,riab[es, ~. g. in this case: x, y represent distinct variables, y is free for x in A (x, y). 
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(i.e. an expansion with mapping o), then we can find a G such that 
G' is a o-expansion of G, and Fm~G) = Fm(H). In fact, we may 
take G = { a(F )  : F ~ G' }. 
The simplest examples of expansions are definitional extensions; 
the corresponding mapping may be chosen sach that logical opera- 
tigns are preserved (i.e. the mapping is a homomorphism w.r.t. 
logical operations). 
l fA(a  0, ..., ap, x ,  x0, ..., Xq)  is any formula of EL 0 such that 
a 0 , ..., ap, x ,  x o, ..., Xq is a complete list of the variables free in A, 
and if 
1--- EL 0 V !x  A(a  o , . . . ,  a v , x ,  x o , . . . ,  xq  ) ,  
then we may'extend the language of EL 0 by adding a constant 
(say ~o A ) and extend clause (iv) in the definition of Tm accordingly 
by adding 
• ~o0, ..., ~op a Fn ,  t 0, .., t? ~ Tm :~ 
~o A (~o , ..., ¢'p, t o , ..., tq) ~ Tm,  
and adding to the axioms 
A(a  0 .. . .  ,ap ,  ~o A(a  0 . . . .  ,ap ,x  0 . . . , xq) ,x  O, . . . . xq)  . 
The result is an expansion of EL0; see [Kleene, 195, °, §741 fc" a 
convenient definition of the mapping and details of the proof. 
The case of functions is similar. If we have proved 
~-ELo V !a A(a ,  a o, ..., ap,  x 0 , ..., Xq ) , 
where a, a o, ..., ap , x o , ..., Xq is a complete list of the free variables 
of A, we may introduce a constant OA, and add a clause to the 
definition of Fn: 
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~Oo, ..., ~op ~ Fn ,  to, ..., tq ~ Tm 
CA (~°0' "'" tq ) ~ Fn ,  
and introduce an additional axiom 
A(  ¢A (a o, ..., at:, xr~, ..., Xq) ,  a o, ..., ap , x o, ..., X q ) . 
The mapping is defined in the same way as in the previous case. 
Now we construct a definitional extensioli EL (of EL 0 ) in 
which the principles of definition by primitive recursion and by 
functional abstraction are (formal) theorems. The method is to 
define by means of suitable quantified formulae the graph of the 
function considered, say A(x ,  y),  and then use AC-NN! to intro- 
duce the function itself. 
For very elementary properties of =, 4:, <, +, -, "-- not discussed 
here we may refer to [K!eene, 1952, ch. VII I]. 
2.4.1. Definition 
x < y =tier Aa[ay  = 0 A Az(aSz  = 0 --> az = O) --> aSx  = 0] ; 
X ~y ~defX<yVX =y.  
2.4.2. Theorem 
(i) x<y^y<_z~x<z;  x<_y^y<z-+x<z;  
(ii) ~ < Sx; 
(iii) 0 < Sx;  
(iv) x<Sy~ ~x=yvx<y;  
(v) q (x < x); 
'(vi) Sx  < y "- . x < y ^ Sx  q~ y ; 
(vii) x-yvx<yvy<x.  
Proof. (i) Assume az = O, Az (aSz  = 0 ~ az = 0) ,  y = z =~ ay  = 0; 
y < z ~ aSy  = 0, =~ ay = 0. Therefore by x < y aSx  = 0. The 
second assertion is proved similarly. 
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(ii) l ramediate.  
(iii) Proof  by induct ion  on x. 0 < SO by (ii). 0 < Sx  implies 
0 < SSx  ((i), and Sx  < SSx  by (ii)), so by IND Ax(O < Sx) .  
( i v )  x = y -~ x < Sy  fol lows f rom (ii), x < y --~ x < Sy  from (i) 
and y < Sy  (riD). 
Let x < Sy  ^ x 4= y and 
(1) ay = 0 A A z (aSz = 0 ~ az = O) .  
One easily proves 
A:~ V !z ( (x  --/: Sy  ~ z = ax)  ^  (x  = Sy  ~ z = 0) ) .  
Hence by AC-NN! we may assume for some b 
(2) Ax((x 4: Sy  ~ bx = ax)  ^ (x = Sy  ~ bx  = 0) ) .  
By (2), b&v = 0. Remark  thatz  =Sy vz  =y  V(Z 4:y  AZ ~ Sy). In 
the first case bz = 0, in the secona c~_se bz = by  = ay = 0 (since 
y 4: Sy) ,  and in the third case bSz  = aSz A bz = az,  hence bsZ = 0 
-~ bz = 0 because of  aSz = 0 -* az = 0. Thus Az(bSz  = 0 -~ bz = 0). 
Now x < Sy  ~ bSx  = 0, and Sx  4= Sy  -* aSx  = bSx ,  =' aSx  = O. 
Thus x < y, since a in our proof  was arbitrary. 
(v) By induct ion w. r . t .x .  Assume 0 < 0. Since AxV !y ( (x  = 0 -* 
y = 0) A (x 4 :0  ~ y = 1)), there exists (AC-NN!)  a b ~uch that 
Ax((x = C -~ bx = O) A (X 4 :0  --" bx  = 1 )~. Therefore b0 = 0, 
Az(bSz  = 0 ~ bz = 0) because c~" Az(bSz  4: 0),  ~ bSO = 0 since 
0 < 0. Thus we arrived at a conhad ic t ion ,  so -I 0 < 0. 
Now assume -1 y < y ,  Sy  < Sy .  Let a be any funct ion satisfying 
( 1 ); then we can find a b satisfying (2). bSy  = 0, and so bSSy  = 0 
because of  our assumption.  ---. 2SSy = 0, since SSy  4: Sy .  
aSSy  = 0 ~ aSy  = O. aSy  = 0 zontradic~s q y < y,  so -t Sy  < Sy .  
(vi) Sx  < y ~ Sx  4= y has just been proved. Sx < j -'- x < y is 
immediate.  The impl icat ion f rom the right to the left is proved b~ 
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induct ion w. r . t .y ,  x < 0 ^ Sx 4= 0 -~ Sx < 0 is immediate ,  since 
x < 0 is cont rad ic tory  (0 _< x ^ x < 0 ~ 0 < 0). Assume x < y ^ 
ASx~ y~ Sx < y,  x <Sy  ASx--P Sy. x <Sy , ( iv )~,  x=yvx  < y. 
x = y ~ Sx = Sy; contn~di, ct ion with our  assumption,  =~ x < y. 
Sx ~ y ~ Sx < y,  ~ S:~ <_ y in all cases, y <" Sy, (1) =~ Sx < Sy. 
(vii) See [Kleene, 1952, ch. VI I I ,  §39,  "139] .  
Other  propert ies of  < ,  _< may be found in [Kleene, 1952] too. 
2.4.3. Definition 
Ax < y (Ax)  -=clef Ax(x  < y --> Ax) ;  
Vx  < y (Ax)  -=def VX(X  <~ y ^Ax)  etc.; 
sum (x, y ,  7.) --clef AalaO = x A Au < y (aSu = Sau) -~ ay = z] .  
2.4.4. Theorem 
(i) Va[a0  = x ^ Au  < y (aSu = Sau)] ; 
(ii) sum(x ,O,z ) ,  ~z=x;  
(iii) V !z sum (x, y, z); 
(iv) sum (x, y,  z) -, sum (x, Sy, Sz). 
Proof.  (i) is proved by induct ion w. r . t .y .  Basis: Az  V!u(u  = x), 
VaAz(az  = x), by AC-NN!. Az(az = x) ~ aO = x ^ 
^ Au < 0 (aSu = Sau). 
Induct ion step: assume aO = x ^ A u < y (aSu = Sau). 
Az  V !u((z --/: Sy -~ u = az) ^  (z = Sy -~ u = Say)), and thus for 
some b Az((z 4: Sy -~ bz = az) A(z = Sy -* bz = Say)), by AC-NN!. 
0 -,/: Sy,  so bO = aO = x. u < S~ ~ u = y v u < y;  in the first case 
bSu :- bSy = Say = Sby,  in the second case Su --/: Sy,  u :/: Sy,  so 
bSu = aSu = Sau = Sbu. There,"ore b0 = x ^ Au  < Sy (bSu = Sbu). 
This proves (i). 
(ii) Assume sum (x, 0, z), and let a satisfy a0 = x A 
^ Au < 0 (aSu = Sau) (a exists by (i)). Then a0 = z, so z = x. Con- 
versely if z = x, then apparent ly  sum (x, 0 :). 
(iii) Proof  by induct ion w. r . t .y .  The basis of  the induct ion is 
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given by (ii). Now assume V!z sum (x .  y ,  z).  Because of (i) there 
exists an a such that a0 = x n Au < SytaSu = Sau) ;  
=~ A,t < y(aSu  = Sat,.), and since for some unique z sum(x,y ,  z), 
it fo.4ows that u = Sz.  
(iv) is a corollary of the argument sub (iii). 
2.4.:~. Because of ':le uniqueness condition proved for sum(.~, y, z), 
we may now extend EL 0 definitionally by adding a function con- 
stant + such that 
t~Tm,  s~Tm~ t+s~Tm,  sum(x ,y ,y+y) .  
I: rc, m 2.4.4 it follows that 
x+O=x,  x + Sy  = S(x  + y )  . 
These equatiors are sometimes adopted as axioms instead of the 
axiom sum(x, ,  x + y); then _< might have ~een defined by 
x <_ y - Vz (x  +z  =y).  
2.4.6. Definition 
prod(x, y, z) -clef Aa[a0 = 0 ^Au < y(aSu  = au +x)  ~ ay  = z ] .  
2.4 7. Theorem 
(i) Va[a0 = 0 a Au < y(aSu  = au + x) ]  : 
(ii) prod(x, 0, z) < > z = 0; 
(iii) V!z prod(x ,y ,  z); 
(iv) prod(x, y, z) -~ prod(x, Sy ,  z + x) .  
Proof. Completely parallel to the proof of 2.4.4. 
2.4.8. Theorem. AxV !y ( (x  = 0 -~ y = O) ^ (Vz (x  = Sz )  -~ y = z)) .  
Proof. Immediate from x = 0 v V z(x = Sz) .  
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2.4S~. The preceding two theorems enable us to extend the system 
fi~rther by introducing multiplication • and predecessor prd satis- 
fying 
prod (x, y, x • y ) ,  prd 0 = 0 A prd Sx = x .  
The term-definition mast be extended accordJngly. From 2.4.7 it 
follows that 
x 'O=O,  x 'Sy=x 'y+x,  
which might have been adopted as alternative axioms for -. 
2.4. I O. Definition 
subtr(x, y, z) --clef Aa[a0 = x A Au  < y,'aSu = prd au) ~ ay = z].  
2.4.1 1. Theorem 
(i) Va[a0 = x/~ Au < y(aSu = prd au)] ; 
(ii) subtr(x, 0, z) ~ ~ z =x;  
(iii) V !z subtr(x, y, z); 
(iv) subtr(x, y, z) ~ subtr(x, Sy, prd z). 
Proof. Similar to the proof of 2.4.4. 
2,4.12. Theorem 2.4.11 permits the introduction of a constant "- 
for cut-off subtraction, with the corresponding extension of the 
term-definition and the axiom 
subtr(x, y, x "- ) ) .  
From 2.4.11 it follows tha~ 
x " -O=x,  x " -Sy=prd(x  " -y ) ,  
which may serve as alternative axioms for "-. 
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2.4.13. Definitions 
X2 =---clef X • X;  xSn  :=clef X • X n ; 
sgx---aef 1 "-(1 " -x) ;  
quad(x, y)  -clef Aa[a0 = 0 ^ Au < x(aSu = sg((Sau) 2 " - -Su) .au  + 
+ ( 1 "- ((Sau) 2 "- Su) ) .  Sau) --* ax = y ] .  
Informally, in the usual notation of number theory 
quad(x ,y ) ,  > y = [~/xl .  
2.4.14. Theorem 
(i) AxV !y quad (x, y);  
(ii) quad(0, 0); 
(iii) (Sy) 2 > Sx  ^  quad(x, y) --, quad(Sx, y);  
(iv) (Sy) 2 = Sx ^  quad(x, y)-~ quad(Sx, Sy); 
(v) quad(x 2, x). 
Proof. (i) quad(0, y) ~ y = 0 is immediate. A~sume V !y quad(x, ),) 
Le ty  be such that quad(x ,y) .  If a0 = 0, Au < Sy(aSu = 
= sg((Sau) 2 "- Su) .au + ( 1 -'- ((Sau) 2 "- Su) ) .  Sau), then ax = y.  
aSx = sg((Sy) 2 "-- Sx)  . y + (1 "- ((Sy) 2 "- Sx))  . Sy,  hence 
V !z quad(Sx, z). 
(ii)-(v) are routine. 
2.4.15. The previous theorem justifies the introduction of a new 
function constant [q~-] with axiom 
qua3 (z, [V~"I ) .  
We now introduce a representation of ordered pairs of '~ntegers by 
means of the integers. Generally a representation o f  the cartesian 
product  92 X ~ by ~ is, by definition, a 6-tuple (9.1, ~, g ~, ~1 ,~2), 
where ~ : ~/X ~ ~ ~, ~1 : ($ ~ 92, ~z : ~ -~ ~ are sur.iective map- 
pings such that ~31~( a, b) = tl, ~2~(a, b) = b,~(~l  c ,~z~)= ~ fo. all 
a~92,  b~,  c~.  
Such a representation is unique up to isomorphism in the sense 
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¢'¢ sql} t ff/~ -~ 
that if ('~l,~, ,~-v ,~ l  ,~32) is another  representat ion,  then 
~kC. ~'(~1 ¢', ~2 C) defines a permutat ion  of f~. 
2.4.16. Definition 
j l z  - sg(S[ x/-zl - ' - ( z - ' - [~ '1  2 )). [vt~-i + 
+ sg((z "- [x,/z 1 2 ) .__ [x/~'] )" (z -'- [V~] 2 ); 
/2z  - sg(S[x/z l  "- (z - [x/-il 2)) .  (z "- N/if] )2 + 
+ sg((z "- [Vtz ] z ) ._ [vff l  )" [x/~-I ; 
max(x ,y )  -eel  x + (y "-x) ;  
{x ,y}  ~ (max(x ,y )  2 +y)  + (maxOc, y )  "-x). 
2.4.17. Theorem 
(i) {/lz,/2z} =z;  
(ii) / l{x ,y}=x;  ]2{x ,y}  =y;  
(iii) AzV  !x V !y (z  = {x~ y } ). 
Proof. (i), (ii) fol low by subst i tut ion;  (iii) is a consequence of (i), 
(ii). 
2.4.18. Definition 
V0(X0) =--def X0; 
vl(:Co, xl ) -def {Xo, xl }; 
llSu(XO, "", Xu+I) ~def {Xo, k'u (XI, "-, Xu+l )}" 
Convent ion.  We write ~o(t o , ..., t u ) for ~ov,, (t o , ..., t u ). 
2.4.19. Theorem 
AaAa 0 ... Aa u V !bAx(a(aoX,  ..., auX) = bx) .  
Proof. Immediate by AC-NN!. 
2.4.20. Def init ion 
prir:lrec(z, b, x, y )  -aef Aa[a0  = z ^ Au < x(aSu  = b(u,  au))  -~ 
"" ax =y] .  
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2.4.21. Theorem 
(i) Va[a0 = z ^  Au < x(~Su = b(u, au))] ; 
(ii~ V !y primrec(z, b, x, y); 
(iii) primrec(z, b, 0, z); 
(iv) primrec(z, b, x, y )~ primrec(z, b, Sx, b(-x, y)). 
Proot. Similar to the proof of 2.4.4. 
2.4.22. The previous theorem justifies the intro,Suction of a con- 
stant I1 with axiom 
primrec(z, br x, II (z, b, x) ) .  
Alternatively we may adopt as axioms for H: 
II(z, b, O) = z , II(z, b, Sx) = b(x, II(z, b. x) ) .  
Finally we remark that k-abstraction for terms wtth the rule of 
k-abstraction: 
(Xx - t [x ] ) (v )  = tiy] 
also gives a definitional extension. 
2.4.23. Remarks on alternative treatments 
We began with unary function variables: for this reason we had 
to prove special cases of primitive recursion first, in order to ob- 
tain a pairing function with its inverses. An alternative would have 
been to begin with a theory with n-ary function variables for any 
n, to prove closure uiader primitive recursion directly, then-defin- 
ing ~" ome suitable pairing function, and finally showing that the 
original theory was an expansion of a theory with unary function 
variables. 
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We might have chosen other pairir g functions; for possible 
alternatives in this respect, see e.g. [P6ter, 1967, § 7]. 
The conclusion to be drawn from the results in this subsection 
is that the system EL described below is a definitional extension 
of EL 0. 
2.5. Description of EL 
The language of EL is obtained by adding to the constants v 1 
(pairing function), J l , J2 (inverse pairing functions), II (operator 
for definition by recursion) anti operators Xx (),-abstraction), and 
by extending the definition of Tm. Fn with the clauses 
(vi) t, s =- Tm =~/)1 ts E Tm, /'~ t ~- Tm, ]2t ~ Tm; 
(vii) ~o 6 Fn, t, s ~ Tm =, II~o ts E Tm; 
(viii) t ~ Tm ~ Xx. t ~ Fn. 
As a convention, we rewrite expressions with brackets and add a 
point after Xx (Xx.) for better eadability. 
To the axiorls of EL 0 we add 
REC 
H(x, a, 0 )=x,  
H(x, a, 6~v) = av I (II(x, a, y), y), 
and the rule of h-conversion 
CON (Xx. t! (x) = t. 
We define 
x +y  =--def n(x,  )kz. S J lg ,y ) ;  
X "y -~def n(0,  X2.(]12 +f2z), 0, y); 
prdx =~f H(0, Xx. i2x ,x ) ;  
x "-- y -def n(x,  ~kx. prd ]1 x,  x .  y).  
x 2 , max (x, y:  are defined as before. As axioms for the pairing 
functions we take 
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P1 Vl (X ,y)  = (tmax(x,y)  2 +y)  + (max(x,y)  -'-x); 
P2 v l ( J lX , j2x )=x,  j lV l (X ,y )=x,  j2u l (x ,y )=y.  
2.5.1. Remarks. (i) Equality axiom E 1 has become redundant, 
since from II(x, a, 0) -- x and E2 x = l-I(x, a, 0), and therefore by 
E3x =x.  
(Ji) By the axioms it is permissible to introduce constants for 
fun,:tions atisfying certain defining eqlaations, whenever such 
functions can be defined by primitive recursion and ~,-abstraction. 
For example, we may introduce functions by nested recursit, n, 
since nested recursion is reducible to primitive recursion by stand- 
ard methods (see e.g. [Kleene, 1952, §55],  or [P6ter, 1967, §5] ). 
(iii) The precise form of the pairing functions is irrelevant; as 
we shall see, our derivations in EL use P2 only. 
Plan o f  the remainder o f  the section 
In 2.5.2-2.5.4 elementary properties of certain primitive recur- 
sive operations and predicates ar~ discussed (concatenation of
finite sequences, course-of-values functional) which_ will bc needed 
in the next section. 
2.6 discusses variants of AC-NN! and contraction of quantifiers. 
In 2.7 logical relationships between choice-schemata are ~:on- 
sidered. 
In 2.8 the langt~age is extended by adding species (relational) 
variables; 2.9 disct, sses logical relationships between various 
choice- and comprehension schemata involving species. 
2.5.2. Theorem. V y(x  + y = z) < ~ x <_ z. 
Remark. This theorem makes connection between the definition 
of<_ in [Kleene, 1952], [Kleene and Vesley, 1965] and the defi- 
nition of this paper, and justifies the use of properties proved in 
I Kleene, 1952]. 
Proof. By induction on y we prove z "- y = Sz "-- Sy. Tben we prove 
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by inductzaz-, on y 
(1) x>y-+_u-y>o. 
For y = 0 (1) is immediate. Assume (1) for y, and let x > Sy. Then 
for some z, x =Sz ([Kleene, 1952, $39, “1371, and 2.4.2(iii)), so 
Sz > Sy . This impiies z > y, hence x - Sy = Sz - Sy = z - y > 0. 
Finally we prove by induction on y: 
(2) y+(x-y)=x forx>y. 
For y = 0 (2) holds. Assume (2) to hold for y. Sy + (x - Sy) = 
= Sy + prd(x L y). If x > Sy, then x > y, so x - y > 0. Therefore 
x-y=Sz, Sv+(x-Sy)=Sy+z=y+Sz=y+(x~y)=x,by 
the induction hypothesis. 
From (2) it follows that x < z + V y(x + y = z). Conversely we 
prove x f y = z -+ x < z by induction w.r.t. y. x + 0 = x = z + 
+ x < z is Immediate. Assume x + y = z -+ x I: z, then x + Sy = 
=z -= Sx I z. Since also x < Sx, it follows that x < z. 
Remark. We might have defined x < z as Vy(x + y = z) from the 
beginning, but in order to show EL to be an expansion of EL,, we 
nevertheless would have been obliged to prove the equivalence 
with the original definition. 
2.5.3. Definition. Generally, a representation of the finite se- 
quences of elenzen ts of $!I (i.e. a representation of U ( ?ln : n E N) ) 
by % is by definition a ktuple (Cu, %,v, a, Cl, C2>, where $ : % -+ N, 
a*$[x ~~--+%, G : $8’ + 21, Q2 : %’ + ‘%(withs@ =( b :$$6 # 
A i E %) ) are surj:ctke mappings such that V ! b E %(!$!b = O), 
OA 
!jKya, b)=!$b+ 1, ~bfO-+~(C16,C2b)= b, Z&n, @=a, 
cLQi(o, b) = 6, for all aE $1, b E %. 
IfM,%,~‘,6’,6;, Q’, > KS another such representation, ‘!&, = 0, 
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~'IJ~ = O, then ~ob o b~ ~b 4:0  -~ ~ob = ~-,'c~,_ , = ' , ... ~.,) b ~P&2 b) defines a 
permutation of 2. Thus the representations considered are unique 
up to an isomorphism of the kind just described. 
Below we shall describe a repre.sentation (coding) of the finite 
sequences of natural numbers by Iv', by specifying a length-func- 
tion and a coqcatenation function. We put 
<x> -=d~f2-~fS{O,x  } ,  
l th  n --clef sg(n) .S j t (n  "- 1). 
We defiue ~0 by prh:litive recursion 
¢(n, O)=/2(n "-- 1), tp(n, Sx) - /2~P(n ,x}  , 
and then define gO t, x) 
g(n, x) ---def ]) ~p(n, x)" sg(j 1 (n -'- 1 )) + 
+~o(n,x)" ~,1 "-/'l(n "-- 1)). 
We introduce ~o' 
~d(x ,n ) -S ({  thn , [x , ]9 (n ' - -1 )}}  . sg(n)+ 
+ (1 "-- sgn){O,x} ) ,  
and define ~o" by primitive recursion such that 
9"(n, m, O) = n ,  
~o"(n, m, Sx) = ~o'(g(n, 0), ~o"({x "-- 1,]212(n - 1)} , re ,x) )  
Now the concatenation function is defined by 
n * m =~f  ~d'(n, m, i th n ) .  
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The tail-function tl is defined explicitly by 
t in  ----def sg(/ l (n "-- 1) ) 'S{ / l (n  "- 1)'-- 1, /2 /2 (n  "- 1)} . 
l~.emarks. By the preceding definitions the finite sequences of 
natural numbers are coded in such a way that the ordered se- 
quence x o, ..., x u is represented by (x  o, ..., xu> = 
• ~ S{u,  Vu(X o . . . .  , Xu)  }.  The empty sequence is coded by ( > = O. 
The concatenation function is such that (x  o, ..., x u) * 
• (xu+ 1, ..., Xu+,. ,) = <x0, .. . ,Xu+o>. ~o'(x, n) = (x) * n. g (n ,x )  is 
defined such that g (<x 0, ..., x u >, o) = x o Ibr v <_: u. 1 th n is the 
length of the sequence coded by n. 
tl n represents, for n 4: O, the remainder of tl e sequence coded 
by n, after removal of the first element of the sequence. 
2.5.4. Theorem 
(i) O*m=m*O=m;  l th0=0;  l th ( ; ?*n)= 1+ l tbn ;  
g(2  * n,  O)= x ;  
(i i) l th  n > 0-~ n = <g(n, 0)) * tl(n~; 
(iii) l th(n * m)= l tn (n )+ l th(m);  
(iv) n * (n' * n" )= (n * n') * n"; 
(v) x 
(vi) x 
(vii) n 
Proof.  
(i i) 
< 1 th n -+ gL9 * n, Sx) = g(n ,  x); 
< i,*h n ~ g(n  * m,x)  =g(n ,x ) ;  
v~ 0 --> V m(n  = m * (g (n ,  Jl (n "- 1 )))). 
(i) By direct verification. 
We remark that 
(1) ,¢'(x, n) =.f * n , ~P'(X, 0) = (x> = ~? * 0 .  
Proof by cases:(a) l thn= 1, =~] l (n ' - l )=O,  =~n=S{O,x]  =2 
for some x, ---, n =£=~ * 0 (by (1)); (b) l thn> 1, then 
n = S{Sx, {y, z}} for suitable x ,y ,  z;  then (ii) follows by direct 
verification. 
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(iii) We proceed b:r induct ion  w.r.t ,  l th  n. For  l th  n = 0 the  
assert ion is immediate ,  s ince 0 * m = m. For  the  induct ion  step 
one f irst veri f ies d i re - t ly  
(2) :~ * (n * m)  = (~ * n) * m . 
Now assume l th (n  * m)  - l th (n ' )  + l th (m)  for  l th  n'  -- u. Let  
now I th n = Su, then  for  cer ta in  x ,  n' n -= x * t~', 1 th n' = u. 
l th (n  * rn) = l th ( (2  * n ' )  * m)  = l th (2  * (n' * m) )  = 
= 1 + l th (n '  * m)  = 1 + l th (n ' )  + l th (m)  -" l th07)  + l th (m) .  
(iv) We f irst prove 
(3) (n * 2)  * m = n * (2 * m)  
by induct ion  w.r.t ,  l th  n. 
I f  l th  n - 0, then  n - 0, and then  (3) is immediate .  Assume (3) 
for  all n w i th  1 th n = y ,  and let 1 th n" :: Sy, taer~ by (ii) n" = 2 * n' ,  
l th  n' =y  for  suitable z, n'.  =' (n" * .'~) * m = ((~ *n ' )  *.~) * m = 
=(2*(n ' *~) )*m =2*( (n ' *2 )*m =2*(n ' * f2*m))  = 
= (2 * n ' )  * (:~ * m)  = n"  * (2 * m)  ( induct ion  h- jpothesis ,  (2))  
F inal ly  one proves (iv) by  induct io r  w.r.t .  1 th n'. n * 0 = n is 
p roved  sub (i), and thus  (iv) is sat isf ied for  n' - 0. (iv) w i th  
l th  n' = 1 is p roved  by (3). Assume (w) for  l th  n'  = u, and  let now 
1 th n' = Su;  then  as be fore  n' - .~ * m,  1 th rn = u fo~" suitable, x ,  m,  
n * (n' * n" ) -  n * ((2 * m)  * n" )  = n * (2 * (m * n"D-  (n * ~)*  
• (m * n") = ((n * 2 )  * m)  * n" = (n * (.~ * m) )  * n" = (n * n') * n" 
((2), (3),  induct ion  hypothes is ) .  
(v) Induct ion  w.r.t .  1 th n. 
(vi) Use (v). 
(vii) Induct ion  w.r.t,  l th (n ) " -  1 = ]t(n "- i). Assume (v i i ) fo r  all 
n w i th  l th (n )  - 1 = u. I f  l th  n = Su, then  n = 2 * n' for  sui table 
z, n ' ,  so n = 2 * n' = 2 * (m'  * (g(n' , J l (n '  "-- 1))) = (by  (v)) (2 * m') * 
• (g(~ * n' ,  j l ( (2  * n ' ) " -  1))) = (2 * m') * (g(n, J l (n  "- 1))) fo ra  
suitable m' .  
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2.5.5. Remark. Because of the properties of the coding proved in 
2.5.4 we are justified in introducing a new function ~o by 
~O0=X ,
~0(p * n) = ~o'(~on, n, y ) ,  
where to' denotes a previously intr~,duced function. 
This definition may be reduced to primitive recursion and ex- 
plicit definition by introducing 
~0(0, n) = x ,  
~O(Sy, n )  = ,p ' (~y ,  tl n), tl n, y) 
first, and then putting ~0n "= ~b(lth n, n). 
Similarly, definitions of the type 
~0 =x , 
~o(n * p) = ~p'(~on, n, y ) ,  
can be reduced to primitive recursion and explicit definition; in- 
stead of tl n we must use kx .g(n ,  x ) ( / t  (n "- 1)). 
t3xplic?: dcfinitions 
{ ~0 =x , 
~o(3 * n) = ~ (y, n ) ,  
are special cas:'s. 
or { ~o0= x ,  
~o~n * p) = ~o'(y, n ) ,  
2.5.6. Definition. The course-of-values functional is defined by 
primitive recursion: 
"~0 = 0 ,  hSx  = fix * (ax) . 
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(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
2.5.7. Theorem 
b = Xx.aSx -, -dSy = (a0) * by; 
z < y -~ g(ffy, z) = az; 
l th~y =y;  
Xx.g(n, x) ( l th  n) = n. 
Proof. (i)- (iii) are proved by induction w.r.t .y.  
(i) b0 = 0, ~1 = (a0) * 0 = (a0) * b0. Assume ~Sy = (aO) * by. 
Then ~SSy = ((a0) * -by) * (aSy) = ((a0) * by) * (by) = (aO) * bSy. 
(ii) For y = 0 the assertion holds. Assume Aa Az < y(g(~y, z) = 
= az), and let b = 3,x.aSx. Then (a0) * by = 3Sy (by (i)), 
g(~Sy, O) = g((aO) * by, O) = (aO>; g(~Sy, x) = g((aO) * by, Sx) = 
= g(by, x )= bx = aSx if Sx < Sy (2.5.4 (v)). 
(iii) is straightforward; (iv) is proved by induction on 1 th n. 
2.5.8. 
n ~m 
n .< m 
]la 
{a ,b}  
(a)x 
Definitions 
=~f Vn'(n * n' = m); 
-~f  n ~ m ^  (n 4: m); 
=~f ~x. j lax,  J za -~f  ?~x.j2ax , 
=def ~kX. { a,X, bx } ; 
--=dzf h.y.a(x, y) = Xy.a{ x, y ~. 
,b  -e~f Xx.abx; 
2.6.1. Theorem (extensionality). Aa ^  a = b ~ Ab. 
Proof° The theorem is immediate for prime formulae A ; exten- 
sionality for arbitrary A follows by induction on the number of 
logical operators occurring in A. 
2.6.2. Theorem. Ax Ax ~.+ Aa AaO, Vx  Ax  ~ ~ Va AaG. 
Proof. ([Kleene and Vesley, 1965, §4, '0 .5,  *0.6] ). We 9rove the 
first assertion. Assume Ax Ax.  Then AaO, hence Aa AaO, con- 
versely if AaAaO, then for any x A(O,y .x) (0) ) ,  so Ax.  
2.6.3. Theorem. Let W(a, b) =- AxA yVz(x  = az A ~ = bz). Then 
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(i) W(a, b)-~ (AxAy  A(x ,y )  ~ Az  A(az, bz)); 
W(a, b)-~ (VxVy A(x ,y ) ,  , Vz  A(az. bz)); 
(ii) W(o, b ) - ,  ( AcAd A(c ,  d] ~ , Ac  A(ac, bc)); 
W(a, b) -~ (VcVd A(c,  d) "- ~ Vc  A(ac, bc)). 
Proof. As ar~ example we prove the first assertion of (ii). 
AcAd A(c  d )~ Ac  A(ac,  bc) is immediate. Conversely, assume 
W(:~, b), Ac  A(ac, bc). Take any pair c, d. We remark that since 
W(a, b ), 
AxV!y(cx  : :ayA dx = by ^  Az  < y(cx  ~ ay v dx -¢= by) ) .  
By AC-NN! we may therefore assume the existence of a c' such 
that Ax(cx  = ac'x ^  dx = bc'x). Then by 2.6.1 and the hypothesis 
c - ac', d = bc', so A (c, d). 
2.6.4. Corollary (contraction of 
(i) AxAy A(x ,y )~+ Ax  A( j  l 
VxVy A(x ,y )  ~ .~ Vx  A( j  i 
(ii) AaAb A(a, b) ". , Ac  A( j  1 
VaVb A(a,  b) , , Vc  A( j  I 
quantifiers) 
x,  J2x),  
x,jzx); 
C, J2 C), 
c, j2c). 
2.6.5. Theorem. AxV !a A'(x, a) + V! bAx A(x ,  (b) . ) .  
Proof. Let AxV !a A(x ,  a). Then it follows that 
AxAyV ! zAa[A(x ,  a) ~ ay = z]. Therefore by 2.6.4 
AuV!zAa[A( j lu ,  a) ~ a/2u =z]  . 
By AC-NN! 
VbAuAa[A( J lu ,  a) ~ aj2u = bu] , 
VbAxAyAa[A(x ,  a) --> ay = b(x ,y ) ]  
-~. VbAaAx[A(x ,  a) ~ a -- (b) x ] . 
(2.6.4), 
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Since AxV !a A(:::, 4), it fallows that VbAx A(x,  (b)x), and since 
Ax A(x,  (b) x ),x Ax  A(x,  (c) x )--> Ax((b)  x = (c) x ), we conclude to 
b = c, so V!bAx  A(x,  (b)x). 
2.7. Choice schemata 
We shall discuss the following choice schemata relative to EL: 
RDC-F 
RDC-N 
DC-F 
DC-N 
AC-NF 
AC-NN 
Aa(Aa -* Vb(B(a, b) A Ab))  --> Aa(Aa -~ Vc((c) 0 = a ?, 
^Ax B((c) x , (C)sx ))). 
Ax(Ax  ~ Vy(B(x ,  j,,) nAy) )  ---* Ax(Ax  --* ~¢a(aO = x ^ 
nay  B(ay, aSy))). 
AaVb A(a, b) --> AaVc( (c )  o = an Ax  A((c) x, (C)sx)). 
Ax  Vy  A(x,  y)  ~ AxVa(aO = x ^ A y A(ay, aSy)). 
AxVaA(x ,a ) -~ VbAx A(x,  (b)x). 
AxVy  A(x ,y )  -* VaAx  A(x,  ax). 
2.7.1. Convention. If H is any theory, P, P' formulae or formula- 
schemata, then we write P < P' (relative to H) if P is derivable in 
H + P', and.we write P ~ P' (relatiw ~. to H) if H + P and H + P' 
yield the same set of theorems. 
2.7.2. Theorem. The fol lowing relationships hold betwee,~ the 
various choice-schemata relative to EL: 
(i) AC-NN _< DC-N < RDC-N _< RDC-F; 
(ii) DC-N <_ AC-NN _< AC-NF _< DC-F _< RDC-F. 
Schematically." 
j / , ,R  DF-F\,.,,.~ 
RDC-N DC-F 
1 
AC-NF 
DC-N - ~ AC-NN 
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Proof. DC-F <_ RDC-F, DC-N _< RDC-N are immediate. 
RDC-N <_ RDC-F: let Ax,  Ax(Ax  -~ Vy(B(x,  y )n  Ay)). Then by 
2.6.2 Aa(Aaq -~ V b(B(aO, bO) ^  A(bO))), A(ky.x(O)). Apply 
RDC-F, then toi some c (c) 0 = Xy.x nAz  A((c)zO, (C)szO). If 
=- )~z.c(z, 0), ,hen ~0 = x ^ A z A(¢z, ¢Sz). 
AC-NN _< AC-NF is proved similarly. 
AC-NF _< DC-F: assumeKxVbA(x ,  b). By 2.6.2 AaVbA(aO,  b), 
hence also AaV b[A(aO, )~x.bSx) ^ bO = SaO] . Apply DC-F, then 
AaVc[[c)  o = a ^  Ax[A((C)x O, Xy.(C)sx (SyD ^  
^ (C)sx 0 = S(c) x 01 1 • 
Assume c to be such that (c) 0 = Xx. 0, Ax [A ((c) x 0, ~y. (C)sx (Sy)) ^  
^ (C)sxO = S(c)xO]. It follows by induction that Ax((c)xO = x), and 
thus Ax A(x. Xy.(C)sx(Sy)). With ¢ -  Xz.c(Sjlz, S]2z) it follows 
that A x A (x, (¢)x). 
AC-NN _< DC-N: assume AxVy A(x, y). Then 
AxVy(A( j l x ,  J2 x) ^ J lY  = S/Ix)" Apply DC-N, then we find a c 
such that cO = (0,  0} A Az A(JlCZ,J2cSz) ^ J lcSz = Sjlcz. By in- 
duction Ax( j l cx  = x), hence Az A(z, i2cSz). 
DC-N <_ AC-NN: assume Az, AxVy  A(x, y). Then for some a 
Ax A(x, ax). Let ~o be defined by primitive recursion such that 
~pO = z ^ ~pSx = a~px, then Ax A(tpx, ~pSx) A ~pO = Z. (Cf. [Kreisel, 
1968B, footnote 23] .) 
Remark. Classically AC-NN! and AC-NN are equivaler~t. AC-NF _< 
<_ AC-NN is ngt derivable, since it is not even derivable in the cor- 
responding classical system. 
DC-F <_ AC-NF is an open problem in [Howard and Kreisel, 
1966] ; RDC-N <_ DC-N, RDC-F <_ DC-F are also open problems. 
In [Goodman, 1968] it is shown that EL + AC-NF is a conser- 
vative extension of intuitionistic arithmetic. ( [Goodman, 1968, 
corollary 31.2] .) 
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2.7.3. Theorem. Let  C(a) = Az(--1Vx(ax = z) v V !x(ax = z)). 
Assume bELC(~p), and let AC-NF, be 
AxVb A(x ,  b) --, VcAx  A(x ,  Xy.c~o(x, y ) ) .  
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Then AC-NF ~ AC-NF~ relative' to EL. 
Proof. Assume AC-NF, and let AxVa A(x ,  a). Then for some c 
AxA(x ,  (C)x). ~ AzV!u(('- I  Vx(~ox = z)--, u = 0) A (Vx(~ox :-" z )~ 
u = cx)). Hence for some d AzVx(~ox = z -~ dz = cx), 
(c) x = X y .c (x ,  y )  -: X y.d~p(x, y ). Conversel2,~, assume AC-NF~ and 
let again AxVa A(x ,  a). Then Ax A(x ,  Xy.c~p(x, y) )  for a saitable 
c, and thus A x A (x, (c~o) x ). 
Remark. Similar theorems may be proved for e.g. RDC-F, DC-F. 
2.7. / . Corollary. Relative to EL AC-NF is equivalent o AC-NF~ 
where ~o - Xx . ( ( j l x )  * J2x). 
2.8. Description of ELS 0, ELS 
2.8.1. The language of ELS 0 (ELS) is obtained by extension of the 
language of EL 0 (EL) with quantifiers and variables for species 
with n numerical and m (constructive) function arguments for al't 
natural numbers ;~, m (denoted b:,, Xn,m, Y~,m, Zn,m ; Xn,m is ~".aid 
to denote a variable of sort Sn, m ). 
2.8.2. Axioms and rules of ELS 0, ELS 
The logic is extended with quantifier ~J!es Q I-Sn, m -Q4-Sn, m . Let 
A(x  1 , ..., x n , a 1 . . . .  , a,~ ) be any formuia of ELS 0 (ELS) without 
species quantifiers Xn, m not free in A. Then we add to the axiom 
szhemata (w.r.t. the new language) of EL 0 (EL) the weak com- 
prehension principle, for every n, rn: 
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~VCAn, m VXn,  m Ax  1 ... AxnAa I ... Aa  m (X(x I , ..., x n , a l ,  . . . ,a m ) 
, , A(Xl, ..., x n , a l ,  ..., a m )). 
WCA denotes WCAn. m for all n m. 
Also vve add the principle of extensionality: 
EXT Xo, la  ^a = b -+ Xo, lb .  
2.8.3. Remark 
EXT can be generalized to extensionality for all function argu- 
ments of species van, m by use of WCA. 
The addition of EXT to the system ELS 0 without EXT is a con- 
servative xtension with respect o the part of the theory not in- 
volving species variables. This is seen by defining a mapping o: 
oA is obtained from A by replacing any subformula 
Xn, m ( t l ,  "" ,  in, ~1, "", tPm ) by 
Va 1 ... Vam [a 1 = ~o 1 A.../', a m = 9m ^  
^ Xn, m ( t l ,  ..., t n , a l ,  ..., a m )] . 
2.8.4. Convention. Instead of introducing X-abstraction for species 
we prefer to use the following notational convention. Let 
A(x ,  Xn, m ) be any formula of ELS. Then A(x ,  [p/t]  Y,,+ 1,m ), 
1 <_ p <_ n + 1, is obtained by replacing every prime formula 
Xn,m ( t l ,  .--, tn, ~°1, "", ~Pm ) in A(x ,  Xn, m ) by Yn+l,m ( t l ,  "", tp - l ,  
t, tp, ..., t n , ~o I , ..., 9m )" Similarly A(x, [p/~o] Yn, m+l) for 
m+ 1 <p<_n+m ~ 1. 
qen.ark. Introducing X-abstraction for species would become con- 
vcnient only in case we would consider species of species. 
2.9. Ciloice- and cemprehension schemata in ELS 
Many forms of choice- and comprehension schemata involving 
species may be considered. We shall restrict ourselves to a few ef 
them, which are most directly related to the types already dis- 
cussed in 2.7. 
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RDC'Sn, m 
DC-Sn, m 
AC-NSn, m 
AC'FSn, m 
AC-N Sn. m 
CAn, m 
AXn,m (A(Xn, m ) ~ VYn.m (B(Xn.m" Yn,m ) A 
^A(Yn,  m)) ~ AXn.m(.t(Xn,m) -~
VZn+l,m([ l/O]Zn+l,m = Xn, m ^  
^ Ax B([ 1/xlZn+l, m , [ l/SxlZn+l, m ))): 
Similarly, leaving A out; 
^xVX.,m A(X, Xn, m )'+ 
VYn+l,rn AxA(x ,  [1/x] Y,~+t,m );
AaV!Xn, m A(x, Xn, m ) 
"-" V Yn,m+lAaA(a, [m+ l/a] Yn,m+l); 
AxV!Xn,  m A(x, Xn, m )~ 
-~ V Yn+l,,n AxA(x ,  [ l/x] Y,+l,,n ); 
Similar to WCAn,m, for arbitrary A. 
RDC-S, DC-S etc. indicate: RDC-Sn, m, DC'Sn,m etc. for all n, m. 
We do not attempt at completeness in discussing the relationships 
between these schemata; some useful relationships are collected in 
2.9.1 below. 
2.9.1. Theorem. Relative to ELS the following relationships hold. 
(i) AC-NS! ~__Z AC-FS! <_ CA ~ CA0, 0 + AC-FS!; 
(ii) AC-NS! 5Z AC-NS; 
(iii) AC-NN <_ AC-NS1, 0 _< AC-NSo, l _< AC-NS; 
AC-NF <_ AC-NSoA ; 
(iv) RDC-F _< RDC-S; 
(v) AC-NS _< RDC-S. 
Schematically: 
CA RDC-S 
A RI)C-F AC-NS! C-NSo,I....~ g/ 
AC-N.~ o /AC-NF 
AC-NN 
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Proof. AC-NS! _< AC-FS!: assume AxVXn,  m A(x, Xn, m ). Then 
AaVXn,  m A(aO, An,m). Apply AC-FS!: for some Yn,m+l 
AaA(aO,  [m + 1/a] Yn, m+l)" By WCA there is a Zn+l, m such that 
Ax(X(X,  Yl  , "', Yn, al , ..., am ) ~ ::~ Y(Yl , "", Yn, ~.y.x, a 1,...,am)). 
Hence Ax A(x,  [ l /x lZn+l ,  m ). 
AC-FS! <_ CA: assume e.g. AaV !Xl , lA(a,  X1,1). By CA there 
exists a Z1, 2 such that AxAaAb[Z l , z (X ,  a, b) 
AX I , I  (A(a, X1, l) ~ X1A (x, b))]. If A(a, Xl,x), then 
Ax Ab(X l , l  (x, b) ,~  Zi,2(x, a, b)), hence AaA(a ,  [ l /a lZi ,2 ). 
CA <_ AC-FS! + CAo, o. Let e.g. A(x,  a). Then 
iXx Aa V ! Xo, o (Xo, o ~ ~ A (x, a)). Now apply AC-FS!, then AC-NS!. 
AC-NS! _< AC-NS, AC-NS1, o _< AC-NSoA _< AC-NS are imme- 
diate. 
RDC-F _< RDC-S. Assume Aa[Aa ~ Vb(B(a, b) A Ab)] .  Then it 
follows that AXo, 1 [V !a(Xo, i a ^ Aa) ~ V YoAV !b(Yo, 1 bA 
^ Aa(Xo, la -~ B(a, b))a Ab)] .  Assume Aao, V [aXo,la a a o = a, 
ti~en V !a Xo,! a ^  Aa. Application of RDC-S yields 
V YI A [ [ 1/0] Y1A = Xo4 ^  A x V ! b A a [ (Y1A ,Ix, a) -~ B(a, b)) ^  
A TI, I(SX , b)] ]. By induction AxV!a  Yl , l (X a). Hence there 
exists a c such that (c) 0 = a o , Ax(Y l , l (x ,  (c) x) .~ B((c)x, (C)sx)). 
AC-NF _< AC-NS0,1 , AC-NN <_ AC-NS1, o are proved similarly. 
AC-NS _< RDC-S is proved by methods similar to the proof of 
AC-NF _< DC-F in 2.7.2, as follows. Assume AxVX'A(x ,  X') ,  and 
take for simplicity X'  ~- X i,o. Let X = X l,o, Y - Yl,o, Z = Z 1,o 
and define 
P(X) -  VoAw[X(2w)  ~ ~. w = o] , 
Q(Y, Z) = P(Y)A P(Z) ^ Aw[ Y(2w) ~ Z(2w + 2)1 ^  
6 AwAXt  Au(Xu ~ Z(2u + 1)) ^  
A Y(2w) ~ A(Sw,  X)] . 
From AxVX'  A(x, X ' )  it follows that 
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( l)  AX[P(X)  -~ V Y[ Q(X, Y) ^ P(Y)] ] , 
for if P(X), the for some v Aw(X(2w~ ~ w = v); assume A(o, X'), 
t! en, for an Y such that 
Aw[Yw~---~ w= 2v+ 2vVu(w= 2u + l ^X 'u) ]  
we obtain Q(X, Y) A P( Y). 
Apply RDC-S to (1), then 
A.¥tP(X) + VZ~,0IX = I I]OIZ~, o A 
A Ax Q([ 1/xlZ'2, o, [1/SxlZ ,o)l]. 
Take for X any species uch that A(O, X), and let 
r ,T t  
AxAy(Y2 ,0(x ,y )  +---', L.2,0(~:, 2y + 1)). 
Then it follows by induction that AxA(x ,  [ l /x] Y'2,0). 
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§ 3. Elementary analysis with Brouwer-operations 
3.1. Description of IDB o 
3.1.1. Language of IDB 0. The language of IDB 0 is obtained by 
adding a predicate constant K (-  K0,1) to the language of EL, and 
enlarging the notion of a prime formula accordingly. K is called 
the class of Brouwer-operations, and is a proper subset of the class 
of all lawlike sequences. Sometimes we shall write a ~ K instead of 
Ka. 
3.1.2. Axioms for IDB 0. IDB 0 is axiomatized by adding to the 
axioms and rules of EL, taken w.r.t, the extended language, the 
following axioms for K: 
KI a = kn .Sx  ~ Ka , 
K2 a0 = 0 ^  Ax K(kn.a( . f  * n)) ~ Ka .  
Define 
A K (Q, a) ~def Vy(a  = ;kx.Sy) v 
v (aO = 0 ^ Ax  Q(Xn.a(.f * n ) ) ) ,  
then KI, K2 may be combined into 
A K (K~ a) --; Ka ,  
and the schema of induction over K cab be stated as 
K3 Aa[AK(Q,  a) ~ Qal "+ Aa[Ka  -o Qa] , 
Q is an arbitrary formula of IDB 0. 
Remark. "IDB" refers to the fact that the essential difference 
between EL and the present system is an inductive definition 
~represented by K t-3) of the class of Brouwer-operations. The 
intuitive content of K1-3 is discussed at length in [Troelstra, 
1968]. 
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Classically, K consists of the neighbourhood functions on Baire 
space N N (with the usual product topology, if N is gi,ven the dis- 
crete topology). This theorem is proved in the appendix. 
lntuitionistically one easily verifies that K is contained in the 
class of neighbourhood functions on N N . Each element a of K 
thus determines a continuous functional ~a ~ N~v ..., N ;  an = 0 
means that we do not know whether ¢'~ is constant on the neigh- 
bourhood n. 
An element a of K also determines a continuous functional 
~a ~ N N ...,, N N ' such that (v~a(b~)(x )  = ".bC(b) forc  = ~,n.a( . f  * ;~), 
Several of the operations on nei#~bourhood functions to be dis- 
cussed below are most simply described as operations on the func- 
tionals. In particular the operations to be introduced will not only 
be extensional with respect o neighbourhood funct:,ons, but even 
with respect o tb.e functionals. 
Many classical arguments on continuous operations in Baire 
space which make essential use not only of the law of the excluded 
middle, but also of tile comprehension a.~.iom, use intuitionistic 
logic only if we take a ~ K as a definition of neighbourhood furc- 
tion (i.e. as a definition of cor~tinuity for ~a). Thus the non-con- 
structive lement in the usual arguments can often be reduced to 
the identification given in the appendix. 
For information on the proof-theoretic strength of IDB 0, see 
3.8. 
The theorems p~ oved in EL are valid in 1DB 0 too, since IDB 0 is 
an extension of EL. The only theorem which needs verification is 
2.6.1 ; to establish extensionality we must prove 
Ka Aa  = b -~ Kb  . 
This, is seen by proving A b(a = b ^ Ka ~ ,rfb) by induction over K 
with respect o a. 
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Plan of the section 
3.2-3.4 contain some results of independent interest (3.2.1, 
3.2.10); most of the theorems however (especially 3.2.2, 3.2.4, 
3.2.7, 3.2.9, 3.2.12, establishing closure conditions on K) are used 
in §7. 
In 3.3 an expansion IDB of IDB 0 is described, which corttains 
notations for ~a, ~i,a (a ~ K). 
3.5 discusses the possibility of defining an operation ha. kb.a(b) 
such that Aa ~ K(a(b) = d~a(b)) ,  in connection with the principle 
-2 SEP (analogous to "not every pair of disjoint r.e. sets is recur- 
sively separable"). 
In 3.6 species variables are introdaced. 
3.7 discusses realizability and the consistency of adding a ver- 
sion of "Church's thesis" to IDB 0 and IDBS 0 (= IDB 0 with species 
variables and weak comprehension). 
3.2.1. Theorera (induction over unsecured sequences). In IDB 0 
Aa ~ K[ An(an 4= 0 ~ Qn) ,'~ 
AAn(Ay  Q(p ~ n) ~ Qn)~ QO] 
for arbitrary formulae Q. (Aa ~ K abbreviates Aa(Ka A ... etc.). 
Proof. Define 
Aa-  Am[[  An(a~ 4: O~ Q(m * n))/, 
A An(AyQ(m*n*p) - *  Q(m*n) ) l  --: Qm] . 
Now we prove Aa ~ K(Aa) by induction over K w.r.t.a. For 
a = 3,x.Sy, Aa is immediate. Assume 
(1) aO= OA AxA()~n.a(£ *n) ) ,  
(2) An(an 4= O ~ Q(m * n)) , 
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(3) An(A  y Q(m * n * f~)-~ Q(m * n ) )  . 
From (2) it follows that 
(4) Ax An(a($" * n)  4:0 -* Q(m * :~ * n)) ,  
and from (3) we obtain 
(5) AxAn(Ay Q(m * ~ * n * y ) -~ Q(m * ~ * n ) ) . 
Then AxQ(m *.~) ((1), (4), (5)), and thus Qm (apply (3) with 
n = 0). Therefole by K3 Aa ~ K(Aa) .  
3.2.2. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
(viii) 
(.ix) 
(x) 
Theorem 
Ka -~ K(kn .  sg(an)); 
Ka ~ K(kn .Sy .  sg(an)); 
Ka -~ K(~m.a(n  * m)); 
Ka c, ^  ... A Kap -~ K(kn .aon  " a 1 n .  ... . apn) ;  
K(X n. sg n); 
K(Xn.  sg( 1 th (n) "- x)); 
A b[ [Ka n Am(am ~ 0 -~ K(Xn .b(m * n))] -~ K(km.am.  bm)]  ; 
Ab  ~ KAc[Ka  ^ AnAm(an ~ 0 -~ c(n ." m)  = cn)  -~ 
-* K (kn .b (cn  * n ) .  sg(an))] ; 
Ka A Kb  -~ K( , 'kn .sg(an) .  b( (an "- 1) *n)) ;  
Ab[  Ka ^ An[  (bn = 0 -~ an = O) ^  A y (bn  = Sy  -~ 
-~ ((an = Sy  v an = O) n Ax(a(n  *2)  = Sy)))] ~ Kb] .  
This theorem is a collection of lemmata for future use. In (iv) a 
product functional is zonstructed, i.e. ¢ba(d) = ~i 'b (d)"  ~bC(d) if 
a = kn .bn ,  cn,  b, c ~ K. (v) (vi) represent the zero-functional. 
For ra  application of (vii) see 3.2.7. 
Proof. (i), (ii) are entirely straightforward. Note that (ix) is a 
special instance of (vid), by taking c = kn . (an  - 1). 
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(v) By K 1, since sg 0 -- 0, ;kr,. sg(£ * n) = Xn. 1 e K, and hence 
by K2 3,n.sg n e K. 
(vi) We apply ordinary indu,ztion w.r . t .x ,  x = 0 : sg ( l th (n ) )  = 
= sg n for all n; so ;kn. sg(1 th(n ~ - 0) e K by (v). 
Assume K(3, n. sg ( 1 th (n) - x)). ;~, n. sg ( 1 th (0) "-- Sx ) = )~x. O, 
;kn. sg( 1 th (p  * n) - Sx)  = )~n. sg( 1 th (n)  - x) e K. Hence by K 2 
KO, n.sg(  l th (n )  "- Sx)) .  
The other  assertions are proved by induct ion over K w.r.t, a, ap- 
plied to assertions as indicated be'~ow. 
(iii) An  KO~m.a(n * m)). 
(iv) Forp  = 1 : Abe K(K(Xn .an .  bn)); fo rp  > 1 we have to 
iterate this argument  p times. 
(vii) Take the assertion of the theorem. 
(viii) For  a = Xn.Sx ,  aO 4~ O, hence if we assume 
AnAm(an 4= 0 -* c(n *m)  = cn), c = )~n.cO, ~ ~n.b(cO*  n) = 
= Xn .b(cn  * n )e  K; by (i) ; kn .sg(an)e  K, ~ ;kn.sg(an).  b(cn * n )e  
e K ((iv)). Now suppose 
aO-  O, 
Abe KAc[Ka^ AnAm(an 4: O~ cOt*m)  = cn)~ 
~oe K] , 
w'aere ~, - Xn.b(cn  * n) .  sg(an), and 
b~_K,  AnAm(an4:O~c(n*m)=cn) .  
It fol lows that 
AxAnAm(a( .~ * n) :~ 0 ~ c(.f * n * m)  = c(Y. * n)) , 
=, Ax(K(Xn .b(c (Y  * n) * n) .  sg(an))) , 
A:~(~n.b(c(:f  * n) * .~ * n ) .  sg(a(g * n)) e K) (i), 
=~ Ax(Xn.~o(g * n) e K ) .  
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~00 = 0, since a0 = 0, hence g, E K. 
(x) Let 
A(a,  b) - An[ (an  = 0 --,. bn = O) A Ay(an  = Sy  -~ 
((bn = Sy  v bn = 0) A Ax(b(n * 2) = Sy)))] . 
I fa  = ) ,n .Sx,  then b0 = 0 vb0  = Sx. If b0= Sx, then b =a,  b ~ K. 
If b0 = 0, then Az(3,n .b(2  * n) = Sx) ,  :0 b ~ K (K3). Now suppose 
a0 = 0, AxAb(A(Xn .a ( .~  *n) ,  b)--, b~ K), A(a,  b). From A(a, b) 
it fol lows that  b0 = 0, Ax A(hn.a( : f  * n), Xn .b~ * n)). 
Ax(Xn. b($ * n) ~ K), and since b0 = 0, b ~ K (K2). 
3.2.3. Definit ion. Let h(a, n) be int roduced by (cf. 2.5.5) 
h(a ,  0) = sg(a0) ,  
h(a, n * .f ) = h(a, n) + (1 "- h(a, n) ) -S (n  *~) .  sg a(n * .~ ) . 
Thus, in terms of  the coding of  sequences, h(a, n) =Sm iff m is the 
sequence of  minimal  length such that m ~ n ^ am ~ O. h¢a, n) = 0 
if there is no such sequence. 
3.2.4. Theorem.  Ka -~ K(;~n.h(a, n)). 
Proef.  Let A~z - (an :¢:: 0 --> h(a, n) ~ 0), and assume Ka. We prove 
An  4n by induct ion w.r.t, l th  :7. l th  n = O--> n = 0; A0  holds,  
since aO 4 :0  --> h(a. 0) - sg a0 = 1. 
Assume An for 1 th n ='x. Let ~.ow 1 th n' = Sx,  then n' = m * 
for suitable m, y (2.5.4 (viii,). 1," an 4: 0, then h(a, rn * Y) = 
- h(a, m)  + (1 "-h(a,  m)),  i.e. h(a, n') :~ 0. Thus by induct ion  
An An .  
Let Bm = An(an  4 :0  -* ;~a, n * m)  = h(a, n)). We prove Am Bm 
by induct ion w.r.t. 1 thm.  BO fol lows immediate ly .  Assume Bin' 
for I thm'  = x; let 1 thm = Sx, then m -- p * m' for suitable y ,  m'.  
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h(a, n * m) = h(a, n * (p * m'))  = h(a, (n * fi) * m')  (2.5.4(iv)) = 
= ,~(a, n * fi) ( induct ion hypothesis)  = h(a, n) (since an :/: 0 -* 
--> h(a, n) = h(a, n * p)  4: O, by An and the def init ion of  h). 
From An An A Am Brn, K(Xn.h(a,  n)) by 3.2.2(vii). 
3.2.5. Theorem. Let  a ~ K. Then 
(i) h(a, n)  4= 0 ~ , an 4~ 0, 
(ii) h(a .n )~ 0 ,  , h (a ,n)  "-- l ~__n ^ a (h (a ,n )  "-- 1)4: 0A 
^ Am(m ~ h(a, n) "- 1 -* am = 0). 
(iii) an 4= 0 -* h(a,  h(a, n)  - 1 ) = h(a, n). 
Proof. (i) By a straightforward verif ication. 
0i) We proceed by induct ion on l th  n. l fn  = 0, h(a, n) 4= O, 
then aO 4~ O, h(a, 0) = 1, and so (ii) holds. Assume (ii) for all n 
with 1 th n = x, and let I th n' = Sx. Then n' = n * p for suitable 
n,y ,  l th  st =x .  ! fh (a ,  n') 4: O, then an' = 0. I f  an = 0, then 
h(a, n) = O, h(a, n') = S(n * p)  = Sn', and (ii) is fulfil led. I f  an 4= O, 
then h(a, n) = h(a, n') and (ii) is satisfied on account of  the induc- 
t ion hypothesis.  
(iii) is immediate by (ii). 
3.2.6. Def init ion.  Write ~0(x, n, m) for 
sg( 1 th(m) "- x)[  sg( i th(n) - x ) .  Sg(n,  x )  + 
+ sg(Sx "- l th  n) .Sg(m,  x) l  , 
and define k by 
k(n, m) =clef sg(m) • ¢( J l J2 (m "-- 1 ), n, J2J2 (m "- 1)). 
This is equivalent o 
k(n, 0) = 0 ,  k(n, ~ * m) = ~p(x, n, m) .  
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Xrn. k(n, rn) is the representing function of a functional 
'~' E N Iv -,. N N such that 
( '@'a) (x)=g(n,x)  i f x  < l thn ,  
(~'a)  (x) = ax if x }2_ lth n .  
Hence for all a ~I,'a E n and Aa E n (~'a = a~. 
3.2.7. Theorem. ff~,m.k(n, m). 
Proof. km.sg( l th (m)  "--x) E K (3.2.2 (vi)). Take ~o' -= 
= ~km.(sg(l~[h(n) -x ' J .  Sg(n, x) + sg(Sx "-- l th n) .Sg(m,x) ) .  It is 
immediate that sg(1Th(rn) "-x) ~ 0 ~ ~o'm 4:0  ^  ~o'(m * m') = ,p'm. 
(2.5.4(vi)). Therefore by 3.2.2(~ ii) km.~p(x, n, m) e K, and since 
k(n, O) = O, ~,m.k(n, ~ * m) = km.~o(x, n, m), it follows that 
km.k(n ,  m) E K (K2). 
3.2.8. Definition 
a/b ---def ]kn.sg(an)- b((h(a, n) "- i> * n), 
a//b =def kn.sg(t l  n) -sg(a(t l  n))" b((a(tl n) "- 1) * n). 
As will be proved below (3.2.10) Aa ~- KAbVx(abx  ~ 0). 
Let a ~ K. Then ~a -- { n : an --/= 0 ^ A m -< n (am = 0)}, the 
species of nodes wh; :h are "secured but not past secured" in the 
terminology of [ Kleene and Vesley, 1965 ], is such that every 
branch of the tree N 3r "'meets" ~a in a certain node. Let us call ffa 
a "bar"  *. Now think of a bar f~'n associated to every n E ~a ; ~'n 
bars the subtree governed by the node n. The collection (~ = 
t f #l 
={m'Vm'Vm"(m'  ~Sa^m" ~m,  Am *m =m)} isaga ina  
t bar, the "(~a-Union" of the bars (~n" An arbitrary enumerable col- 
* This corresponds to Brouwer's terminology ([Brouwer, 19541): he uses "bar"  for 
species like L[a, since ($a "bars the way" for every sequence. Brouwer's use of the ward 
"bar" seems to us to be more appropriate than the current use of "bar induction" and 
"bar recursion". 
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I lection cf  bars ~n can be enumerated by a b ~ K such that 
;kim.b(ri * n * m) determines the bar~'n = f ib.n Then ~a/b repre- 
sents the "ffa-union" of the bars ~b,n,  .'1 E ~a" In terms of 
Brouwel-Kleene orderings, ~a/b corresponds to the formation of 
ordered sums. 
3.2.9. Theorem. Ka ^ Kb -~, a/b ~ K ^ a//b ~ K. 
Proof. Let a, b E K. a/b = ~n.sg(h(a, n))" b((h(a, n) "- 1) * n), 
since sg(h(a, n)) = sg(an) (3.2.5 (i)). Xn.h(a, n) ~ K, b ~ K, hence 
by 3.2.2(ix) a/b ~ K. 
(a//b)O = 0; (a/ /b)($ * I'/)= sg(n), sg (an). b((h(a, n)"- 1) * 
• ~ * n). We note that Ay Ax(~n.b( f i  * .f * n) ~ K) (since b ~ K, 
3.2.2(iii)). Therefore also tp' = ~kn.sg(n). b((g(n. 0)) * ~? ,~ tl(n)) '.- 
.~- K. since ~p'0 = 0, ;kn.~p'(p * n) = ;kn.sg(n)- b(p * .f * n) ~ K for 
all y,  so K2 applies. 
b((h(a, n) -" 1> * ~ * n) .  sg n = ¢'((h(a, n) "- 1) * n), hence 
?~n.(a//b)($ * n) = .',g(an). ¢'((h(a, n)"- 1> * n )e  K (3.2.2(ix)), 
a//b ~ K (K2). 
3.2.10. Theorem 
(i) Aa~ KAbVx(a -bx  ~ 0); 
(il) Aa ~ K An Am(an ~ 0 -~ a(n * m) = an); 
(iii) Aa~ K lAn(an  ~ 0~ Abe  n(Ab) ) ,  ,. AbAb] .  
Proof. (i) By induction over K w.r.t.a. If a = Xn.Sy, then (i) is 
immediate. Let a0 = 0, AyAbVx(a(~ * bx) :/= 0). Take any c, 
apply the induction hypothesis with y = cO, b = ;~x.cSx, then for 
some x a((cO) * bx) ~ O, so by 2.5.70) acSx =P O. (Another proof 
is given in [Kreisel, 19681 ). 
(ii) is proved simply by induction over K. 
(iii) Let a ~ K. AbAb ~ An(an --t= 0 ~ Ab ~- n(Ab)  is immediate. 
Let b be arbitrary, and assume An(an --/= 0 ~ Ab  ~ n(Ab)).  For 
some x abx --I: 0 (q.i)); let bx = n, then Ab E n(Ab),  hence Ab. 
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3.2.11. Definit ion. inhoduce  ~p, ~o' by 
~p(b, 0, n)  = sg b(0 * n ) ,  
~p(b, Sx, n) = ~p(b, x, n)" sg ~(<Sx) * n ) ,  
~p'(b, O, n) = ~0(b, O, n ) ,  
~p'(b, Sx, n) = ~0'(b, x, n) + .o(b, Sx, n ) .  
Now we define 
(a ;b) =defkn.a(3,v.(b(f) * n) - ' -1)  (~p'(b, l th  n, n)))., 
(a : b) -ae fkn . (km.a(g(n ,  O) * m) ;b )  (tl n) • sg n . 
(a ;b), (a : b) are to represent the composi t ions ka., I ,a(q~ba), 
~.~. q,a(~pt, a ) respectively. 
The def init ion above formalizes the fol lowing computat ion  
procedure: 
(a ; b)n is computed  by taking the maximal number  m <_ I th  n 
such that Ax < m(b(.f  * n) 4: 0), av.d then putt ing (a ;b)n = 
= a<b(O * n ) ' -  1 .... , b(<m-- 1) * n)"-- 1). I fm = O, then (a ;b)n  = 
= al ) .  
3.2.12. Theorem. Xa A Kb -~ K(a ;b) ^ K(a : b). Fur thermgre 
(a : b)O = 0 ,  (a : b)(Y~ ~. n) = km.a($  * m);b . 
Proof. We prove A,' ~ KAb ~ K(a ;b  ~- K) by induct ion over 
w.r.t .a.  
Basis o f  the induction: iet a = kn.Sy~ then a ;b = a, so a ;b ~ K. 
Induct ion step. Assume 
aO = 0 ,  Ax  Ab  ~ K(kn .a (Y  • n);b ~ K) .  
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Take any b ~ K, and let ~ be such that 
~0= 0 ,  ~(p * n )= b((Sy> * n) .  
Clearly ~ ~ K, since ~ 0 = 0, Ay(Xn.~(y * n) e K) (K2). Put 
~n =- ~m.a(<b(O * n ) -  1> * m) ,  
~' =- Xn.~n (XO.(~(O * n) "- 1) ~o'(~, l th  n, n))  . sg b(O * n) , 
I 
~,~ = hm.~' (n  * m)  . 
We note that ~' ~ K, which is seen as follows. In the first place 
I 
(1) At,'O(0 * n) ~ 0 -~ ~n ~ K) (induction hypothesis).  
t In the second Flace, if ~'n ¢: 0, then b(0 * n) ¢: 0, =~ Sn ~ K by ( 1 ), 
and therefore ~'(n * m) = ~'n. In other words, ~' is monotone: 
An Am(~'n  :/: 0 --> ~'(n * m)  = ~'n) . 
! t t 
l f$ 'n  ~ 0, then ~n ~ K; if ~'n := O^Ax(~n,<x>~ K),  then Sn E K. 
Therefore 
t I-7 t (2) An(Ay(K~n,<y)~ t,~n)). 
Thus by ,nduction on unsecured sequences (3.2.1) it follows that 
~' 6 K ((.) ,  (2)). By induction w.r.t, x one readily proves 
(a, x, n) _< ¢ (a, x, n * m) ,, 
(3) ~'(a~ x, n) _< ¢'(a, x, n * m) ,  
~p(a, x, n) = 1 -> ~0'(a, x, n) = Sx .  
In case b(3 * n) q= 0 one ?roves by induction on x 
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~o(~, x, n) = tp(b, Sx,  n) ,  
(4) 
~p'(li, x ,  n) = ~o'(b, Sx,  n ) .  
Further  it is to be noted that 
(5) b(O* n) = 0 - ,  ~'n = OA(a ;b)n  = O. 
By (3), (4): 
(6) 
From (6) 
(7) 
~o'(~j, l th  n, n) = ~o'(b, S l th  n, n) "- 1 = 
= (~o'(b, l thn ,  n )+~o(b ,S  l thn ,  n ) ) " -1  _> 
_> ~o'(b, l th  n, n ) .  
Now suppose ~j'n ~ 0. F rom (6) we see that there are two possible 
cases, case 1" ~o'(~, l th  n, n) = ~o'(b, l tb n, n) "- 1 and case 2: 
tp'(~, l th  n, n) = ~p'(b, l th  n, n). In case 1 evidently (a;b)n = ~'n, !;o 
(8) ~'n ¢= 0-~ (a ; b)n = ~'n . 
In case 2 either (a; b)n = ~'n or (a ;bin = 0. Also ~o(b, S l th  n, n) "= 
= l, so ~o(b. S l th  n, n * :~) = 1 too, and therefore 
~o'(b,S l th  n, n * £)  = ~o'(b, l th  n, n *~)+ 1. Moreover 
~o'(b, S l th  n, n) = ~o'(b, S l th  n, n * .~?), so ~'(~, l th  n, n * g)  = 
= ~o'(~, l th  n, n) ~3~. (4)). Thus 
(a ;b ) (n  * £) = a(~,o.(b(fJ *n  *:f)  "- 1)~o'(b, S ! th  n ,n  * i ' ) )  
= a(~u.(b(O * n *~)  - 1) S~o'(b, l th  n, n * ~)) 
= ~n(Xv.(~(;~ *n  *g)  "- 1)v~(~, I th  n,  n * £) ) -  
= ~n(?w.(~(.)  * n)  -~- 1) ~o(~, l th  n,  n) )  = ~ 'n .  
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Therefore 
~'n ~: 0-~ [((a;b)n = 0v  (a;b)n = ~'n)A 
^ Ax((a ; b) (n * ~) = ~'n)l . 
Combining (5), (7), (9): 
(10) AnI(~'n = 0-~ (a;b)n = 0) A(~'n ,:/= 0 
-~ [((a;b)n = Ov(a ;b )n  = ~'n)A 
AAx( (a ;b ) (n  * ~?) = g'n)] )] . 
By 3.2.2(x) we obtain from ( I0)  and K~': (a ;b)  ~ K. 
The second part of the theorern follows by a straightforward 
verification. 
3.3. Tile system IDB 
3.3.1. The language of IDB is an extension of the language of 
IDB 0 . IDB contains numerical variables, variables for constructive 
functions, and variables (denoted by e, f )  for elements of K 
(K-functions). Besides the constants of IDB 0 we have constants 
X'x (K-function abstraction), cI,0, ¢I, 1 (fun,;tional application). 
3.3.2. Notations. Let ¢, ~o' ~ K-Tm (to be defined below). Then 
~p;tp' -=--dt:f X'm.(Xn.tpn ;Xn .¢ 'n) (m) .  
~: ~', ¢/~0', ¢//~o' ~re defined similarly. If ~" ~ F-TIn (to be de- 
find below), we write ¢(~o") for q,0~0", ¢21,p" for ,I,t ~o~". 
3.3.3. Definition of Tm, F-Tm, K-Tm 
We extend the clauses for Tm, F-Tm (= Fn(EL)) of EL, a~,d add 
clauses for K-Tm as follows: 
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(ix) 
(x) 
(xi) 
(xii) 
(xiii) 
(xiv) 
K-variables belong to K-Tm; 
t ~ Tin, ~o E K-TIn =~ h'm.~o(t * m)  ~ K-TIn, 
t ~ Tm ~ X'm. k(t, m) ~ K-TIn 
t ~ Tm ~ k 'm.St  ~ K-Tm 
(m not tree in t); 
~o, ~o' ~ K-Tm :* ~o ;~o', ~o : ~o', ~o/~o', ~o//~o' 6 K-Tm; 
~oE K-Tm, ~o'~ F-Tm ~, ~o(~o') ~ Tm; 
~o ~ K-Tm, ~o' c F-Tm =, ~ol ~o' ~ F-Tm; 
~o E K-TIn, t ~ Tm =~ ~o(t)~ Tm. 
3.3.4. Axioms and rules for IDB 
To the axioms and rules of IDB o (with respect o the extended 
language) we add quantifier ules and axioms (Q l-K)-(Q4-K),  
and 
K4 Aa ~ KVc(a  = e) ^ Ae(Xm.em E K), 
K-CON (X 'm. t [m]  ) (m)  = t i ro l ,  
and the defining axioms for ~0, q~l : 
e(a)= x ^ effy = Sz ~ z = x , 
(e la ) (x )  = (X'n. e(2 * n~)(a).  
3.3.5. IDB is an expansion of IDB 0. To ~ee this one first remarks 
that adding a new sort of variable for elements of a definable sub- 
species of a sort of objects already available gives an expansion 
(see [Kleene, 1952, §74, example 13] ); in this case we have added 
variables for elements of K, together wltn an axiom K4. The result- 
ing system is in turn extended to IDB by detmitional extensions, 
namely by adding ~0,  O1, X'x. This is justified since we have 
prgved (3.2.10) Ae AaV !x V y(edy = Sx).  
For any e, ~0(e, a) = ~e(a) = e(a), ~l(e ,a )  = ~e(a)  = ela. In 
other words, by means of ~ ,  ~ l  we can argue about lhe func- 
tionals instead of their representing neighbourhood functions. 
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Keeping this in mind, the reader discovers at a glance the meaning 
in terms of funct ionals of  3 .3 .7 .3 .3 .8 ,  3.3.9 below. 
3.3.6.  Notat iona l  convent ioas  
We write nla for )~'m.k(n, m)la ,  n ;e for ?~'m.k(n, m);e .  Similarly 
fo rn 'e ,  e ;n ,  e 'n .  
3.3.7 .  Def in i t ions  
a ~ e --def Vb(a  = el b); 
C "~ f --def Aa(e(a) = f(a)) ;  
e c f -det  Ve'(e ~ f :  e'). 
Note that e ~ f ~-~ Aa(ela =fla) .  
3.3.8. Theorem 
(i) u < l th  n -~ g(n,  u) = (n la) (u) ;  
u ~ l th  n -> au = (n la) (u) ;  
(ii~ nla  E n; 
(iii) n_<m~n'm"-nz ,  m~n- -n 'm~n;  
(iv) a¢n~nla=a.  
Proof. (i) By direct verif ication: ( i0 is immediate by (i); (i'_:i), (iv) 
fol low by ' "* verif ication with the help of  (i), (ii). 
3.3.9. Tit 
(i) A~,((e ~ :e ( f la ) ) ;  Aa(e : f la=e l ( f la ) ) ;  
(ii) en :/: 0 -* I~a((e;n)(a)  = en "- 1); 
(iii) (e :e')  : e" ~ e : (e' : e"); 
(iv) (e ;e ' )  :e" "-' e ; (e '  : e"); 
(v) (e ; f )m ~ 0-~ Vn(en = (e ; f )m ^(n  . f ) :  m ~ f :  m); 
(vi) e~f -~e:e  ' '~ f :e 'Ae ' :e~e ' : f^e;e '~f :e '^e ' ;e~e ' ; f .  
Proof. (i) By direct verif ication, using the def init ion in 3.2.11 ; the 
second assertion is proved u:;ing 3.2.12 and the first asserti( n. 
(ii) Assume en :/: 0. (e ; n ~ (a) = e(nl a), and since n l a E n 
(3.3.8(i i i ))  (e ;n) (a)  = en "- ~. 
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(iii), (i~) are proved by direct verification, using (i). 
(v) Assume (e ; f )m = Sx .  By the def init ion of e ;f, en = Sx ,  
where n = Xz . ( f (2  * m)  "- 1)(y),  y = ,p'(f, l th  m, m) (~o' as in 
3.2.11 ). If u < I th n = y, then (f[ (mla) ) (u )  = X'n ' . f ( f t  * n ' ) (m I,D = 
=f(', i  * m) "- 1 ((ii)), so l :  mla =f l (mla)E  n. Hence by (iii), 
3.3.8 (iv): (n : f )  : m la = n l ( f l  (ml a)) = f l  (m la) = f :  m la. 
3.3.10. Theorem. en¢ 0 ~ (e / / f )  " n "~ X 'm. f ( (h (e ,  n) "- I) * m)  " n. 
Proof. Let en¢ 0; (e / / f ) (2  * m) = sg(m) . f ( (h (e ,  m) "- I) *2  * m).  
Assume (e / / f )  (.;c * (n la )y )  4: 0; we may suppose y > 1 th n. Then 
(nl---a)y = n * m' for a suitable m',  and (e / i f )  (2 * n * m' )  = 
f ( (h (e ,  n * m' )  "- 1) * 2 * n * in') = f ( (h (e ,  n) "-- 1~ * 2 * n * m' )  4: 
4: O, ~ ) (m. f ( (h (e ,  n)-'- 1) * ~ * m) (n la )= 
= ()k 'm.f ( (h(e,  n)-'- l) * m) l (n la ) ) (x )  = ( (e / / f ) (n la ) ) (x ) .  
3.3.1 1. Convent ion.  We write e 1 'e  2 • ... "e n for 
(...((el" e2): e3)" ... "en). 
3.4. Progressive predicates 
3.4.1. Definit ion. Let Ae denote an arbitrary formula with K- 
variable e. Then 
ACe ~def Vf (e  c f AAf )  , 
A~ e =--def V f An( fn  4: 0 - ,  A° (e  ' n))  . 
A predicate Ae is said to be progressive w.r.t, e, if 
(i) f ce^Ae~Af ;  
(ii) VfAn( fn  -¢- 0 -~ A(e"  n))  ~ Ae .  
3.4.2. Theorem. In IDB + AC-NF we can prove:  fo r  any  predicate  
Ae,  A t  e is progressive w.r.t, e. Conversely,  fo r  any Ae  progressive 
w.r.t, e Ae(At  e ~ Ae) .  
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Proof. We note that 
(1) Ae Ae'(e :e '  c e ) .  
Thcrefore 
(2) A°e  -* A° (e  : e') . 
Also 
(3) e ~ f~ (A°e  ~ A° f ) ,  
since e ~ f~ e c f^fc  e. Now assume Ate  Arc  e. Since fc  e, 
there is an e' such that e : e' "~ f. By At  e 
(4) VetAn(~ln  q :O~ A°(e :n ) ) .  
Let e I satisfy (4), take e 2 = e l :  e'. I fe2m :/: 0~ then by 3.3.9(v) 
we can find an n such that e ln  ~ 0 ^ n : e' : m ". e' : m. Hence by 
(4) A°(e  : n), so A°(e  : n : e' : m)  ((2)). As a result, we have proved 
under the assumption At  e: 
Am(e2m ~ O~ A°(e  : e' : m))  . 
e :e '  ~ f, hence e :e '  :rn ~ f :  mL and thus 
Arn(P2m :/: 0 ~ A° ( f :  m)) 
under the assumption A t e. "I hus we have proved condi t ion (i) of  
progressiveness for A. 
Now assume 
(5) VfAm(f rn  --/: 0 -'* A t (e : m) ) ,  
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or equivalently 
Vf  Am( fm ¢ 0-~ " f '  An( f 'n  ¢ 0 ~ A° (e  ' m " n))) . 
This in turn implies, for certain f, f ""  
AmAn( fn  ¢ 0 A f " ( th  * n) ¢ 0 -, A° (e  • m " n)) . 
Take e' =f/ f " .  I fe 'n  4= 0, then fn # 0, f "  ( (h(f ,  n) "- 1) * n )¢  0, 
m = h( f ,  n)  "- ! <__n, so  m n "- n (3 .3 .8 ( i i i ) ) ,  ~, 4° (e :  n ) .  
An(e'n ¢ 0 ~ A° (e  : n)) =~ Ate  by definition. Ate  has been 
derived under assumption of (5), hence condition (ii) for progres- 
siveness is fulfilled. 
Conversely, assume Ae to be progressive w.r.t, e, then it is evi- 
dent that A°e ~ Ae,  Ate  ~-~ AOe ~ ~ Ae.  
3.5. The operations e(a), e la 
The operation e(,,) cannot be extended to an operation defined for 
every pair of lawlike (constructive) functions. The foqowing theo- 
rem shows that this would imply the effective separability of any 
pair of disjoint constructively enumerable species. 
3.5.1. Definition- The properties SEP, SEP' are oefined as 
SEP AaAb[  -q (Vy(ay  = O) a Vy(by  = 0))-~ 
-~ Vz( (Vy(ay  = 0)~ z = O) ^(Vy(by  = 0)-~ z ¢ 0))]; 
SEP' Aa AbIAx-q(Vy(a(x ,  y)  = 0)^ Vy(b(x ,  y )  = 0)) --> 
-~ V c Ax[ (Vy(a(x ,  y)  = O) -~ ¢x = O) ^  (Vy(b(x ,  y )  = O) -~ 
-, cx ¢ 0)11. 
In terms of recursive functions SEP' states that every disjoint pair 
of r.e. sets can be separated by a recursive set. 
3.5 .2 .  Theorem.  In IDB  o • 
Aa 'Ab 'Vx[a '~ K-~ Vy(a 'b 'y  =Sx)]  ~ SEP. 
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Proof. Assume - ] (Vy(ay  - O)^ Vy(by  = 0)). 
Define ~o by primitive recursion such that 
~oy = 0 ~-* Az (z  _< 1 th y ~ az 4 :0 / ,  bz 4: O),  
~oy = 1 ~ Vz(z  <_ l thy  ^ az  = O), 
~oy= 2~--~ Vz(z<_ l tLy  ^bz=O) .  
Suppose Aa' Ab' Vx(a '  ~ K ~ Vy(a 'b 'y  = Sx)).  l f  av 4 :0  and 
x < y -* ay ~ O, then for any n with 1 th n _> y ~on = 1, i.e. 
~o= kn .sg( l th (n )  "- y) ,  so~o~ K. Similarly, i f  by = 0 and x < y 
-~ by 4: O, then ~o = kn. 2- sg(1 th(n) -'-y) ~ K. Therefore 
Vy(ay  = O) ~ ~ Vy(~o(kz .O(y) )  = 1), 
I#  v.v(by = 0) ~ Vy(~o(kz.0(y)) = 2) ,  
and thus 
Vz[ (Vy(ay  = 0)-+ z - O) A (Vy(by  = 0)~ z = 1)] , 
q.e.d..  
3.5.3. Corollary. In LiDB 0 + AC-NN: 
Aa'  Ab '  Vx[a '  ~ K -+ Vy(a'-b'y = Sx)] ~ SEP'.  
Proof. Immediate from 3.5.2, since SEP "~ SEP' relative to 
|DB 0 + AC-NN. 
3.5.4. Remark. Since in 1DB 0 we have available xplicit definitions 
for every primitive recursive function, we may assume T to be a 
T-predicate (defi~ed without quantifiers) in the language of IDB~, 
and U a result-extracting function. T may be assumed to satisfy a 
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uniqueness condition, provable in 1DB o : 
T(x,y,  z) ^  T(x, y, z') -* z = z' 
In IDB 0 we can now express aversion of Church's thesis (cf. e.g. 
[Kreisel, 1968], [Kreisel A] ); 
CT AaVx Ay Vz(T,  x ,y ,z )  A Uz = ay). 
It is well known that --I(CT ^  SEP) classically; the usual proof is 
intuitionistically valid too. 
In 3.7 we shall prove CT to be consistent with IDB 0 + RDC-F, 
hence it is impossible to extend e(a) to an operation a(b) sach that 
the functional character of the operation is provable in IDB 0. 
In §6 we shall construct a model for IDB 0 + "-I CT * --1SEP + 
+ RDC-F w.r.t, the th-ory of choice sequences CS to be described 
there (6.3). 
Since CS is an expansion of IDB 0 + AC-NF (as follows from 
7.3.8) we have aaother proof of the impossibility of extending 
e(a) to a(b) such that the functional character is provable in IDB 0. 
Note that SEP is a theorem of classical anaIysis. 
3.6. Addition of species variables: IDBS 
The language of IDBS' is obtained by addition of species quap~i- 
tiers and variables (Xn, m , Yn,m, Zn,m ) to the language of IDB 
IDBS' is axiomatized by assuming all axiom schemata of IDB witt: 
respect o the extended language, adding quantifier rules for 
species, extensionality (EXT), and weak t omprchension (WCA) 
with respect o the extended !anguage. 
IDBS 0 is obtained in a similar way fi'om IDB 0. 
IDBS' is easily seen to be an expansion of IDBS 0. 
IDBS is a slight variation of IDBS', having varidbles (denoted by 
Xn,m,p' Yn,m,p, gn,m,p ) for species with n numerical, in construc- 
tive function, and p K-function arguments, and extensionality for 
K-functions: 
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EXT-K Xe A e = f -, Xf .  
IDBS is an expansion of IDBS'. This is seen by defining a mapping 
o which correlates to prime formulae 
Xn,m,p(t  1, ..., tn, ~O 1 , ..., ~op, ~1'  ""' ~p) 
formulae 
X'n, +p(t I px)  m , . . . ,  tn ,  ~0i ,  . . . ,  ~On, ~kX. ~/ IX ,  . . . ,  ~kX. ~ , 
and which ,eplaces AX,  VX  by AX' ,  VX '  etc. 
3.6.1. Theorem. IDB 0 is contained in ELS + CA. 
Proof. Immediate by defining K as 
Ka =AX0,1 [AxX(Xn .Sx)  ^  Ab[b0 = 0 ^ 
A [AxX(Xn ,bO?  * n))-~ Xb] ~ Xa] . 
Then K 1 -3 are provable. 
3.6.2. Definifi:n~ 
IDB 1 is the system in the lang;lage of 1DB axiomatizeo Js IDB + 
+ AC-NF. 
1DBS 1 is the system in the language of IDBS, axiomatized as 
IDBS + AC-NS. 
The elimination results in § 7 ace proved relative to IDB 1 , IDBS 1 . 
3.7. Realizability and Church's thesis 
In this subsection, specifically in 3.7.1, a notion of realizability for 
formulae of IDBS 0 is defined. Apart from the treatment of K aad 
the species variables, the definition follows rather closely [Kleene, 
1945] and [Kleene, 1952, §82] ; there is less similarity with 
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{{{z} (x)} (y)) (o) realizes B(x, y ~ whenever o realizes Ax.  
One readily sees that AxAvAy { { {z } (:-:) ] (y)} (a) realizes 
Ax(Ax  -~ Ay B(x, y)). 
(III) Assume x ~cal;,zes AaA(sola],  a), and let u = Ao ~o[ {v}].  
Then A o Ax { { x } (o~, { u } (o) } re afizes A a Vb A (b, a). 
In order to keep the complexity of the formulae down we verify 
RDC-N (without free variables) instead of RDC-I-'. RDC-N is 
realized by 
AuAxAy{Az .~o(z  x ,u ,y ) ,  {0, " " , , A...~o(z x ,  u, y )  }} 
where ~o, ~o' are defined by simultaneous recursion" 
~o(0, x, u, y)  = x , ~o'(0, x, u, y) = y , 
tp(Sz, x, u, y)  = J l ({{ U } (qO(Z, X, U, y))} (t,O'(Z,X, tt, y ) ) ) ,  
tp'(Sz,x, u ,y )  =/2/2( {{ u } (~p (z,x, u,y))  } (~p'(z, x, u, y ) ) ) ,  
and where 
~o"(z ,x ,u ,y ) -  j l J2( {{u} (~p(z,x,u,y))} (~o'(z,x,u,y))) , 
This is verified as follows. Suppose u realizes Ax[Ax  
Vy[B(x ,  y) ^ ly]  ], and assume yrAx .  Then we have to show 
that {{ { o } (u) } (x) } (y) realizes Va[a0 = x ^ A z Beaz, aSz)], r e-. 
cause of clause I xj in the definition of realizabil ity this amour&; 
to showing that [ 0, Az.~o"(z, x, u, y)} realizes ~0 = x ^ 
^ Az B(~z, ~Sz). where ~ = { Az.~p(z, x, u, y) }. ~0 = x by deft1' i- 
tion, and is therefore realized by 0; ~ Az.~d'(z, x, u, y)  has to real- 
ize AzB(~z, ~Sz ~. To see this, we prove by induction w.r.t, z: 
(1) ~'(z,x,  u ,y )  rA~(z ,x ,  u ,y )  ^  
^ ,,~"(z,x, u ,y) rB(~(z ,x ,  u,y) ,  ~(Sz ,x ,  u ,y ) ) .  
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Suppose z = O. ,a'(z, x, u, y ) rA¢(0 ,  x, u,y ) , . ,  y rAx ,  which holds 
by assumption. ¢" (0, x, u, y) = 11 ]2 ( { { u } (x) } (y))  realizes B(x, y) 
by our assumption on u. 
Assume now (1) to be proved for z, then 
~o'(z, x, u, y ) rA¢(z ,  x, u, y).  By our assumption on u it follows that 
¢'(Sz, x,  u, y) r  4 ¢(Sz, x, u, y), and from this, using our assumption 
on u again, 
¢" (Sz, x, u, y )rB(¢(Sz,  x, u, y ), ¢(SSz,  x, u, y ) ) . 
This completes the proof. 
KI -3. Ki i~ immediately seen to be realizable, K2 is realized by 
AoAu.o .  To prove the realizability of K3 we need induction over 
K. Let ¢1, ¢2 be two fixed partial recursive functions, and define A 
by 
A(u, o, z, w) = ({o}(0)  4 :04  w = ¢1 (u,{ o} (0 ) -  1)) ^  
A({o}(0)  = 0~ w = ¢2 (u,  o, z))  . 
A is a recursively enumerable predicate with uniqueness condition, 
i.e. 
A(u, v ,z ,  w)^A(u ,  v ,z ,  w ' )~ w = w' 
By theorem 2.2 of [ Feferman, 1962] (an application of the recur- 
sion theorem) we can find a number z such that { z } (u, v) = w,  , 
A(u, v, z, w), i.e. 
(2) 
{ v} (0) 4= 0 -~ { z} (u, v) ~- cx(u,{v }(0) --- 1), 
{o}(0)  = 04 {z } (u ,o )~¢2(u ,o ,z ) .  
Now one substitutes for ¢1, ¢2 : ¢1( / / ,  x )  --- { I1 u } (x) ,  
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[Kleene and Vesley, i965]. For the treatment of K the method 
indicated in [Kreisel, 1968, rind of section 1 ] is adopted. 
The proofs of realizability are given informally, by means of in- 
tuitionistic methods, but without analyzing the principle~, used. 
This is sufficient for the corollaries concerning the consis':ency of 
CT in 3.7.4. and 3.7.6, not for the kind of information svch :as 
conservative extensioa results which could be obtained from a 
careful formalization of our arguraents ( ee the discussien in 3.8). 
3.7.1. Definition. Let A, B be formulae in the language of IDBS 0. 
Suppose the predicate letters (species variables) occurring in A, B 
to occur in a list Xn, m , Yp,q, . . . .  To the symbols of this list there 
uniquely correspond other symbols for variables, denoted by 
X** l ,m,  Yp+l,q, ""; these symbols do not occur in the first list. 
Now to any A a formula, denoted by xrA  may be associated 
0-~ ae: x realizes A). Here x is a numerical ,variable not occurring 
free in .4 ; the free variables ofxrA consist o fx  and the free varia- 
bles of A. .¥rA is 
ccmplexity of A, 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
(viii) 
(ixj 
(x) 
(xi) 
(xii) 
constructed from A by induction on the logical 
according to the following clauses. 
xr[ t : :  s] - x = O^t= s; 
"zrXn.m (t l ,  "--, tn, ~1, "-, cm ) -  
Xn*+ 1,m (x , /1  , "", tn, ~01,'", ~m ); 
xrK~ = K¢ AAyVz(T(x ,y ,  z) A~py = Uz); 
x r (A  ^  B) :- j l x rA  A j2xrB;  
xr (A  vB)---- ( / ix = O ^  j2xrA  )v  ( j l x  = 1 A j2xrB) ,  
x r (A  -> B) = A y [y rA  -~ Vz(T (x ,  y, z)  ^  UzrB)] ; 
x rAyAy  = AyVz(T(x ,y ,  z) A UzrAy]  ; 
xr  Vy  Ay  = ]2xrA( j l x ) ;  
x rAaAa = Ay[ fkz Vu  T(y,  z, u) ~ Vo[T(x ,y ,  v) A 
A Aa(Az  Au(TO,, z, u) -~ az = Uu) -~ UorAa)] ] ; 
x rVaAa = A y Vz  T(JlX, y,  z)  ^  Aa(Ay  Az(T( j l x ,  y,  z) -~ 
-~ Uz = ay) -~ J2xrAa);  
x rAXA(X)  = AX*(xrA(X) ) ;  
xr  VXA(X)  - VX*(xrA(X) ) .  
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A closed formula A is said to be realizable, in case Vx(xrA) .  If in 
a formal theory H ~-nVx(xrA),  A is said to be realizable in H. An 
arbitrary formula is realizable when its universal closure is realizable. 
The realizability of CT is an immediate corollary of the defini- 
tion, see 3.7.3. 
3.7.2. Theorem. All theorems of IDB 0 + RDC-F are realizable. 
Proof. Since we must restrict ourselves (because of the form of our 
definition of realizability) to closed forniulae, it has to be shown 
that the universal closures of the axioms of IDB 0 and the instances 
of RDC-F are realizable. Further one has to show that for any in- 
stance of a rule, the realizability of the closure of the premiss im- 
plies the realizability of the closure of the conclusion. 
Before starting the verification, let us adopt some conventions. 
We use (like lKleene, 1952] ) { u } for the partial recursive function 
with G6del number u. Also we adopt Kleene's use of A, ~- (see 
[Kleene, 1952, pages 327,344] ). GR is to denote the clas; of 
GiSdel numbers of total recursive functions. 
In arithmet!c, there are explicitly given constant erms for any 
number; it is impossible however to define all constructive func- 
tions explicitly in IDBS 0. [ Kleene and Vesley, ! 965 ] solved this 
problem by using expressions like e realizes g', aA(a) ([ KJeene and 
Vesley, I965, 8.5] ). We express the same by "informal substitu- 
t ion"; so e.g. A({x} ) for anx  6 GR may be translated fo~'mally by 
Aa( Ay Az(T(x, y, z) -~ Uz = ay) -~ Aa); the "informal substitution" 
is obtained by substituting {x } for a in Aa, and reading A accord- 
log to the intended interpretation. 
The rule:~ and axioms of logic and arithmetic may be treated as 
in [Kleene, 1952, §82, theorem 62]. The fact if, at we have to 
consider universal closures of all i, tstances of rules and axioms 
complicates the treatment only slightly. We give three examples: 
(I) Ax(Ax -~ (Bx -+ Ax)) is realized b j  Ax Ay Az.y. 
(II) Assume Ax Ay(Ax -~ B(x, y)) is realizable, say by z. Then 
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~02 (u, o, z3 -  { {j2 u } Co)} ({0, Ay. {z } (u, Co(O, y)) } ), where 
~Oo(V,y) = An. {o}(p * n). We ver,fy K3 in the form 
(3) Ax(Xn.Sx ,-- P) ^ Aa[a0 = 0 A A y(Xn.aCP * n) E o) _. 
-~ a E P] -* Aa[Ka -~ Pal . 
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Take z' = AuAoAw({z  } ('.'. ,)), and assume u realizes the premiss 
of (3). It will be shown that z :(3), i.e. {{z'} (l,)} (o) must realize 
g{o} -~ P{o }, so if wrK{o},  then {{{z' }(u)}(o)}(w)= 
={z}(u ,v ) re{v} .  
wrK{ v} iff {w} = { v} and K{v}.  u realizes the premiss of (3), 
so Jl u r Ax(Xn.Sx E P), or equivalently 
(4) Ax({ j lu}  (x) r P{ Xn.Sx }) .  
Also Ave  GR[ { j2u } (v) r [{o} (0) = 0 AAy(Xn.{o}( f i  *n) E P )~ 
{ o } E PI ], or equivalently 
(5) AuG GR AwI j  I w = 0^ {o} (0) = 0A 
^Ay[  {j2 W} (y) r {~o0(v,y)} e PI -+ 
- ,  { {hu} Co)} (w) r {o} el . 
As we have seen, {v} E K. Now we can pro,e from (4), C5) and 
K{o} that {z } (u, v) rP[u]  for all { o} E K, by induction over K 
w.r.t. {o}. If{o} = Xn.Sx, then {v} (0)e: 0, and {z} (u, v)= 
{.jlu} (x)realizesP{o} (by (4)). I f{o} (0)= 0, then 
Ay( { ~o0 (o, y) } ~ /~); assume as induction hypothesis 
Ay[{z} (u, ~Oo(V, y)) r { q,'9(v,y)} E P]. Then . ,}  (u, v) :- 
= { { ]2 u } (v) } ( { 0, Ay. { z } (u, so o Co, y) ) } ), and this term realizes 
P{v }, as follows from (5) by substituting w = 
= { 0, Ay. {z } (u, ~Oo(V, y})}. Thus z' realizes (3). 
3.7.3. Theorem. CT is realizable. 
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Proof. CT is realized by Au { Ay { { 0, 0 }, { o 0 } (u, y)  }, u }, where 
o 0 is a certain (constant) Gbdel number such that 
T(u, y, { v 0 } (u, y))  whenever Vz T(u, y,  z). 
3.7.4. Corollary of 3.7.2, 3.7.3. CT is consistent with IDB 0 + 
+ RDC-F. 
3.7.5. Theorem. All theorems of IDBS 0 + RDC-F + CA + RDC-S 
are realizable. (The reader should note that ¢he proof assumes CA, 
RDC-S to be valid.) 
Proof. Once again the verific:~tion follows closely Kleene's work 
for arithmetic (IKleene, 1952, §82] ). First we note that in the 
latter and in the proof of 3.7.2 no induction on the logical com- 
plexity of formulae in the verification of the schemata was used; 
hence addition of species variables to the language does not affect 
the verification of realizability for these schemata. Therefore we 
may restrict ourselves to the verification of (i) the quantifier ules 
and axioms for species, and (i~ii non-logical axioms for species. 
Ad (i). As an example of the verification of a quantifier ule, 
consider e.g. Q2-S. Assume xr(P(X) ~ Q); this is equi,,alent .*o 
Ay(yrP(X) -~ {x } (y ,rQ). yrP(X) is of the form A(y, X*) with 
y, X* free. Then from yrP (X)~ {x} (y ) rQ  by Q2-S 
VX*(yrP(X)-*  {x} (y)rQ) ,  i .e.y r VXP(X)~ {x} (y ) rQ ,  
A y( y r V X P(X) ~ { x } ( y ) rQ, =, x r (VX P(X) --, Q). 
Ad (ii). As an example of a non-logical schema take AC-NS (we 
verify AC-NS instead of RDC-S for simplicity). AC-NS is realized 
by Ao.o. For i fo r Ax V Xo,oA(v, X), then Ax V X~,o( { O } (x) r 
rA(x,  X0,0)), hence V Y~,oAx( {o} (x) rA(x, [ 1/x] Y1,0)) which 
is equivalent o o rV  Y1,0Ax A(x, [ l/x] Yi,o). 
3.7.6. CoroUary. IDBS 0 + CA + RDC-S is consistent with CT. 
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3.8. Proof theoretic refinements and their consequences * 
We now consider more detailed ir~formation about IDB and IDBS 
which (presumably) can be obtained by re ~'ining the proofs above 
of 3.7.2 and 3.7.3 or alternatively by extending IGoodman, 1968] 
to IDB (which is, presumably, possible). As explained, for example, 
in Note II (p. 365, bottom) of IKreisel, 1968B], the familiar con- 
sistency theorems from the literature are not only techmcally less 
satisfactory than conservative extension results, but of dubious 
philosophic value. We shall therefore look for conserva :ive exten- 
sion properties for suitable classes of formulae. More generally, we 
shall try to state information about systems by describing their 
"proof-theorotic s:rength" in terms of their theorems of a suitable 
syntactic form (instead of describing it in terms of finitist con- 
sistency proofs relative to familiar ~ystems). 
(i) For an example of conservative extension results we ask: for 
what classes of formulae is the addition of CT to our sys'~ems con- 
servative? 
(ii) Good measures of proof-theoretic strength are provided 
either by the class of "provable ordinals" (expressed by Yl]-theo- 
reins or theorems of the form n ~ K depending on the systems 
used) or by the class of "negative" arithmetical theorems, that is 
theorems built up by means of the operations -I,A, A. (The meas- 
ur,zs are good for many familiar systems, in particular for com- 
parison of classical systems and intuitionistic systems for lawlike 
objects, because the measures are of intrinsic inb'rest and also sur- 
prisingly many familiar s~stems are comparable for these measures 
under inclusion.) 
3.8.1. For a good answer t,J (i), ~uppose the system F c IDB and 
the recursive realizabil~ty of any finite subsystem of IDB can be 
formally established in F (of. INelson, 19471 for a prototype of 
such formalization, w~th H,zy~Ang's first order arithmetic HA ~n 
place of both IDB and F); suppose further the formula A of F is 
such that 
* This subsection presupposes acquaintance with the reference~ gwen. 
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(1) ~F(XrA)~ A . 
Then, since CT is recursively realizable, if A is a consequence of
CT in IDB, then A is derivable in F itself. 
One useful system F to consider is IDB N, obtained from IDB by 
suppressing all variables for lawlike functions and replacing them 
by constants for addition and multiplication, replacing the axioms 
and the schema for K by the corresponding axioms and schema for 
the species K R of (G6del numbers of canonical definitions of 
primitive) recursive neighbourhood functions, and adding the re- 
cursion equations for addition and multiplication. 
It is to be noted that a functional with a recursive neighbour- 
hood function also has a primitive recursive neighbourhood func- 
tion: let f=  {x}, x ~ GR, then {x} (y) = z 
V y[T(x ,  y, u) ^  Uu = z], and if we define f '  by f 'y  = Sz < , 
Vu' < l th (y )  Vy '  ~, y [T (x ,y  ', u') n Uu' = z],  f ' y  = 0 other- 
wise, then f '  is primitive recursive and f~ f ' .  
Classes of formulae satisfying (1) for F = IDB N are prenex or 
arithmetic formulae, or formulae t ~ K R for numerals t; these last 
assertions can be used in a natural way to express, for specific 
(canonical) primitive recursive (definitions of) orderings, ~i,e 
property of being a "provable ordinal" since by [Markwald, 1954] 
and [Spector, 1955] the latter is reducible to membership n K n , 
in the precise sense that K R and Kleene's O are mutually definable: 
cf. [qroelstra, 1969, § 14] and §4 of this paper. 
Evidently, if 1DB + CT is conservative over IDB N for a formula 
.4, so is IDB. For comparing IDB itself and IDB N it would be more 
efficient o extend [Goodman, 1968] to IDB (than to refine 3.7.2) 
since this would establish that IDB is conservative w.r.t, all for- 
mulae of IDB N . 
3.8.2. To answer (ii), we introduce some auxiliary systems. Let BI 
denote a system (essentially) equivalent to EL + BI (BI for lawlitke 
variables), or H + BI M of [Howard and Kreisel, J 966]. Let BI 0 be 
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obtained from BI by restricting bar induction to primitive recur- 
sive predicates P, and let BI~ ("c" for "classical") b~., olgfained 
from BI 0 by adding the law of the excluded middle and omitting 
AC-NN!, in case we axiomatized BI with EL). Note that IDB N ~s 
contained in a definitional extension of BI 0 if K n ~,s defined in 
BI 0 in the natural way (cf. 5.6.2). 
For measuring proof theoretic strength in terms of pcovable 
ordinals, recall first that BI, and hence BI 0 , has a functional inter- 
pretation in the sense of [GSdel, 1958] in the system BR based on 
bar recursion of type 0 ([Howard, 1968] ), and hence the provable 
ordinals of IDB N are included among those of BR, which are 
smaller than ~Pe~+l (1) by Howard's computation procedure for 
bar recursive terms of type 0 ([Howard, 1969] ). On the other 
hand, by inspection of [Gerber, 1967], each initial segment of the 
natural ordering of ordinal ~oe~÷l (1) is a provable ordinal o1" IDB,~. 
This shows that BI, Bl0, IDBN, BR all have the same provable 
ordinals; by (i), IDB itself has the same provable ordinals as iDB N . 
Finally, the provable ordinals of IDB~, and BI~ are also those 
less than ~Pesa÷ 1(1 ), since, by I Howard, ! 9681 BI~ has a functional 
interpretation i BR, and of course IDB~ contains IDB N . In con- 
trast, both BI c and IDB c are zauch stronger, since BI c is equiva.'lent 
to full classical analysis ([Howard and Kreisel, 1966] ) and IDB c 
even contains the axiom of d~ pendent choices. 
To answer (ii) by comparis 9n with somewhat more familiar 
(sub-)systems of classical analysis, cf. [Kreisel, 1968 B, Note V 
(p. 374 (c))l. 
3.8.3. Oth,.~ types of proof-theoretic nformation about IDB can 
presumably be obtained analogously to [ Kleene, 1952, bottom 
p. 503] by modifying, as h,~ does, the realizability interpretation; 
roughly speaking, he substi:utes (xrA)  ^  A for xrA  in the induc- 
tive defimtion of realizability (~ ~calizability). The principal result 
here is closure under Church's rule, that is, if the closed formula 
An Vm A(n, m) is derivable in IDB then for some numeral t 
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A n Vml T(t, n, m)A  A(n Um)] is also derivable. In particular, if n 
does not occur in A, there is a numeral t such that A t is derivable 
and if A v B is a closed theorem, so is either A or B since 
(A vB)~ ~Vml(m=OAA)v(m = I^B) ] .  
Similar results would follow from the projected extension of 
[Goodman, 1968[, mentioned in 3.8.1. 
It is to be noted that in virtue of the elimination results in § 7, 
a proof of I-- A v B iff I--- A or I- B (A, B closed) for IDB auto- 
matically ields a proof of the same property for the system CS to 
be desci bed in § 6. Thus we obtain analogues for CS of the results 
in [Kleeae, 19681. 
3.8.4. Evidently, to each question in 3.8.1 - 3.8.3 concerning IDB 
or the relation between IDB and IDB N there are corresponding 
questions concerning IDBS and the relation between IDBS and a 
certain system IDBS N iespectively. 
There remains the question of determining the relation between 
IDB and IDBS. It seems plausible that it is parallel to the relation 
(much studied, but not generally known) between Heyting's arith- 
metic HA and its extension by species variables. It may be helpful 
to recall here the facts. 
(a) The extension oz" HA obtained by adding the weak compre- 
hension axiom without parameters for species, but applying the 
schema of induction to all formulae in the extended language, is
conserv-ltive. This is seen by defining a model in HA for each finite 
subsystem of the extension. 
(b) Similarly the exzension o~" HA by adding the weak compre- 
hension axiom with parameters For species, but applying induction 
only to formulae without bound species variables is conservative. 
To see this we consider the two sorted predicate calculus with 
variables for numbers and species; we use exte~tsionality, induction 
in the form 
AX{ [A~0^ An(Ai~ -. ASh) ]  ~ An  A in  } , 
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where A n is an enumeration of all formulae whose only species 
variable is X, and whose only free numerical variable is n, weak 
comprehension i the form 
AmAXV Y/~,n(Yin * -> Bi) , 
where Bj is an enumeranon of all formulae whose species variable, 
if any, is X, and whose free numerical variables, if any, ~tre n, m. 
Suppose now C is an arithmetic formula which is a consequence 
of the axioms above with j _< J0. We introduce function symbols 
Fj (] <_ Jo) with species as values, and with arguments m, X if they 
occur in B/; hence C is a consequence of extensionality, induction 
and 
AXAmAn[n  E/~)(m,X) ,  ~ Bj] . 
All axioms are of first order except for a universal species quarti- 
fier at the beginning. By a cut elimination argument for two- 
sorted predicate calculus, C is a consequence of instances in which 
tb_e universal quantifie~ is replaced by terms built up from the F i. 
We eliminate these terms and the symbol e as follows. #)(t, W) is 
replaced by a formula obtained from Bj by replacing m by t and 
X by W, and n ~ Fj(m. X) is relcla.:ed by Bj. In a finite number of 
steps all instances of comprehension are replaced by identities, 
extensionality by equality axiom.,, of HA and induction by in- 
stances of induction in HA itself. Since the derivation r des are 
respected, C is a theorem of HA. 
In contrast, the extension of H~, by the weak comprehension 
axiom w~th parameters and induction applied to all formulae is 
not conservative. (It is, formally, the first level of ramified analy- 
sis: a truth definition for HA can be defined in it, ana, again as in 
the classical version, all a < ee0 are "provable ordinals".) The 
technical interest of distinguishing between schemata with and 
without parameters i  considered in [Kreisel, 1968B, Note III, 
p. 368]. 
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§ 4. Generalized inductive definitions in I DB 1 
4.1. In this section P, Q, PA denote predicates of constructive func- 
tions. Fmn denotes the class of formulae of a formal system H; 
Fm H (P) denotes the class of formulae obtained by extending the- 
language of H by a new predicate symbol P. Similarly for other 
syntactical categories. 
4.2. Definition. A formula Fa E Fm u is said to satisfy, relative to 
H, a generalized inductive definition (g.i.d.) if there is a formula 
A(P, a) ~ Fmri(P) for which 
(1) Aa[A(F, a) ~Fa] 
and, for every Q ~ Fm H 
(2) Aa[A(Q, a) ~ Qa] --> Aa[Fa ~ Qa] 
are theorems of H. 
The word "definition" is used because, for given A, F is umque up 
to provable equivalem:e. 
Remark. If F satisfies a g.i.d, relative to H, then the addition to H 
of a new constant PA with the axiom schemata 
Aa[A(P A , a) ~ 14 a] , 
and for every Q E Fm H (Pt)  
Aa[A(Q, a) ~Qa] --, Aa[P A a ~ Qa] 
is a conservative extension of H. 
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4.3. Formally speaking, the familiar "conversion of g.i.d.'s into ex- 
plicit definitions" is the following metatheorem. 
Suppose A satisfies t'ae monotonicity condition 
A(P, a) ,",A b,[Pb ~ Qbl ~A(Q,  a), 
then, in any system containiog variables for species of objects of 
the same category as a, and the corresponding (fi,.ll) comprehen- 
sion schema, there is a formula Fa satisfying the g.i.d, determined 
by A. In fact both for classical and for intuitionistic logic we can 
take F to be 
A,t'[ A t~.(A(X, ~) --, Xb) --,. Xa] , 
that is the intersection of all species atisfying (1). 
The present section gives explicit definitions for weaker systems. 
Specifically, we only need extensions of IDB 1 ; but instead of 
monotonicity of A, the sharper condition of positiveness, which 
implies monotonicity, is needed now. (Classically, monotonicity is
equivalent to positiveness.) 
It is still an open problem whether in the intuitionistic ase the 
result can be extended to g.i.d.'s with monotonicity condition. 
Another way of looking at 4.6 below is to say that K is "complete" 
for positive g.i.d.'s, i.e. addition of K and KI - 3 makes all other 
predicates satisfying a positive g i.d. explicitly definable. 
4.4. Definition. Let IDB 1 c_ H. A(P, a) ~ FmH(P) is called positive 
ifA(P, a) has been constructed from formulae of H and expres- 
sions P~o, ~0e F-Tm n by repeated application of the logical opera- 
tors/~, v, Ax, Vx, Va. 
4.5. Lemma. Let IDB 1 c H. In H ,my positive A(P, a) is equivalent 
to a formula of  the following form: 
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(I) V b Ax(R(a,  b ,x )  v (Q(a, b ,x )  ^ P~o[a, b,x ] ) ) ,  
where R, Q ~ Finn,  ~0 ~ F-Tm n . 
Proof. (i) Let 1-' denote the class of all formulae equivalent o a 
formula of type ( 1 ), and put T O - (0 = 1), T 1 - (0 = 0). Then 
T O v (T 1 /~P~o), , P~o, R v (T O ^ P~o), > R. So formulae R E Fran,  
and formulae P~p, ~o ~ F-Tm n are formulae of 1-'. 
(ii) Application of quantifiers Ay,  Vy, Vc to formulae of P 
yields formulae of F. This is seen by repeated application of the 
following equivalences (obtained from 2.6.2, 2.6.4): 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(S) 
VcVbAx A(b ,x ,c )~ VbAxA( ] lb ,  X , ]2b) ,  
VyVb Ax A(b ,x ,y )  ~ .~ VcVbAxA(b ,x ,  cO), 
Ay  Vb  Ax  A(b, x, y) ~ V b Ay  Ax  A((b) , x, y ) ,  
VbAyAxA(b ,x ,y ) ,  > VbAxA(b , ]2x  , ~lx). 
(iii) A disjunction or a conjunction of formulae o" I' is again a 
fonr, ula of P. 
Let 
D O = VbAx(R  o v (Qo ^ P~°o)), 
D 1 -VbAx(R  1 v (QI ^P¢I  ))" 
Then 
D O ^ D  1 Vb0Vb 1Ax[(Rofb o, x) v (Qo ( bo , x ) ^  
^P~o[bo ,x ]  )) ^  (R l (b  1,x)  v (Ql (bl ,X) t 
^P~Pl Ibl ,x] ))] . 
By cont;,.ction of quantifiers this is equivalent o 
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V bAx[ (Ro( ]  1 b, x) v (Qo(]I b, x)  ^  P~o []1 b, x] )) ^ 
A (R 1 (12 b, x) v (Q1 (]2 b, x)  ^ Ptpl []2 b, x] ))] . 
I f  we put 
then 
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R(b ,x ,y )  = (Ro(Job, x )^ y = 0) v (Rt( J2b, x )Ay  4: 0 ) ,  
Q(b ,x ,  y)  - (Qo(Jl b, X) ^ y = O) v (Q1(J2b, x)  ^ y = 0) ,  
~o[b,x,y] = (1 - '-sgy).~Oo[b,x] + sg(y) - to  I [b ,x ]  , 
D oAD 1 ~ ,VbAxAy(R(b ,x ,y )  v 
v (Q(b ,x ,y )  ^ ~o[o ,x ,y ] ) ) ,  
which is a formula of  1-' by (5) 
D O v D 1 ~ Vb[Ax(R  0 v (Qo aP~°o)) v 
v Ax(R  1 v (Q1 A °tpl))l ~ VbVyAx[{y  = Oh 
^(R 0 v (Q 0 A e~pc))} v {y4:  0^ (2-~1 v(Q1 ^P~Pl ))} 1 
If  we put 
R' (b ,x ,y )  = (R 0 Ay .~ d) v (R l Ay :/: 0 ) ,  
Q'(b, x y )  = (Qo Ay = 0) v (Q1 ^ Y :¢: 0 ) ,  
~p'[b,x ,y]  ~ (1 "-- sgy)  "~c + sg(y) '~Pl  , 
then 
D O AD 1 +--+ VbVyAx(R '  v (Q' ^ P~o'))~-~ 
*~ Vy  Vb Ax(R '  v (Q' AP~o')). 
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So D O ^  D 1 is a formula of 1" by (2), (3). 
The lemma follows from (i), 0i), (iii) by induction. 
4.6. Theorem. Let IDB 1 c_ H, and let A(P, a) be positive. Then 
there exists a predicate B definc;ble in H such that 
(1) Aa[A(B, a)-~ Ba] , 
and for every Q ~ Fm a 
(2) AaIA(Q,  a) ~ Qa] -~ Aa[Ba ~ Qal . 
Proof. By the prev'~ous lemma we may restrict ourselves to 
A(P, a) E F. We begin with an example to illustrate the idea of the 
proof, which uses K-functions to code "direct" or "completely 
analyzed" proofs of assertions Ba. As in [ Brouwer, 1926A] such 
proofs have the structure of a well-founded tree. 
For example, if 
A(P, a) = V b Ax(R(a,  b, x) v P~o[a, h, x] ) , 
and if Ba is supposed to satisfy the g.i.d, deterrained by .4~ then a 
proof ~ of Ba consists of giving a function b, and a sequence of 
sub-proofs fZ 0' ~-z I , ~z ,  -.- such that for any x ~2 x either proves 
R(a, b, x), or is a ("previously obtained") proof of B~o[a, b, x ] .  
Such a proot' £Z can therefore be coded completely by a K- 
function e and ~Iwo constructive functions c, d such that e0 = 0, 
(d) 0 = a, and stLch that 
(i) e(~) 4 :0  =' R(a, (c) o, x), 
(it) eO?) - 0 ~ ~'n.e($ * n), (C)(x ~, (d)(x) code a proof of 
B~ta, (c) o, x].  
This idea is used in the formal proof below. We shall write e t for 
X'n.e(t * n). Let 
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A(P, a) = Vb Ax[R(a ,  b, x) v (Q(a, b, x) ~ P¢[a, b, x] )1 
For Ba we take 
Ba =- V e C(e, a ) ,  
where 
C(e, a) - V c Vd  D(e, a, c, d) 
with 
D(e, a, c, d) - { (d) o = a^ Am Ay[ (e (m * .~) = 0 "-', 
--'." (d )  m , (y )  = ~[ (d)  m , (c )  m , y l  a Q((or)m , (C)m.  y ) )  A 
A(e(m * p) :~ 0 A em = 6 --,. R ( (d )  m , (c) m , y))] } 
^e0 = 0 .  
Verification of ( 1 ). Suppose 
(3) Ax(R(a ,b ,x )  v (Q(a ,b ,x )AB~p[a ,b ,x ] ) ) .  
By AC-NF we can find a d'  such that 
(4) Ax I (d 'x  = 0 --,. R(a,  b, x ) )^ 
A (d 'x  :¢- 0 ~ (Q(a, b, x)  ^B~o[a, b, x l  ))] . 
Therefore we can find (by repeated application of AC-NF and 
2.7.4) a K-function land  c o, d o sach that 
(5) Ax[ (d 'x  = 0 ~ le.(a, b, x))  A (d 'x  4 :0  -'* Q(a, b, x)  ,,,, 
^D( f  x , ~p[a, b-x l ,  (c 0)x, (do)x ))1 • 
We define e, c, d such that 
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eO = 0 d 'x  = 0 ~ e x = k 'n .  1 , d 'x  4= 0 ~ e:¢ = fx  
= b d'x --/: 0 ~ (C)(x),m (c) o = b ,  d 'x  = 0 ~ (C)(x) , m ' 
(d) o = a ,  d 'x  = 0 ~ (d) (x)  , m = a ,  d 'x  ~- 0 ~ (d)(x)  , m 
=((co)x).,, 
=((do)x) m • 
D(ey, so[a, b, y], (C)(y), (d)(y)) -+ 
-+ (d) (y)  = ,~o[a, b,y ]  = ~o[(d) o, (C)o,y] , 
it fol lows that 
(6)  e ( -9 )=O-*Q(a ,b ,y )A~o[ (d)o , (C)o ,Y ]  • 
If e (9)  ~ 0, then d'), = 0, therefore R(a ,  b, y )  or equivalently 
R((d)o , (e)o, y). A:. a result, 
(7) e(P) 0 R( (d)  o, (c) o, y ) .  
Now let m = ~ * n. I fd 'x  = 0, then e x 
trivially 
(8) 
= k'n. 1, and therefore 
d 'x  = 0 A e(m * p )  = 0 ~ Q( (d)  m,  (C),n, y )  ^ 
A ~o[(d) m , (c)  m , Y l  = (d)  m , (y ) ,  
d 'x  = 0 A e (m * .9) ~ 0 Ae.n =- 0 --> R( (d )  m , (c) ,n,  y ) .  
I fd 'x  4= 0, then Q(a, b, x )  ^D(e  x , qg[ a, o, x ] ,  (Co)x, (do)x), there- 
fore 
We have to show D(e, a, c, d). 
e0 = 0, (d) o = a hold by definit ion. If e(-9) = 0, then d 'y  = O, 
=, Q(a,  b, y )  AD(ey ,  ~o[a, b, Y], (C)(x), (d)(x)) .  Since 
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d'x  ¢ 0 ^e(m * fi) = 0-~ Q(((do)x) n , ((Co)x) n, y )^ 
A ((do),,),, • ~y~ = ~o[((do) x ),,, 0%)~,),,, Y 1 ,  
(9) 
d 'x  ¢ 0Ae(m *)~) :/: O A em = O ~ 
R(((Co)~) . , ((d0)x). ,  y ) .  
Combining (6), (7), (8), (9) we obtain 
(lO) 
e(m * p) = 0 -~. Q( (d) , . ,  (C)  m , y) A 
A (d) m ,(y) = ~p[(d)m ' (C)m ' Y] , 
e(m * P)¢  0^ em = 0 -~ R( (c )  m , (d )m,y) .  
(10) proves D(e, a, c, d), hence Ba holds. 
Verification of (2). Suppose 
(11) AatA(Q ' ,  a) -~, Q'a] . 
We shall prove AeAa[C(e ,  a) ~ Q'a' by induction over K w.r.t .e.  
If e = X'x .Sy,  then --1C(e, a j, hence =:rivially Aa[ C'e, a) -', Q'a]. 
Let now 
(12) eO = 0 ^ Ay  Aa(C(ey.  a) -~ Q'a) ,  D(e', a, c, a ) .  
D(e, a, c, d) can be rewritten as 
(13) {(d) 0 = aA Ax AmAy[ (ex(m * y)  = 0 
(d)(x) ,m ,~y) = ~°[(d)(x) ,m'  (C)(x) *m' Y] ^ 
^ Q((d)(.O *m' (c)(x) *m, Y))  ^(ex(m *Y)  ~ Or, 
A exm = 0 ~ R((d)(x  ) ,m'  (C)(x) *m' Y))] ^ 
r` Ayt(e9 = 0 -~ (C)(y) = ~p[a, (C)o,Y l ^ Q(a, (C)o,y )) ^  
^(ep ¢ 0^e0= 0~ R(a, (C)o,Y))l } ^e0= 0.  
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From (13) we derive 
A y(R(a, (C)o, y) v (Q(a, (c) O, y )^ 
A D(ey, ~o[a, (C)o, y] ,  (C)(x), (d)(x)))), 
and this implies by (12) 
A y(R(a, (C)o , y) v (Q(a, (c) o, y)  ^  Q'~[a, (c) O, y] )), 
hence by ( 11 ) Q'a. Thus we have shown C(e, a) ~ Q'a under the 
Q ta~]° first premiss of (12), hence by K3 Ae Aa(C(e, a) ~ '-  Q.e d.. 
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§ 5. Logical relztionships between principles 
of analysis with choice sequences 
5.1. The distinctio:as between various notions of choice sequence 
find their formal counterroart in the consideration of formal sys- 
tems with various axiom schemata. 
In this section we inve3tigate logical relationships between a
number of schemata with respect o a rather weak basic system 
ELC (ELC for" elementary analysis with choice sequences). 
ELC is certainly not minimal as a basis, since it implies that the 
universe of choice sequences i closed under continuous opera- 
tions. (In the terminology of [Troelstra B], ELC requires the 
choice seque~aces to be "social".) The principa~ kind of choice 
seql,ence considered ;,n this paper is supposed to be given by 
"analytic data" (see 5.3), for which closure under continuous 
operations is essential. At the present ime, we have no develop- 
ment of an equally important notion of choice sequence which is 
closed ordy under a subclass of the continuous operations. Thus 
we have no reliable guidance for a significant choice of a subsys- 
tem of ELC. To avoid uninformett guessing and to keep the formal 
development as simple as possible, we assume cloture of the uni- 
verse under all continuous operations. 
The reader who is primarily interested in the elimination results 
of §7, can turn directly to §6. For a summary of the resuRs of 
the present section which are needed in §7, see 6.1.2, 6.1.4. 
The schemata discussed in the present section fall into different 
groups: 
I) Choice schemata (5.4, 5.5, 5.7); 
II) The "principle of analytic data", expressing what it means 
"to be given" a choice sequence, a question which has been con. 
sidered only recently (5.3, 5.7); 
IH) Continuity principles (5.5). Continuity principles, which 
are already explicit in Brouwer's writings (cf. [ Brouwer, 1926A]) 
may be said to analyze the meaning of quantifier-combinations 
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As V~, As Via (~ a variable for choice sequences): a may be 
taken to depend continuously on ¢~. On a closer analysis, we en- 
counter three different elements in the various continuity sche- 
mata, separately or in combi.aation: 
(i) continuity proper (as in the WC-schemata); 
(ii) As Va or As V !a is established by an extensional or even 
continuous operator; 
(iii) identification of the continuous operators with Brouwer 
operations. 
IV) Bar induction and the closely r.~lated schema of transfinite 
induction (5.6). Bar induction and continuity are also discussed 
extensively in [ Howard and Kreise~, 1966 ]. 
At the end of the section species variables are added to the lan- 
guage. ~A few schemata re discussed, but here there is still much 
to be done. 
5.1.1. Language of ELC 0 
The language of ELC 0 contains numerical variables, variables for 
conslructive (lawlike) functions, and variables for choice se- 
quences (denoted by a,/3, 7,/i). Non-logical constants are 0, S, q~, 
=, K. There are now three sorts of terms: N-Tm (= Tm), F-Tm 
(constructive or lawlike functors) and C-Tm (choice functors). The 
variables for constructive functions are the only F-Tm, the choice 
variables are the only C-Tm. Fn = F-Tm u C-Tm; N-TIn is given by 
the clauses (i), (iii), (iv), (v) in 2.2.2. 
5.1.2. Convention concerning formula schemata (such as AC-NN 
in 2.7). Each such schema is formulated by use of syntactic 
variables A, B, C, ... ranging over formulae ("definable properties") 
of the language considered. Here we adopt the conventior~ that the 
abbreviation previously used now denotes the schema restricted to 
formuiac which do not contain free choice variables (but may 
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contain choice quantifiers); a star deno:es the full (generalized) 
schema, e.g. 
AC-NN* Ax Vy A(x ,  y,  a) ~, Vfl Ax  A(x ,  fix, a), 
where generally a!l free choice variables are shown. (Thus, above, 
a is understood to be the only free choice variable in the formula 
denoted by A(x ,  y,  a). We shall apply this convention throughout 
{} 5 -7 with iespect o syntactic variables for formulae.) 
The reason for the convention is this. Proofs of logical relation- 
ships between different schemata given in the preceding sections 
carry over unchanged to the uastarred schemata, because the 
closure conditions on the species of numbers and lawlike func- 
tions used in these proofs hold here too. The derivation of the 
starred from the unstarred schemata however equires tlze use of 
specific properties of choice sequences in most cases (cf. e.g. 5.7). 
Note that it is sufficient o ,:onsider starred schemata with a 
single choice parameter, since the case w',th more choice param- 
eters is always derivable from this case by an application of the 
contraction rules (5.2.4 below). 
5.1.3. Axioms and rules for ELC 0 
Axioms and rules for ELC 0 are obtained by adding to the axioms 
and rules of EL 0 IND* and E4* 
E4* x = y ~ [A(x, ao, ...)~. , A (Y ,  ao, .-.)1, 
and adding a choice sequence xistence a ~iom schema 
AC-NN!* Ax V !y A(x ,  y,  o~o, ..., an) ~--* VI3 Ax  A(x ,  ~x, o~ o .... ,on). 
All systems with choice sequences (but without species variables) 
considered may be obtained as expansions of certain extensions of 
ELC 0 formulated in the language of ELC 0 (cf. 2.4, 3.3.5). 
5.2.1. Description of the languages of ELC. For easier eference 
our description of the language of ELC is self-contained; it does 
not refer back to ELC 0. 
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The no~-logical constants of the language are O, S, ;kx, ~k' x,  ;k"x 
(choice-abstraction perator), 1I, ]l, 12, vl, ~, 4>0, ~I'1, K, =. 
There are four sorts of variables: numerical variables, variables 
for constructive (lawlike) functions, variables for elements of K, 
and variables for choice sequences (zhoice variable ~), denoted by 
a,/3, 3,, ~. 
Logical constants:  ^, v, ~, Ax,  V~c, Aa, Va, Ae,  Ve ,  Aa ,  Va. 
There are four sorts of terms: N- rm (= Tm), F-Tm, K-Tm, 
C-Tm. We put Fn = F-Tm t.) K-Tm ~ C-Tm. The subclass of Tm 
not involving choice variables is denoted by Tm-  ; F -Tm- ,  K-Tm- 
are defined similarly. Tm, F-Tm, K-Tm, C-Tm are defined induc- 
tively by the following clauses: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
(viii) 
(ix 
(x~ 
(xi) 
(xiil 
(xii0 
(xiv) 
(xv) 
(xvi) 
0~ Tm; 
numerical variables belong to Tm; 
constructive-function variables belong to F-Tm; 
K-variables belong to K-Tm; 
choice variables belong to C-Tm; 
~o~ Fn, t , s~ Tm=, xP~ot, St, rI~ots, l l t , /2 t ,  ~, l ts~ Tm; 
t~Tm-  =~x t~F-Tm- ;  
t ~ Tm =, X"x. t ~ C-TIn; 
~o~ K-Tm =~ ~,'n.so(~ * n )~ K-Tm; 
3,'m. k(n, m) ~ K-Tm, X'm.Sx E K-TIn; 
~o, ~o' ~ K-Tm =~ ~o; ~o', ~p : ~o', ~o/~o', ~o//,p' 6 K-Tm; 
~o[x] ~ F-Tm, s ~ Tm, s free for x in ~o ~ ~o[s] ~ F-Tm; 
~o[x] 6 K-TIn, s~ Tm, s free fo rx  in~o~ ~o[s] 6 K-TIn; 
~o ~ K-Tm, ~o' ~ Fn =~ ~o(~o') ~ Tm; 
~o ~ K-Tm, ~o' ~ F-Tm =, ~ol ~' ~ F-TIn; 
¢ ~ K-Tm, ~o' ~ C-Tm =, ~ols0' 6 C-Tm. 
Remark. Every ~o ~ F-Tm can be written as ~' [s  1 . . . .  , Sn I, where 
~p'[xl, ..., x n] ~ F-Tm- ,  s I , ..., s n ~ Tm, s 1 , ..., s n free for 
x l,  ..., Xn in ~o'; similarly for any ~o ~ K-Tm. 
As an alternative possibility we might have restricted K-Tm, 
F-Tm, to K-TIn-, F-Tm- and left out the clause~ (xii) and (xiii). The 
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advantage of this alternative would have been that ~p ~ F-Tm o K-Tm 
automatically insured ,p to be free of choice variables. A disadvan- 
tage is in the fact that "t  free for x in Ax"  has to be interpreted in
a non-standard way: i fx does occur as a parameter in ~o ~ F-TIn t_; 
u K-Tm, and if t contains a choice parameter a, then t cannot be 
free for x in A. For this reason we prefer the possibility described 
above. The alternative is follov -d in [Troelstra, 1968], but there 
no attention is paid to the complications. 
5.2.2. Axioms and rules of ELC 
ELC has all the axiom schemata nd rules of ELC 0 (wi~h respect 
to the new language), and all axiom schemata of IDB, a rule of 
X" -conversion : 
C-CON "K'x.t[x, %, ...] (y) = t[y, %, ...1 , 
and defining axioms for e(t~), els, I I sxy similar to the axioms for 
e(a), ela, Yla.ry (2.4.22, 3.3.4). 
5.2.3. We can accept all theorems and schemata without choice 
parameters which have been proved in IDB as theorems and sche- 
mata provab!e in ELC. Moreover, the proofs of the orems like 
3.2.10 immediately adapt o choice sequences. We mention es- 
pecially: 
AeAs Vx(e~x :/: O), 
Ae[ An(en 4= O~ As  ~ n As ) . -~  As  A . ]  , 
As((e ; f )  (~) = e( f  Is)),  
As~(e :f )  I c~ = el ( f  I s ) ) .  
5.2.4. Theorem. In ELC 
• t) A~A/3A(s,/3) ~-~. ATA( j17, ]27)  ~. ~ AeAfA" [A(e lT ,  f lT);  
(ii) Vc~ Vf3 A(a, (3) ~ V'r A(/I'r, J27) ~-~ V e V f VT  A(el% fl',l). 
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Proof. (i) The first equivalence is proved as in 2.6.4. Assume 
AeA fA3 ,A(e lT ,  fl3"). Take a, ~ arbitrary and let 3' = {a. 6}. 
Defiae a such that 
a0= 0 ,  a(Y * n) = S j lg (n ,x ) .  sg( I th  (n ) - -x ) .  
Then by 3.2.2(vii) hn.a(:f * n) ~ K for every x, hence by K2 a ~ K. 
Let e = a, then Aa(e la  = j la ) .  Similarly we can prove the existence 
of an f such  that Aa( f la  = j2a). Then clearly 
AeAfA3"A(e l3" , f l3" )  .-,. A3"A(] 1 17, J213,), and thus A(a,/3). 
(ii) is proved dually. 
5.3. The principle of analytic data 
5.3.1. The principle of analytic data is expressed by the following 
schema: 
A Ao~ ~ Ve[a ~ e A A[3A(ei{3)] .
A is called the "'principle of analytic data" because it may be read 
as: whenever a property A holds for a choice sequence, then there 
is an analytic set (in the Baire-space of all choice sequences) to 
which a belongs, arid such that A holds for all members of this set. 
Compare this with the following principle for lawless sequences 
(Kreisel, | 968, 2.3) 
As~Vn[a~nAA~n(A/3) ]  , 
which might be called a "principle of open data". Both principles 
follow from an analysis of: what it means to be given a sequence 
of the kind discassed, and what it means to assert a property fol 
such a sequence. 
A consequence of A is the "specialization property" (see 5.3.2) 
SP Va At~ ~ VaA(~"x .ax) .  
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SP asserts that whenever Va An, then we may "specialize" to 
assert he existence of a lawlike a such that A(k"x.ax). 
Note that a must be the only free choice variable in A or SP. 
This is seen by taking a =/3 forA in SP. For then Va[a = [3], so 
A[3 Va[a=/3], i.e. all choice sequences are equal to lawlike 
sequences. Not only would this make the addition of choice varia- 
bles uninteresting, but it would even contradict one of the con- 
tinuity principles fol ,vur principal forma! systems CS, CSS (see 
6.2.1). 
5.3.2. Theorem 
(i) _~elative to ELC, A is equivalent to A': 
A' Ae[As  A(elt~) ~ As g(elo0] ~ As[An  ~ go~l. 
(ii) The property of  specialization, SP, holds in ELC + A. 
Proof. (i) Assume A, and suppose Ae[ As  A(els)  --> AaB~eio~)], 
As.  Then fol some e o~ ~ e A A7 A(elT). Hence A't B(el't)~ and 
since by a ~ e for some B a = el/3, it follows that Ba. Thus 
As ~ Bs, and by generalization An[An -+ Bs] .  
Now assume A', and suppose Ao~ A(ela). It follows trivially that 
el^ ~ e ^  As  A(ela), so V f le la  ~ fAAa  A( f l s ) ] ,  and thus 
Aa Vf [e la  E faAa  A(f l0t)] .  Application of A' yields: Ae[Aa -+ 
V f (a  E f AAa  A(f lo0) ] .  
(ii) Assume A, then SP is immediate; if Va An, the~ for some e 
Aa A(ela), hence A(el~"x.0),  =~ Va A(X"x.ax). 
Remark. Evidently, relative to ELC: 
SP ~ [V~ Aa ~ > Va AI ~"x.a.~c)], 
A "- [An ~ Ve[a ~ e A A~A(eI~)] 1, 
A' ~ [As [Aa-~ Bs l  "- "~ Ae[AsA(e la ) - .  AsB(e l~) ] ] .  
5.3.3. Theorem 
In ELC + SP: (i) Aa -17Va Ia  = s].  
/n ELC + A : (ii) Aa 7 As ~ Ae -1At~ A(ela),  
(iii) As  7 - ' IAo  ~ Ae- I  7 VfAc ;A(e : f l s ) .  
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Proof. (i) Assume -I Va[s = a].  Then Vs  -! Va[s  = a],  hence by 
SP: Vb q Val b = a].  :['his is e~ idently contradictory, so 
-q q V a[s = a]. 
(ii) As  --1As, • Aa.(As -+ 0 = 1), , (5.3.2(i)) Ae[ As A(els)-+ 
-+ As(0  = I)].  Since Aa(0 = 1)*-+ 0 = 1 (because of Va(s  = a) ) i t  
follows ",hat As -3 Aa ~ , Ae -1 As A(els) .  
(iii) As  -q-qAs ~ , Ae  q As  qA(e ls )  ~ > 
Ae- I  A f - !  AsA(e :  fls)~---~ Ae-qq  V f  AaA(e :  f l s ) .  
5.4. Choice schemata 
5.4.1. Th~' discussion in 2.7 suggests consideration of the fol lcMng 
choice schemata relative to ELC: 
RDC-C Aa[As--,, V~(B(s,/3) ^ A/S)] -~ 
--~ As[As  -~ V~((~) 0 = s AAx B((~)x, (~)s~))] ; 
DC-C As  V/~ A(s,/3)-+ As  V/~[(fl) 0 =s  AAxA( (~)  x , (/3)Sx)] ; 
RDC-C* / similar to RDC-C, DC-C but with additional choice 
DC-C* J parameters; 
| 
RDC-N* Ax[A(x ,  s)  -, Vy(B(x ,y ,  s )  AA(y, s))] -- 
-', Ax[A(x ,  s)  ~ V/3(fl0 = x A Ay B([3y, [3Sy, s))] ; 
AC-NC AxVsA(x ,s , [3 )~ V3, Ax  A(x,(7)x, /3) ;  
AC-NN Ax V y A (x, y , [3) -; V T Ax  A (x , Tx, [3). 
Furthermore we shall have occasion to discuss a choice principle of 
a different kind: 
AC-CF AsVaA(s ;a )~ VbAsVxA(s , (b )x ) .  
AC-CF differs from the other schemata in that it involves essen- 
trolly the difference in character between lawlike and choice 
sequences: lawlike sequences are completed objects, choice 
sequences are incomplete (cf. 5.5.1, and the relation of AC-CF to 
certain continuity schemata, 5.5.3 (iii)). 
Leaving AC-CF aside, RDC-C* is the strongest schema dis- 
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cussed. As we shall see (5.7.7) RDC-C* is provable in our principal 
system CS if we add RDC-F. 
DC-C* is the strongest schema which has been shown to be 
provable in CS (5.3'.7 (iii)). 
Note that AC-NN cannot be simply extended to 
AxVy A(x,y ,a) -*  VaAx  A(x, ax, t~). 
For if we take t~x -=y for A(x, ),, ~), then it would follow that 
Aa Va[a = a]. On the other hand, AC-NN* + SP yields AC-NN 
again, as remarked in 5.4.2. 
Theorem 5.4.2 o~low collects relationships between choice 
schemata which car,' be established on the basis of ELC or ELC + 
+ SP only. The discussion of choice schemata is resumed in 5.5.3, 
5.5.10 in connection with continuity schemata, and in 5.7.7. 
5.4.2. Theorem. Relative to ELC the following relationships hold: 
(i) DC-N* ~ AC-NN* _< AC-NC _< DC-C* <_ RDC-C*, 
DC-N* _< RDC-N ~ <_ RDC-C*" 
(ii) DC-C _< RDC-C, DC-C _< DC-C*, RDC-C _< DC-C*; 
(iii) AC-NF _< AC-NN + AC-CF. 
Relative to ELC + SP the following relationships hold: 
(iv) RDC-N _< RDC-C, AC-NF _< DC-C. 
Schematically: 
In ELC 
RDC-C* 
x ~  AC-NN + AC-CF 
RDC-N* RDC-C 
o; J 
DC-N* ~ - 
DC-C* 
AC-NC 
AC-NN* 
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In ELC + SP 
RDC-C / ",. 
II DC-N DC-C 
\ 
AC-NF 
Proof. (i) Parallel to the proof of 2.7.2. 
(ii) Immediate. 
(iii) Assume Ax Va A(x, a). Then As Va A(sO, a); b j  AC-CF 
V b As V y A(sO, (b)y), hence V b Ax  V y A((k"r.x)O, (b)y ), 
VbAx  Vy  A(x, (b)y). By AC-NN, Vb Va Ax A(x, (b)ax). Let 
Ax A(x, (b)ax), take ~0 = kx.b(aj lx,  J2x), then ('P)x = (b)ax for all 
x, hence VcAx A(x, (C)x). 
(iv) Assume Ax VaA(x ,  a). Then Ax VsVa[a  = s AA(x, a)]. 
DC-C implies the following special case of AC-NC (cf. (i)): 
Ax Vs  B(x, s) -* Vfl Ax B(x, (fl)x). Apply this to Ax Vs Va[s = a A 
AA(x, a)] ; as a result one obtains V[3Ax Va[a = ([~)x A A(x, a)]. 
Apply ST: V b Ax  Va[a = (b) x AA(x, a)] , hence V b Ax A(x~ (b)x). 
Similarly RDC-N is obtained from RDC-C. 
,q.5. Continuity schemata 
5.5.1. The principal continuity schemata to be discussed are the 
"Brouwer-continuity" or "bar-continuity" schemata: 
BC-C 
BC-F 
BC-N 
AsV~A(s ,~)  ~ VeAs  A(s, els), 
As Va A(s ,a)  ~ Ve Vb As  A(s,  (b)e(S)), 
As  Vx  A(s, x)-" V e A s A(s,  e(s)). 
("BC" refers to "bar-continuity" or "Bro'. ever-continuity", -C, -F, 
-N refer to the sort of the first existential quantifier.) 
Tile bar-continuity schemata express olaething stronger than 
simply choice principles: they express the possibility of "con- 
tinuous choice". For example, a choice principle would only state 
that, if Aa V~ A(s,  ,3), then to any s a ~ can be found by means of 
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some operator of type N N ~ NN; but BC-C states more, namely 
that the operator may be supposed to 0e continuous (hence ex- 
tensional). In other words, a t3 can be found depending on the 
values of s only 
BC-F expresses that whenever As  Va A(s, a), then to each a an 
a can be found from a finite initial segment of s, since a lawlike 
sequence is a completely determined object. Similarly for BC-N. 
In the next theorem some useful alternative formulations and 
logical relationships are collected. It is evident hat certain choice 
principles are implicit in the bar-continuity postulates; this is made 
explicit in 5.5.2. 
Notc that (as in the case of A, AC-NN) these schemata ca;mot 
be simply extended to schemata with choice parameters. To see 
this apply the generalized schema BC-C* As V/3 A(t~, #, 3') 
-~Ve As A(s, ela, 3') to As  V/3[/3 = 3']. As a result, Ve As[e ls  = 3']. 
Hence again A3,Va[a = 3']. 
5.5.2. Theorem. Let 
BC-C' As V/3 A(o~,/3) -~ VeAs  A[3(AxVy(e(~ • ~y) := S/3x) --> 
-~ A(s, ~)), 
BC-F' At~ Va A(s ,  a) -* V e V b An(en --/: O ~ A,~ ~ n A(s ,  (b)en- l)), 
BC-N' AsV~cA(s ,x ) -~VeAn(enq:0 -~As~nA(a ,en- - l ) ) ,  
and let 
BC-F" 
BC-N" 
AaVa A(s, a) -* VeAn(en  --/: 0-* VaAs  ~ n A(s,  a)), 
Aa Vx A(s, x) --> Ve i \n(en :/: 0 -~ VxAa ~ n A(a, x)). 
Then relative to ELC: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(~v) 
BC-C--" BC-C', BC-F ~ BC-F', BC-N--- BC-N'; 
BC-N <_ BC-C, BC-N _< BC-F, BC-N" _< BC-F"; 
BC-N < BC-N, BC-F" <_ BC-F; 
SP <_ BC-C. 
Remark. The primed schemata re sometimes useful because they 
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do not introduce terms e(a), ela.. BC-F", BC-N" are apparently 
weaker than BC-F, BC-N respectively; it is open whether they are 
actually weaker. 
Proof. (i) Take BC-N -~ BC-N' as a typical case. Ve Aa A(a,  e(a))--, 
-~ V e An(en 4:0 ~ Aa, ~ n A(a,  en - 1)) is immediate. Assume 
conversely An(en q: 0 -~ Aa ~ n A(a,  en "-- 1)) and let t3 be arbi- 
t~,ary. By 3.2.10, 5.2.3 there is anx  such that e~x ~- O; then 
~o~ ~ ~x A(a,  e~x "- 1 ), so A0J, e03)). 
(ii) is proved by apl:lying e.g. BC-F to Ao Va A(a,  a0) etc., etc. 
((:f. 2.7.2). 
(iii) is trivial. 
(iv) Assume Vt3A~ Then As V~A/3; apply BC-C, then 
e Aa A(elol). 
5.5.3. Theorem. (Relationships between bar-continuity schemata 
altd principles o f  choice.) Relative to ELC: 
ii) AC-NF _< BC-C (cf. [Kleene and Vesley, 1965, subsection 
7.15]),  
(li) AC-NF + BC-F" ~ BC-F, AC-NTN + BC-N" ~ BC-N, 
(iii) BC-F ~ BC-N + AC-CF, 
(i~ ~ DC-C _< BC-C. 
Prt~of. (i) Assume BC-C, and let Ay Va A (x, a). Then 
Aa V/3 Va[A(o~0, a) ^  a = 13], hence ,(BC-C) for some e" 
Aa Va[A(a0,  a) ^ a  = ela]. Apply this with X"z.x foro ,  then 
Ax A(x, elXz.x).  With ~o = Xz.[X'n.e(( j lz) • n)(Xx. j2z ! it follows 
thai Ax Afx ,  (~O)x). 
(~Li) Assume BC-F, suppose Ax V a A(x,  a). Then Ae~ Vx  A(a6,x) ,  
hen, e by BC-F for some e, b As  A(,~O, (b)e(a)). Take 
=-.',~,z.b(e(Xx.jlz),]2z ), then Ax A(x, (~O)x). BCJF" _< BC-F 
follows by 5.5.2(iii). 
Now assume BC-F", AC-NF and suppose Aa Va A(.~, a). Then 
for some e: An(en ~ 0--* VaA~ n A(o~, a)). ~ An V a(en ~ 0- ;  
-* Aa  a n A(a,  a)), ~ (AC-NF) VbAn(en  ~ 0 ~ Aa ~ n A(~, (b)n)). 
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By 3.2.5 it follaws ~hat Vb An(h(e, n) ~ 0 -, 
-~ Aa ~ h(e ,n ) -  1 4(a, (b)h(e,n)_l)), =~ VbAn(h(e,n)q= 0-> 
Aa E n A(o~, (b)hCe, n)- l )), ~ V f V b An(fn ~ O~ 
As  ~ n A(a, (b)fn- 1)) (3.2.4). 
The second assertion in (ii) is proved s.imilarly. 
(iii) Assume BC-F, and let Aa Va A(a, a); then 
V.  VbAa A(et, (b)e(a)). By 3.2.10 A x Vx(e(a) = x ) ,  
Vb As Vx A(o~, (b)x). For the proof of the converse assume 
AC-CF, BC-N and suppose Aa Va A(a, a). Apply AC-CF: 
Vb Aa Vx A(a, (b)x). Apply BC-N: V b V e Aa A(o:, (b)e(a)). 
(iv) Assume BC-C, and let At~ V/3 A(a, 13). Then for some e 
Aa A(a, ela). Take any a, then in ELC we can prove the e.~istence 
of a j3 such that 
(fl)O = a , (~)Sy  = e l (~)y  . 
Then one proves by induction (/3) 0 = c~ ^  Ax A((/3) x , ([3)Sx). 
.5.4. The results of 5.5.2, 5.5.3 may be put together in a schema: 
/BC-C BC-F ~ BC-F" + AC-NF ,--+ BC-N + AC-CF 
/1 \ , /  
AC-NF DC-C SP BC-N <---~ BC-N" + AC-NN 
5.5.5. Continuity with uniqueness 
We consider the following weakenings of BC-C, BC-F, BC-N: 
BC-C[ Aa V ?/~ A(a,/3) -~ Ve Aa 4(a, ela), 
BC-F[ As V !a A(a, a) ~- Ve Vb Act A(~, (b)~(a)), 
BC-N! Aa V [x A(a, x) --> Ve Au A(a, e(a)). 
Note that in the case of BC-NI Aa V !x A(a, x) implies that A :~ 
decidable. Conver~eiy, if A is decidab!e and A,x Vx A(a, x), we can 
find A' such that Aa Ax(A(a, x) ~ A'(a, x)) and Aa V !x A'(a, y). 
In 5.5.6 we have collected relationships between continuity artd 
continuity with uniqueness. 
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5.5.6. Theorem. (Relations between bar-continuity and bar- 
continuity with uniqueness.) Relative to ELC 
(i) BC-N! <_ BC-C! (cf. [Kleene and Vesley, 1965, subsection 
7.15]) ;  
(ii) BC-N! <_ BC-F!; 
(iii) BC-N! <_ BC-N", BC-F! _< BC-F", BC-C! _< BC-C; 
(iv) BC-F _< BC-F! + BC-C. 
Remark. See [Myfill, 1967] for the difference in content between 
BC-C and BC-C!. From [Troelstra A] it follows that BC-N is inde- 
pendent of BC-N ! + AC-NN. 
Proof. (i), (ii) BC-N! _< BC-C!, BC-N! _< BC-F! are proved similarly 
to 5.5.2(ii). For BC-C! 5" BC-N! we follow [Kleene and Vesley, 
1965, 7.15].  Assume BC-N!, AaV !/3 A(s ,  /3). Then 
As  V !x V !/3[/3a0 = x A A(X"x.aSx,  ~)]. Apply BC-N!, then 
As  V !/3[/3s0 = e(o~) ^ A(A"x.aSx,  13)i for some e. Take any ~/, d,~'- 
fine qt x = ;k"y.[(1 - sgy) .x  + sgy .~,(y "- 1)]. Then Tx 0 = x, 
~"Y.~/xSY ='r ,  e('rx) = (¢l'rpx. =~ Ax V!~[/3x = (e l7)xhA( ' r , /3) l ,  
=, V!t3Ax[/3x = (el3')x ^  A(7, t3)], =~ A(3', el',/). 
Generalization yields A'~' A(3,, el3'). 
If we assume AC-NF the proof is somewhat simpler; we then 
conclude from A~t V !/3 A(ol, 13): As  Ax V !y A/3[A(a,/3) 
-~ /3~: = y] ~ Ax  As  V !y A/3IA(s, /3)-~ /3x = y] 
=~ Ax Ve As  A/3[A(a,/3) ~/3x" = e(s)] =~ Vf  Ax AsA~[A(s , /3)  
( f la )x  =/3x] etc. 
Off) We prove BC-N! <_ BC-N". Assume BC-N'. Let 
As  V !x A(s ,  x), then for some e An(en ~ 0 -~ Vx  As  ~ n A (~, x)). 
VaAn(en  q: 0 ~ As  ~ n A(a,  ax)); farther as under (ii) in the 
proof of 5.5.3. 
(iv) Assume BC-C, BC-F!, and let AeVa A(a, a). Then 
As  Vt3Va[A(t~, a) ha  =/3]. By BC-C for some e AaVa lA(s ,  a )h  
ha = ela].  This may be strengthened to AsV!a[A(a ,  a) A a = e ls ] .  
Now by BC-F! VfVb Aa[A(a ,  (b)fta)) A(b)f(s ) = elo] ,  hence 
Vf  V b As  A (a, (b)f(a)). 
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5.5.7. Weak continuity 
Let us put 
WC -N 
WC-F 
WC-N ! 
WC-F! 
At~Vx A(a ,x )  ~- AaVxVyA{3~xA( [3 ,  y) 
AaVa A(o~,a) -~AaVxVaA~&xA(~,a) ,  
AaV!x  A(a,x)-'," Ao~VxVy Aj3 E ~x A(t3, y); 
A~xV !a A(a, a) -, A~VxVa Af3~ -6x A({3, a). 
"WC" refers to "weak continuity".  
These schemata require much less than the corresponding schemata 
BC-N, BC-F, BC-N!, BC-F!. For example, BC-N requires, whenever 
AaVx  A(a, x), some definite lawlike neighbourhood function 
e ~ K which assigns a neighbourhood {/~ : ¢J ~ n } and an x such 
that As ~ n A(o~, x), to every re such that en 4: O. In the case of 
WC-N we ca~a find such a neighbourhood alid an x to every a, but 
this time it raay depend oll the way a is given to us, not just on the 
values of a. 
5.5.8. Theorem. (Relationships between weak continuity and bar 
continuity, with or without uniqueness.) Relative to El_C: 
(i) WC-N .<_ WC-F, WC-N! <_ WC-F!; 
(ii) WC-N! <_ WC-N, WC-F! <_ WC-F; 
(iii) WC-N < BC-N", WC-F _< BC-F". 
Proof. I rivial. 
5.5.9. Special continuity 
Let us put 
SBC 
SBC' 
SBC" 
SBC! 
AaVx  A(~x) ~ VeAa A(ff(e(a))), 
Ao~Vx A(~x) --> VeAn(en  #: 0 ~ Ac ~ n A(~(en "- 1))), 
AaVx  A(&x) - ->VeAn(en#:O~ VxAo~nA(~x) ) ,  
AaV !x A(&x) -~ Ve Ao~ A(ff(e(o~))). 
The special continuity postulates are interesting for two reasons. 
First, whenever SBC (SBC', SBC", SBC!) holds for a universe 1! of 
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functions, dense in N N , then the same schema is valid in any uni- 
verse tl* such that 11 c_ U* ([Troelstra A. 5.6] ~, in the following 
precise sense" 
Aa ~ tl Vx A(ffx) -~ VeAa ~ 11 A(ff(e(a))) 
implies for 11 c 11" 
Aa ~ 11 * Vx  A(~x)--* Ve Ac~ ~ U* A(6(e~a))) . 
Second, SBC, SBC! are more or less "minimal assumptions" for the 
derivation of bar induction and bar induction for decidable prcdi, 
cates respective!y (see 5.6.1, 5.6.3). 
Relationships with the other continuity schemata discussed are 
put down in 5.5.10, 5.5.11 below. 
5.5. ! 0. Theorem. (Relations between special con tinuity schemata 
and AC-NN.) Relative to ELC: 
(i) SBC! < SBC" <_ SBC-,- SBC'; 
(ii) SBC" + AC-NN--- SBC. 
Proef. (i) Cf 5.5.2 and 5.5.6(iii). 
(ii) SBC <_ SBC" + AC-NN is proved similar to 5.5.3(ii). Assume 
SBC, suppose Ax Vy A¢x, y). Define A*n - l th (n) > 0 a 
^A( j l j2n ,  l th (n ) -  1). Then clearly AaVx A*(~x) 13y SBC there 
is an e such that Aa A~'(~(e(a))). Apply this to a = ~x.z,  then 
A(z,  e(3,x.z) "-- !). So with ~p = ~,z.e(hx.z) "- 1 it follows that 
Az A(z, ~oz). 
5.5.11. Theorem. (Relations between weak continuity, bar con- 
tinuity and special continuity.) Relative to ELC 
(i) BC-N! <_ SBC + WC-N!, BC-F! <_ SBC + WC-F!; 
(ii) BC-F" < ~BC + WC-F; 
(iii) BC-N ~ SBC + WC-N. 
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Proof. (i) Assume AaV !x A(a, x), SBC, WC-N!. Apply WC-N!: 
Aa Vx Vy A/3 ~ ~x A(~, y). By SBC for some e An(en ~ 0 -~ 
Aa ~ n Vy  A[3 ~ ~(en - 1)A(/3, y)). If we put 
,p - ~,n. en. sg ( I th (n) "- en), then K~p (3.2.2 (vii)), A n(¢n ~ 1 th n), 
An(~n ~ 0 ~-Aa ~ n Vy  A~ E ~(~n = 1) A(~, y)), ~ An(~n q~ 0 
Aa ~ n Vy A~ 6 fi ( l th  (n)) A(~, y)), ~ An(~n ~ 0 
-~ Vy AB ~ n A(~, y)). 
We may strengthen this to An(¢n ~ 0 ~ V !y Af3 ~ n A (~, y )). 
Hence Ve An V !x[(en ~ 0 ~ Aa ~ n A(~, x))  ^  (en = 0 --, x = 0)1. 
Apply AC-NN! : Ve Va[en q= 0 ~ Ae ~ n A(a, an)] ; now argue as 
for 5.5.3 (ii). 
The second assertion of (i) is proved similarly. 
(ii) Similar tc the first part of the proof of (i). 
~iii) Prove first BC-N" <_ SBC + WC-N similar to (ii). SBC im- 
plies AC-NN (5.5.10(ii)), i~ence by 5.5.3(ii) BC-N. 
5.5.12. The results of 5.5.6, 5.5.8, 5.5.10, 5.5.1 1 may be combined 
in a diagram. 
Relative to ELC 
BC-C + BC-F! 
/ \ 
SBC + WC-F BC-F BC-C 
SBC + WC-F! BC-F" BC-N ~ ~ SBC + WC-N 
BC-F ! S BC + WC-N ! BC-N" 
SBC" + AC-NN ~ SBC BC-N! ~ ~ BC-C[ 
SBC! 
Nearly all of the converse implications represent open problems. It 
is known that BC-N is independent of BC-N! + AC-NN as has been 
remarked before. 
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5.5.13.  Lemma. A~ ~ n Aa  < > t~c~ A(n la ) .  
Proof.  The implications fo l low immediately from n E a -~ n I~ - 
and nla ~ n (3.3.8( i i ) ,  (iv)). 
5.5.14. Theorem. Let BC-.F1, BC-N 1 denote the following schemata: 
BC-N l Ao~Vx A(~,x)-+ VeAn(en  4: 0-> A~ A(nl~, en "- 1)), 
BC-F 1 AaVa A(a, a) 
VeV b An(en 4= 0-~- Ao~ A(nla,  ~m.b(<en "- 1> • m))). 
Then relative to ELC 
(i) BC-N 1 ~ BC-N, BC-F 1 --, BC-F. 
Also 
(ii) The schema 
Ao~VeA(a ,  e)-+ 
Ve V f An(en 4= 0-~ AaA(n l~,  ~'rn.f(<en "- I)~.~ m))) 
is provable in ELC + BC-F. 
Proof. (i) The equivalence of 13C-N' and BC-N l is immediate by 
5.5.13. From 5.5.13 we also, obtain immediately that BC-F' is 
equivalent to the following ~chema: 
AaVaA(a ,a )~ VeVb An(en 4= 0-+ 
-+ As  A(nla,(b)en.1)) 
Assume AaVa A(a, a), then for certain e, b An(en 4= 0 
Aot A0zla, (b)en ._ 1))- Define ~o such that ~00 = 0, ~o(~ • n) = 
= b(x, n). Then Aa A(nla, km.~o(<en "- 1) * m)). Conversely, if 
As A(nta, ~m.c(<en -'-- 1> * m)) for a certain c, and if we define ~b 
sucb that ~(x, n) = c(.f * n), then Aa A(nlc~, (~)en = 1)" Tbis proves 
the equivalence of BC-F' and BC-F 1 . 
(ii) Assume BC-FI, AaVe A(a, e). Then also AaVb Ve[A(a e) A 
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A b = e]. Apply BC-F l , then for some]', b 
An(fi~. ¢ 0-~ AaVe[A(n l~,e)A  ~J.~z.b((fn-'-- 1> * m)=e] )  
Let ( '  be such that f 'O = 0, f ' (~  * m) = b(,'.fx "- l) * m) if]Sc 4 :0  
and( ' (2  • m) = l iff~ = 0. Then ~f h(f,  n) 4: 0, it follows that 
fn 4: 0, f ' ( (h ( f ,  n) "- l) * m) = b(i f (h ( f ,  n) "- 1)'- l) * m) = 
= b((fr.! - l) * m). ~ AaA(n la ,  ]k '~.f ' ( (h(f ,  n) "- l) * m)). Since 
3,n.h(]: n) ~ K, it follows that 
VfAn( fn  :." 0-* AaA(t.~la, X'm. f ' ( ( fn  "- 1) * m))) .  
Thi ~ estabhshes (ii). 
5.5.15. Let us introduce a constant predicate K0, defined by 
Ko(a) Wde f AuVx(aF~x ~ O) A 
A An Am(an ¢ 0 -~. aO! * m) ¢ O). 
Continuity schemata denoted by a code without "B"  are obtain~d 
from the corresponding bar continuity schemata (with a "B"  in 
the code) by replacing the conclusion, say Ve Ce by Va(Koa A Ca). 
Because of the notation, there ~re no postulates corresponding to 
C-C, C-F, C-N, C-C:, C-F!, C-N!, SC, SC!. Example: @N' is the 
schema 
AaVx A(a, x) -~ Va(Koa ^  An(an ¢ 0 
As ~ n A(a ,an  = 1))). 
Since the proofs in this subsection make use of induction over K in 
the form of the properties Aa V x(eF~x ¢ 0), An Am(en ¢ 0 
e(n * m) = en) only, we can auapt the proofs to obtain proofs 
for the corresponding statements for schemata without  " B". 
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(Unless we introduce special variables for elements of K0, and 
define notations alb, afb) for a ~ K 0 , the proofs will become 
lengthier because of the lack of a convenient equivalent of e(a), 
ela.) 
Example: let BC-F!' be given as 
AaV!aA(a ,a )~ VeVbAn(en  ~ 0 
-~ As  E n A(a, (b)en_ 1) ) . 
It is easily proved that BC-FI' ~ BC-F! relative to ELC (cf. 5.2.2 
(i)). Then by 5.5.6(iv) BC-F' <_ BC-C' + BC-F!', and by a routine 
adaptation of the proof: C-F' <_ C-C' + C-F!' relative to ELC. 
5.6. Bar-induction. The presew: subsection discusses the scher~a of 
bar-induction: 
B1 [ At~V x PY~x A An(Pn -~ Qn ~ A An Am(Pn -~ P(n * m))A 
^ An(Ay Q(n * y)-~ Qn)] -~ QO. 
Let BI! denote BI with AaVx P&x replaced by AaV !x P&x, and 
omitting An Am(Pn ~ P(n * m)). 
Note that BI, BI ! denote schemata without choice parameter., ; the 
general schemata re denoted by BI*, BI!* respectively (in agee- 
ment with our convention in 5.1.2). 
BI is derivab~ ' from the bar-continuity schemata (5.6.1). It is 
important o note that BI does not involve K; and in fact, in 5.6.2 
it is shown that BI as an axiom schema can replace the axioms for 
K. 
Bar-induction and the closely related schema of transfinite in- 
duction 
TI At~Vx -1 Vy <_ x A(ay,  aSy) A 
A Ax(Ay(A(x ,  y )  -," By) )  -" Bx)  --; Ax  Bx 
are discussed extensively, together with many variants, in [Howard 
and Kreisel, ~ 966]. Some of the most relevant results are summa- 
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rized I:,elow in 5.6.3. (Actu', qy, [Howard and Kreisel, 1966] dis- 
cusses BI*, TI*, but the proofs need notational adaptations only 
to fit the case of the unstarred schemata s well.) 
5.6.1. Theorem 
(i) BI is derivable in ELC + SBC; 
(ii) BI! is derivable in ELC + SBC!. 
Proof. (i) Assume 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
AaVx P~x , 
An(Pn -~ Qn ) , 
A n Am(Pn  -, P(n * m) ) ,  
An(Ay Q(n * fi) -~ Qn) . 
From (I), by SBC we find an e such that 
(5) An(en 4: 0- ,  Aa~:nPf f (en - l ) ) .  
Since 3.n.en • sg (Ith (n)-'-eJT) ~ K (3.2.2(vi), (vii)) we may 
strengthen (5) to 
(6) An( fn  4 :0  -~ As  ~ n P&( fn "- 1)), 
(7) An(fi~ = i <_ lth n).  
From (3), (6), (7) 
(8) An( fn4 :  ( ,~  Aa~nP~( l th (n) ) )  
and from (2), (8) 
(9) An( fn4~ 0--, A~ ~ n Q~( l th (n) ) ) ,  =~ 
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(lO) An( fn  ¢ 0-~ Qn).  
From (4), ( I0)  we obtain Q0 by application of the principle of 
induction over unsecured sequences (3.2. ~). Q.e.d. 
(ii) Assume (2), (4) and 
( I1) AaV!xP~x.  
From (11) by SBC! for some e 
An(en ¢ 0 -> Aa ~ n Pff(en "- 1 )). 
Define, P'n =- V m(m -< n ^  Pm ), Q'n - Qn v P'n. Then 
(12) An(en :/: 0 -~ Aa ~ n P'& (en - 1 )), 
(13) An(P'n ~ Q'n) , 
(!4} AnAm(P 'n  -+ P'(n * m)) , 
(15) An(Ay  Q'(n * p) -+ Q'n).  
((15) is proved as in [Howard and Kreisel, 1966, theorem 4A] .) 
Then Q'0 follows (similar to the argument sub (i)). Since --1P'O, 
Q0 holds. 
5.6.2. Theorem. Let ELC l be obtained from ELC by omitting K, 
K-variables, 3,' and the axioms for K. Then K is definable and the 
axioms for K are pror'able in ELC 1 + BI. 
Proof. Define K by Ka = Koa. 
Proof of KI : a = 3`n.Sx ~ Koa is immediate. 
Proof of K2: assume a0 = 0 ^  Ax(Ko3.n.a(2 • n)). Take any a, 
let t3 = 3`"x.aSx. Then Vy(a(<aO) */3y) 4= 0), and since (t~0> */3u = 
= 6~Su (2.5.7(i)) we have Vz(af~z ¢ 0). Let an 4:0 and let 
l th (n  * m) = n * m (take fora :  3`"x.g(n * m,x)) .  Since a0 = 0, 
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5.7.4. Theorem. In ELC 
An(ean  ~ 0 -~ Q(t~, n)) A An(Ay Q(a, n * p) --> Q(~, n)) ~ Q(ol, 0). 
Proof. The proof is obtained from the proof of. 3.2.1 by (a ~ taking 
instead of Aa 
A 'e  - AaAm[ An(ean  4 :0  -~ Q(~, m * n))  ^  
A An(Ay Q(ol, m * n * p) -:. Qta, m * n)) 
-~ Q(a, m)] , 
and (b) proving Ae A'e  by induction over K w.r.t.e. 
5.7.5. Theorem. BI* is provable in ELC + SBC + A. 
Proof. We have to show A/~[ AetVx P(fl, ~x) A An(P(J3, n) 
Q(/3, n)) A An Am(P(/3, n) -~ P(/3, n * m)) A An(Ay Q(t3, n * ~,) 
Q~, n)) ~ Q(~B, O)]. By A' this is equiva]tent to proving 
Ael A/3 AaVx P(el/3, ~x) A Af3An(P(elf3, n) -~ 
-~ Q(elf3, n)) AA~AnAm(P(e I (3 ,  n • m))A 
A A/3 An(Ay Q(el(3, n * p) -~ Q(elf3, n)) -~ 
-, A~ Q(el13, 0)] . 
Assume 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
A~ AaVx P(el/3, ~x) ,  
A[3 An  P(elf3, n) -~ Q(el~3, n) ) ,  
Af3 An Am(?(elf3, n) -~ P(el{3, n * m))  , 
A~ An(Ay Q(elf3, n * p)  -* Q(elf3, n ) ) .  
From (1) we obtain 
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A6 Vx  P(el/1 
Hence by SBC 
V f A6  P(el/1 ~, j26( f (6 ) ) )  , 
so for some f
(5) A~.AaP(e l~,~f ({a ,{3}  ))). 
Take an arbitrary/5, specialize (5) to that/3: 
(6) An( f~n 4= 0 -* Aa  ~ n P(el[3, &-(fan - l ) )) .  
Let f '  be given as 
f '  = Xn . fn .  sg (1 th on) "- Jh ) .  
The right hand side represenls an element of K. 1hen f~ = 
= X"n.eon • sg (1 th (n) "- ean). because if I th n = x, ax = 
= X"z. { ~z , g(n, y ) } (x ), then f t~n = y ~- 1 < , f ' ax  = y + I ~. > 
(fotx =y  + i ^x  > f~x)+--~ (ftzn =y  + 1 ^  l th (n )> f~n). 
As a consequence (6) yields a stronger form 
(7) ?,n(f~n :/: 0--, AaEne(e l~,~( f~n ' -  1))), 
(8) An( f~n "- 1 _< l th n ) .  
Specialize (2), (3), (4) to the given t3o then we find in exactly the 
same way a~. in 5.6.1 Q(el[3, 0), using 5.7.4 instead of 3.2.1. 
5.7.6. The( rein. Let  C-C'* denote the fo l lowing schema." 
i ,aV~A(a , /~,  3,) --> V~ [K08 A 
A Aa AI3[ Ax Vy(a(:~ * ~y) = S~x)-* A(~,  fl, ~/)l] • 
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~,/2~(x)). 
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l th  n = Sy for a suitable y. an = a((a0) * ~y) = a(<a0~ *
• ~(y + I thm))  --- a(~(Sy + 1 th m)) = a(n * rn) (here again 
= X"x.aSx).  Tt us a ~ K o . 
Proof of K3: tssume 
(1) Ax R~.Xn.Sx ) AAa(a0 = 0 ^Ay R(~,n.a(p * n)) -~ Ra) . 
Let Koa, define Pn = an ~ 0, Qn --- R (Xm.a(n  * m)). Then clearly 
At~Vx P&x, An  Am(Pn  ~ P(n * m)), because of the definition of 
K 0. Also an :/: C-~ R(Xm.a(n  * m)), since if an ~ O, Xm.a(n * m)= 
= Xm.an. 
If Ax Q(n * ~), then Ax R(km.a(n  * Y~ * m)). Now either 
an :/: O, and thetl R(Xm.a(n  * m)) holds as we have seen, or an ~ 0 
and then by (1) K(Xm.a(n  * m)). Therefore Qn. Eliminating our 
hypothesis Ax Q(n * ~ ), we obtain Ax Q(n * ,f ) -~ Qn. Applica- 
tion of BI yield,; Q0, i.e. Ra. Thus we have proved Aa(Koa -* Ra). 
5.6.3. Theorem. (Logical relationships involving BI.) Relative to 
ELC: 
(i) BI[ _< BI; 
(ii) BC-N _< E~I + WC-N + AC-NF; 
(iii) SBC <_ BI ~ AC-NF; 
(iv) TI _< BI; 
(v) BI <_ TI + C-N', 
where C-N' is (5.5.15) 
AaVx A(a,  x)  -~ Va[Koa A An(on :/: 0 -* 
-~ Aa ~ n A(c~, an -'- 1)1 . 
Proof. (i) [Howard and Kreisel, 1966, theorem 4A].  
(ii) can be obtained by :~light modifications of the pl oof of 
theorem 8C in [Howard and Kreisel, 1966]. Copying the proof of 
8C yields C-N'. From the proof of 5.6.2 we see that Ka ~ Koa, 
hence BC-N follows. 
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Another proof: by (iii), SBC <_ BI + AC-NF, by 5.5.11 (iii) 
BC-N ~ SBC + WC-N. 
(iii) is proved by slightly modifying the proof of theorem 8D in 
[Howard and Kreisel, 1966]. 
(iv), (v): [Howard and Kreise!, 1966, theorem 5A, 6B]. 
5.6.4. The logical relationships e staDlished in 5.6.1, 5.6.3 may be 
represented in a dia~am: 
Relative to ELC 
BI + AC-NF + WC-N 
, \ 
BI + AC-NF BC-N ~ TI + C-N' 
SBC 
SBC! Bl 
BI ! TI 
5.7. Generalization to schemata with parameters 
5.7.1. Modulo the principle of analytic data, A, several schemata 
without choice parameters imply the corresponding schemata with 
choice parameters. This will be shown below. 5.7.10 below is an 
analogue of 5.6.3 (ii), (iii) for the generalized schemata. 
5.7.2. Definition 
ea --d~f e[a] =def ;k"n.e(,'V'x. {ax,g(n,x~} ( lth n)). 
5.7.3, Theorem. In ELC AaAe K0~,e[a] ). 
(K0(~) is defined simil'ar to Ko(a).) 
Proof. At~K0(e[a] ) is proved by induction over K w.r.t.e. 
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Then relative to ELC: 
(i) WC-N* <_ WC-N + A; 
(ii) C-C'* <_: BC-C + A. 
Proof. (i) Assume WC-N, A and let AaVx A(a, x,/3). By A there is 
an e such that fl a e, A',/At~Vx A(a, x, el7). Hence 
A~ V x A(] 15, x, el/2(5), 
=~ (WC-N) ASVxVy AS' ~ ~y A( j lS ' ,x ,  el]2~') ,
AaAT"/~: Vy Aa 'A7 ' ({a,  7} (Y) = {~', 7'} (Y) * 
--> A(a', y, et7')). 
Take 7 = 7' =/3, then AaVxVy Aog(~y = ~'y ~ A(a'. x,/3)). 
(ii) Assume BC-C, A and let Ao:V/3A(a,/3, ~). Then for some e. 
50 3,=el6o A A6AaV/3A(o,,/3, el6). 
=, V f AS' A(j I  6',f16', el]26')(contraction, BC-C), 
V f A S' A/3( Ax V y(f(g * 5'y) = S~y) --> A(]16', tJ, el]~ 5')). 
Define ~p such that 
~p0 =0,  ¢(g*n)=f (g*Xz .{g(n ,z ) ,5o  z}( l thn) ) .  
Then it is easily seen that (cf. 5.7.3) K0~P; ,uoreover ~a(~? • my) = 
=u+ I~ ; f (£*{a ,  6 o}(y ) )=u+l ,hence  
Ko9 A A~A/3(Ax Vy(~o(g * my) = S/3x) -~ A(~, #5, e16o)), 
q.e.d.. 
5.7.7. Theorem. Relative to ELC: 
(i) AC-NN* <_ A + BC-N + AC-NF; 
(ii) AC-NC <_ A + BC-C + AC-NF; 
(iii) DC-C* _< A + BC-C + AC-NF; 
(iv) RDC-C* _< A + BC-C + RDC-F. 
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Proof. (i) Assume A, BC-N, AC-NF, and let Ax Vy A(x, y, ~). By 
A we can f ind an e and a/3 such that 
i.e. 
o~ = el/3 AA ' rAxVy  A(x,y ,  el'),). 
=* AxVfA ' rA fx , f (T ) ,  eiT) (BC-N), 
=; V f '  Ax A'r A(x, X'n.f'(.f * n)('r), el')'), 
Vf 'Ax  A'rA(x,  ( f ' lT) (x) ,  el'r) (AC-NF, 2.7.4). 
Take 3, =/3, then Vf 'Ax  A(x, ( f '  I/3) (x), o~), so with ~p = f'l/3 
Ax A(x, ~ox, o0. 
(ii), (iii) We prove (iii); the proof of (ii) is similar. Assume BC-C, 
AC-NF, A, and lel AuV/3A(a,/3, 'r). For certain/ io, f  T =fJ/ io  ^  
^ A6 Ao~V/3 A(a,/3, f i6) .  There is an e (BC-C) such that 
A6 Aa A(a, el {6, a } ~ f16). Take any a, then there is a unique/3 
such that 
( /3)o-a,  (/3)s. =el{ . }. 
Ther, clearly Ax A((/3) x , (/3)Sx, T). 
(iv) Assume BC-C, AC~NF, A. Suppose 
(1) Aa[A(a, 3') '~ V/3[B(a, ~,, T) ^A(/3, "r)l ] • 
For suitable 60, f 7 =fl60, A6 Aa[A(a , f l6 )  -* V/3[B(~,/3, f~6)A 
A A(/3, fliS)] ]. Define 
A'6 - A(] l 6, f f j26) ,  
B'(6, /3) -- B(]  18, ]1/3, f l J2 6) A ]2/3 = ]2 6 • 
Then 
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(2) A6[A '5  ÷ V/lIB'(6,/J)AA'/3I ] , 
for i fA '6 ,  i.e. A( J16 , f l i26) ,  then fox some t8' ((1)) 
B( j  16,/Y, f l j2 / i ) ;  take/3 = {IY, j ,6  }. 
Thus we have reduced the proof to the case without parameters. 
(2) implies 
Ae[A6 A'(el6) ~ At, Vt3[B'(el6,/3) ^ A'181 ] , 
(3) ~' Ae[ A6 A'(e 16) 
--> V f ' [  A~J, B'(el6, f '18) A AS A ' ( f '16)]  ] . 
Put 
A*e =- A5 A ' (e l6) ,  B*(e , f ' )  = A6 B ' (e l f , f '16)  , 
then by (3) 
(4) Ae[A*e~ Vf ' (B* (e , f ' )AA* f ' ) ]  o 
Apply RDE'-F to (4): 
(5) V e ' fe '  = B* ( f /  ' Ae[A*e-~ .' 'J(o> e^Ax <~),f(s~)ll, 
where f(x> = ;k'n.f(g * n). 
Assume A(a, "y); put 61 = {¢X, 'y } = {o l , f l6  0 }, t~ 2 = {0~, 6 0 }, then 
A( j  162,f l ]262).  For some e, 63 : 82 = e1~53, 
A6 A( j l (e l f ) , f l J2 (e l6 ) )  , ~ A*e. 
Suppose f '  to satisfy (5), i.e. f<'0) = e, Ax B(f<x)~ f(Sx)), or in full 
I .L'f I 
f(o) = e A Ax  A6 B (a(x)l($, f(Sx)16). Then it follows that 
' ' I ' Ax AS[, (i (fix>tS),Jl(fis),> 6),fli2(fi,,>l )) ^  
• ~ e I • ^ ]2( f (s ,o I6)= j2(f (x)  6)] 
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Also AS(j2(f('0>15 ) = j2(e15)). If we take 5 = 63 , then el53 = 62, 
J252 = 50, soflJ2(f('x)13) = T for all x. Hence for a 5' satisfying 
Ax((5')x = Jl (f('x)163 )): Ax B((5') x, (5')Sx, T). Q.e.d.. 
5.7.8. Theorem. Let K3* denote the generalization of  K3 obtained 
by admitting additional choice parameters in Q. K3* is provable in 
ELC + A. 
Proof. Assume Aa[AK(Q, a, t3) -~ Q(a, 13)], then by A there exists 
an f such that 13 E f. Aa  [Ax QOtn.Sx, f l a )  j, Aa[aO = 0 A 
A Ax  QOtn.a(~? * n ) , f la )  -~ Q(a, f la)]  ]. As a consequence 
AxAa QOtn.x , f la )  and Aa[a0 = 0 AAx Aa QOtn.a(2 * n) , f la) -*  
-~ Aa Q(a, f la)] .  
Define Q'a ~ Aa Q(a, f la) ,  then Ax Q'Otn.Sx), Aa[aO = 0 A 
A Ax Q'Otn.at~ * n)) -~ Q'a]. Apply K3 to Q', then it follows that 
Aa[Ka -~ Q' I I ,  i.e. Aa[Ka -* Aa Q(a, f l a ) l .  Thus Aa[Ka -~ 
-~ a(a, 13)].' 
5.7.9. Theorem. (Rela,ions between generalized continuity sche- 
mata, bar induction, a,~d choice schemata.) Relative to ELC: 
(i) SC'* <_ BI* + AC-NC; 
(ii) C-N'* _<_ BI* + WC-N* + AC-NC. 
Here SC'*, C-N'* denote the schemata 
SC' * 
C.N I * 
AaVx A(ffx, ~) -'* V3,[Ko3, AAn(Tn ~ 0 
Ao~ ~ n A(~(~,n "- 1), ~))] , 
Ao~Vx A(o~, x,/~) -+ VT[Ko?, ~ An(Tn :# 0 A 
A Acx ~ n A(a,  3,n "- i, 6))1 . 
Remark. For other relationships involving generalized continuity 
schemata nd choice schemata see 5.5.1 5. 
Proof. (i) [Howard and Kreisel, 1966, theorem 8D]. 
(ii) [Howard and Kreisel, 1966, theorem 8C]. 
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5.7.10. Theorem. Let  ELC 2 denote ELC without  the axiom sche- 
schema AC-NN!*. Then AC-NC is provable m ELC 2 + BC-C + A. 
Proof. Assume BC-C. A, ELC 2. From the proof Gf 5.5.3 (i) we see 
that AC-NF <_ BC-( in ELC 2. Suppose AxV aAt:~-, a, ~). By A we 
can find e, "y such that/3 = el't, A8  Ax  Va  A(x ,  ~, elS). 
=~ Ax A/ iVa A(x ,  ~, elS); :* (EC-C) Ax V fA5  A(x , f l6 ,  elS), 
=~ (AC-NF, 2.7.4) Vf '  Ax A5 A(x ,  Yn.f '(~? * n)lS, elf). 
Take 3, for 5, then for some f '  ~,x A(x ,  k 'n . f ' ( . f  * n)lT, 13). If 
~= k"z . (k 'n . f ' ( ( j l z )  * n) l 'y)( j2z) ,  then (¢')x = ~'n.f(;: * n)13,, 
hence Ax AI.x, (~o') x ,/3). 
5.8. Addition of species variables: ELCS 
5.8.1. The language of ELCS is obtained from the language of ELC 
by adding relational (species) variables with - numerical arguments, 
m constructive function arguments, p argu~'_~nts for K-functions 
and q (q <_ 1) choice arguments (n, m, p arbitrary natural num- 
bers). They are denoted by Xn, m, p, q, Yn, rn, p, q, Zn, m, p, q" An 
axiomatizatio~a of ELCS is obtained by adding to the schemata 
and axioms of ELC (with respect o the extended language) WCA, 
extensionality (EXT) w.r.t, constructive functions, extensionahty 
w.r.t. K-functions (EXT-K), and extensionality w.r.t, ct-oice se-- 
quences 
EXT-C ~ =/3 ^  _~ a -~ X/3 
and a schema WCA c for weak comprehension for species wittl 
choice arguments: let a be the list x l ,  ..., Xn , a t ,  ..., a m , e l ,  ..., ep , 
and let A(a, a) be a formula of ELCS without bound species varia- 
bles and not containing X free, then 
WCA c VXn, m,p, 1AaAa[A(n, a) ~ X(tl, a)] (n, m, p arbitrary). 
5.8.2. The schema CA c is siloi!a: to WCAc, but now A may be an 
arbitrary formula of ELCS nct ~:ontaining X free. 
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5.8.3. Remark. The more general theories, where we admit rela- 
tional variables with more than one choice argument, are expan- 
sions of theories with relational variables with at most one choice 
argument. 
For example, extension of ELCS obtained by addition e,f varia- 
bles Xn, m, p, 2 is shown to be an expansion of ELCS by defining a 
mapping tr described below. We reserve "barred" species w vi~bles 
Xn, m, ~,, t, I"n, m, p, 1, "'" for the mapping o, that is we define o for 
formulae not containing such variables. Clearly any formula of the 
extension is a notational variant of the restricted kind of formula. 
a is described by (i), (ii) to a list of arguments of the appropriate 
sorts): 
(i) o[Xn, m,p, 2(a, ~, ~b)] -- Xn, m,p, l(f l, {q0, ~} ); atomic formulae 
of other types remain unchanged under o. 
(ii) o preserves all logical operators with the exception of quan- 
til'iers AXn, m, p, 2, V Xn, m, p, 2 : 
o[AXn, m.p, 2 A(X)] = AJ(n,m,p, 1 oA(X)  , 
° [VXn,  m.p, 2A(X)]  - VXn, m,p, 1 oA(X)  . 
5.8.4. Continuity schemata for species 
We shall consider the following continuity schemata for species 
(X a species variable of signature (n, m, p, q), Y a species variable 
of signature (n + 1, m, p, q), n, m. p, q arbitrary): 
BC-S 
BC-S' 
BC-S" 
WC-S 
AaVXA(a ,  X)-+ VeV YAot A(oz, [l/e(ot~] Y); 
AotVXA(ot, X)-+ VeV Y An(en 4: 0 - ,  
-+ As  E n A(a, [ 1/en "- 1] Y)); 
AaVXA(a ,X)  ~ VeAn(en  4= 0 + VXAa ~ n A(a,  X)); 
A~ VXA(a ,X)+ Ao~VxVXA~ ~x Aq3, X). 
We also consider a choice schema: 
AC-CS Ac :VXA(a ,X)+ VYAaVx A(a, [1/x] Y). 
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5.8.5. Theorem. Relative to ELCS: 
(i) BC-F _< BC-S, WC-F <_ WC-S; 
(ii) BC-S ~- BC-S', BC-S" + AC-NS ~ BC-S; 
(iii) BC-S "-- BC-N + AC-CS. 
Schematically 
BC-S" + AC-NS ~ BC-S ~-~ BC-N + AC-C5 / ",, 
BC-F WC-S 
WC-F 
Proof. (i) Assume BC-S, AaVa A(a, a), and let X - X~,, 1,0,o. 
Then At~VX[ V !a Xa ^ Ab(Xb -+ A(e,  b)]. For a suitt~.ble e, 
Y ( -  Y1,1,o,0): 
A~[ V !a Y(e(a). a) AAb(Y(e(~),  b)-~ A(~, h))] . 
From the properties of h (3.2.5) it follows that 
An V !a[(h(e, n;, --/: 0 -~ Y(en "-- 1, a)) A 
A (h(e, n) = 0~ a = ~kx.0)] . 
Thus by 2.6.5 Vb An(h(e, n) --/: 0 -+ Y(en -'- l, (b) n )), 
V b A:z(h(e, n) #= O ~ Y(en = l, lb)h(e,n) ._ l))" "~,lso 
Y(en "- l, (b)h(e,n) :. 1 )~ A~a, (b)h(e,n)-l : whenever a ~ n, and 
therefore 
An(h(e, n) :/: 0 - ,  Aa ~ n A(~ (b)h(e,n)- 1)) • 
Xn.h(e, n) ~ K (3.2.4), so BC-S'; BC-S ~ BC-S' is immediate. 
Assume WC-S, AaV a A(a,  a). Then again At~ VX[ V !a Xa A 
A Ab(Xb -~ A(a,  b)) l ,  ~ AaVxVXA~ @ ~x[V !a Xa ^ 
^ Ab(Xb ~ A(13, b))],  ~ A~Vx Va A/3 ~ ~x A(#], a). 
The proofs of (ii), (iii) are similar to the proofs of 5.5.3 (i~), 
5.5.30ii) respectively. 
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§ 6. Principal formal systems for analysis 
with choice sequences: CS and CSS 
6.1.1. CS is the system in the language of ELC, axiomatized as 
ELC + A + BC-C + BC-F! (all schemata with respect o the lan- 
guage of ELC). 
CSS is the system in the language of ELCS, axiomatized as 
ELCS + A + BC-C + BC-S (all schemata with respect o the lan- 
guage of ELCS). 
6.1.2. Theorem. Equivalent axiomatizations o f  CS are (i), (ii): 
(i) ELC 1 + BI + A + C-C' + C-F!'; 
¢ii) ELC) + A' + B('-C + BC-F l 
CSS is equivalent ,o 
(iii) CS + WCA + W('A c + BC-S (all schemata o f  CS extended to 
the language o f  ELCS). 
Remark. (ii), (iii) wilf be used in ~he next section in the proof of 
the second elimination theorem. 
Proof. (;) With BI Koa,  
(ii) 5.5.14, 5.3.2(:). 
(iii) Immediate. 
Ka (5.6.2). 
6.1.3. 
WCA 0 
WCA 0 
theorem. Let CSS 0 denote CSS without  WCAc, and let 
denote the fo l lowing specific instance o f  WCAc:  
AXn,  m.p+l, 0 VYn.  m,p, 1 AaAa[Y(a ,a ) ,  , 
~-~ Ve[a ~ e ^ X(a,  e)] ] 
(here a is a list o f  variables x t , ..., Xn , a l ,  ..., a,n , e 1 , ..., ep ). 
Then relative to CSS 0 
(i) WCA o "-, WCA c ; 
(ii) CA+WCA c -CA+CA c. 
Proof. Assume CSS 0 + WCA 0. Let a be a list of variables, as before, 
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and let A.ta, a) be any formula without bound species variables, 
not containing X free. Define A*(a, e) - Aa A(a, elt~). Apply WCA: 
VXn, m,p+l, 0 AeAatX( t l ,  e) ~. , A*(a e) l .  
Assume now Ae Aa[X(a,  e) ~ , A*(a, e)], apply WCA 0 to obtain 
the existence of an Yn, m,p. l such that 
AaAa[  Y(a, a) "- -" Ve lae  e AX{a, e)l l . 
Hence AaAa IY (a ,  ~) ,  • Velot ~ e^ Ao~ A(a, elo~)] . It follows by 
A tha~ haAa[Y(a,o~),  , A (a ,a ) l .  
6.1.4. Theorem. (Summary. )  Al l  schemata introduced in 5.3 - 5.7 
are valid in CS, with the except ion o f  the RDC-schemata. We 
mention e~pecially : 
BC-F, BC-N, C-C'*, WC-N*, 
AC-NF, AC-NC*, DC-C*, 
l~I*, Tl . 
In CSS moreover AC-NS, AC-CS hold. 
Proof. See 5.5.b(iv), 5.5.200, 5.7.6, 5.5.3(i). 5.7.7(ii), (iii)~ ~ .7.5, 
5.6.3(iv), 5.8.5 (ii), (fii). 
6.1.5. Corolllary. The system FIM of  [ Kleene and Vesley, 1965 ] is 
contained in CS. 
6.1.6. Vesley's schema. In [Vesley A] Ve hey proposed the follow- 
ing schema: 
VS A n V~ ~ n(-I A/3) -+ 
-+ [Va( - IA~ -+ V~ B(ot, i3))-, AaV,~(- IA~ -+ B(o~, ~))1 . 
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Vesley proved FIM + VS to be consistent by means of special 
realizability, ar d showed a specific instance of VS to be refutable 
in CS. Hence we conclude to the 
Result. FIM is properly contained in the set o f  theorems o f  CS not 
invoh, ing lawlike or K-functors, Le. CS is not a conservative xten- 
sion o f  FIM. 
6.2. Simple consequences of continuity 
In this subsecti:m we collect a few consequences of the continuity 
schemata of CS which are either of interest on their own account 
or will be used later. 
6.2.1 illustrates the difference between choice sequences and 
lawlike sequences. 
6.2.2 is to be used in the proof of the second elimination theo- 
rem in § 7. 
6.2.3, 6.2.4 are primarily proved because they are needed in 6.3, 
but they have independent interest: 6.2.3 states that choice- 
enumerable species cannot always be separated by a choice- 
decidable species, 6.2.4 is a non-enumerabil ity result. 
6.2.1. Theorem. In CS --1AaVa[a =a] ,  As  --1 --I Va[a = al .  
Proof. Assume AaVa[a  = a].  Then by BC-F for a suitable e 
An(en ¢ 0 ~ VaAa e n[a = a] ) .  
Take n such thai en --/: 0, then for some a At~ E n[a - a] .  This is 
evidently contradictory (take e g. o~' ~ n * (0), ~" ~ n * (1)). 
Hence -J .he,, Va[a = a].  
As  -1 -1V.z[a = a] follows from 5.3.3(i). 
6.2.2. Theorem. In CS Aa(Aot v -1 As)  ~ [ Aa Ao~ 
Aa A (,V'x.ax )] . 
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Proof.  A s A¢~ -* Aa A(X"x.ax)  is immediate.  
Assume Aa(Aa  v -'1Aa), Aa A(k"x .ax) .  Then 
Ao lV!x i (x  = 0 --> AOl)A (X = 1 -* --1Aa)AX _< 11 . 
Hence by BC-N! for a suitable e: 
An(en  4= 0-~ Vx  Aa  E n[(x  = 0-+ Aa)  ^ 
^(x= 1-+- lAa)AX~ 1] ) ,  
An(en 4= 3 -~ Vx[  Aa ~ n (x = 0 -'- A.-~) A 
AAs~n (x = 1 - * - - IAs )AX < 1] ) .  
Take any n such that en -4= O, then either Act ~ n Ate, or 
As  ~ n -1A,x. In the second case a contrad ict ion fol lows by taking 
an a ~ n. Hence Aa e n Aa.  Thus An(en 4= 0 ~ As  ~ n(Aa) ) ,  
hence by 5.2.3 As  Aa.  
6.2.3.  Theorem.  In CS 
q A~A13(q (Vy(~y = 0) A Vy(~]y = 0) ) -~ 
-> V~c[(Vy(c~y = 0)--> x = 0) A (Vy(i3y = 0)-~ 
- ,  x ~: 0)1 ) .  
Proof.  Take any a. There are uniquely  determined/3,  7 such that  
oL(2x) = 0A Ay  < 2x(sy  4= 0)-*/3(2x) = 0A 'f(2x) = 1 , 
ot,(S(2x)) = 0 A Ay  < S(2x) (o~y v~ 0) --" 
- ,  13(S(2x) )  = 1 A ~. (S (2x) )  = o ,  
a l, 4 :0~[3y=~y-"  1 . 
Let e, fbe  such that  for any ~ 13 = eio~, 3, =f la .  Clearly 
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Aa -7 [V y ( (e la )y  = O) ^  V y ( ( f la )y  = 0)] , 
V y(,~y = O),  
Now assdme 
(3) 
V y((elo~)y = O) vY  y ( ( f  lo~)y = O). 
Aot h/3( 7 (Vy(o~y = 0)A Vy(~y = 0)) --. 
Vx[ (Vy(ay  = 0) ~ x = 0) A (Vy(~y = 0) ~- x 4: 0)] ) 
Combin ing  ( 1 ), (3) 
AaVx[ (Vy( (e la )y  = 0)--> x = 0)^ 
AtVy( ( f la )y  = 0)-+ x 4: 0)] . 
I By BC-N for  some e 
An(e 'n  ¢ 0 --> 
--> Ao~ ~ n I (Vy( (e lc~)y  = O) --> e'n "- I = O) A 
• ~ (Vy( ( f la )y  = O) ~ e'n "- 1 > 0)] ) .  
Take  an n such that  e 'n ¢ 0, kx .  1 e n. Then  e'n "- 1 = 0 v 
v e'~z "- 1 > 0. In the first case ha  e nVy( (e la )y  = 0), in the 
second case Aa e_- n Vy( ( f !e )y  = 0). Hence  by (2) 
Ao~ e it Vy  (ay  = 0). This is cont rad ic tory  ( take a = X"x. 1 ), so 
7 (3), q.e.d..  
6.2.4. Theorem. In CS 
7 V /3Ao~VzAx iVy(c~(x ,y )= O,  ~ Vy(~(z ,x ,y )= 0)1 . 
Proof .  Assume for  some 
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AaVzAx[  Vy(a(x ,y )  = O) ~ Vy(fl(z, x, y)  = 0)] . 
Use SP, then for some b 
AaVz  Ax[ Vy(~(x ,y )  = O) ~-~ Vy(b~z,  : : .y )  = 0)1 . 
Apply BC-I~". Fol some f 
A n( fn  4= 0 -~ A~ ~ n/~.x[ Vy(~(x, y)  - 0) 
< ~ Vy(b( fn  - 1, x, y)  = 0)1 ) 
Take n = ~: .  l (y )  such that fn 4= 0, le ta  I ~ n * 0, and let 
a 2 = ?,,"x. 1. 
=, Vz(~ l ( / lY,  z) = O) ~ Vu(b( fn  "-- I , / l Y ,  u) = O) ~-, 
• ~, Vz (a2( j l y ,  z) = 0) .  
This is conl:radictory, q.e.d.. 
Remark. As a corellary we have 
-'1 Aa Vz Ax Vy[  T (z ,x ,  y )  A Uy = otx] , 
which is fcrmally similar to 7 CT, specifically with a choice variable 
instead of a lawlike variable. Put differently, the universe of re- 
cursive functions cannot be a model for the theory of choice 
sequences. (This can be proved by other methods too, see e.g. 
[Kleene and Vesley, 1965, lemma 9.81 .) 
6.3. A model for IDB 0 + -1 CT + -'1 SEP + AC-NF. 
We now givc the proof of the result announced in 3.5. 
6.3.1. Theorem. In CS 
(i) Ko(~"n.Sx~;  
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(ii) ct0 = 0AAx Ko(~"n.a($ * n))-> K0t~; 
(iii) Ax A(X"n.Sx,  t3) aAa[a0  = 0 ^  Ax A(X"n.a(Y~ * n),[3) -~ 
A(t~, 13)1 --* Aa(K0ol --> A(a, 13)). 
Proof'. (i), (ii) are easily proved" compare the proof of K 1, K2 in 
5.6.2. (iii) is proved by applying BI* in the same way as BI was 
applied ~r~ the proof of K3 in 5.6.2; we flow take P(n, a, i3) = 
- an :/: O, Q(n, ~, ~) = A(h"m.a(n * m), 13). 
6.3.2. Theorem. IDB 0 + 7 CT + 7 SEF + AC-NF is consistent 
relative to CS. 
Proof. Let H be obtained from IDB 0 + 7 CT + 7 SEP + AC-NF by 
replacing in IDB 0 K by Ko~ lawlike variables by choice var!ables, 
;k by ~,". Then H is a subsystem of CS, by 6.3.1,6.2.3, 6.2.4, 6.1.4. 
Remark. In connection with the second elimination theorem we 
obtain even more: IDB 1 + 7 Cq" + 7 SEP is consistent relative to 
IDB 1 (finitistically). 
6.3.3. Theorem. Let 9t(H) denote the arithmetical ttzeorems o f  H 
(Le theorems in the language o f  first order arithmetic). Then 
(i ~ IDB 0 + -7 CT + 7 SEP + AC-NF is conseryative with respect 
to P~(IDB 0 + AC-NF), and 
(ii) IDB 0 + 7 CT + 7 SEP + RDC-F is cons:rvative with respect 
to '~((IDB 0 + RDC-F). 
l?roof. The proof uses the elimination theorems of § 7; see for the 
definition o / r  subsection 7.1. 
(i) I fA  is ~,rithmetical, then r(A) - A. Let ~ be a proof of A in 
IDB 0 + 7 CT t- 7 SEP + AC-NF. Replacing ;k by ;k", lawlike ,;aria- 
ble,; by choice variables, K by K 0 transforms I2 into a proof I2' in 
CS. r translates ~2' into a proof of A in IDB 1 . 
(ii) Similarly, using 5.7.7(iv). 
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6.4. Representation of progressive predicates 
"[he following theorem and its corollary will enable us in §7 to 
extend the elimination theorems to CSS. 
6.4.1. Theorem. In CS, CSS: 
(i) Any predicate Be o f  the fo rm A ~ A (e Is) is progressive with 
respect o e. 
(ii) Any predicate Be, progressive w.r.t, e is equivalent o a predi- 
cate o f  the fo rm As  A(els) ;  take for  A{3: 
Aft - Ve[/~ ~ e .,~ Be] . 
Proof. (i) Assume Aa A(ela) ,  f ce .  Then for some e' f~  e "e', 
i.e. Aa( f Ja  = e " e'la), f - e" e' , , Aa( f (a )  = (e" e')(a))  , 
~-~ (6.2.2) Aa( f ( s )  = (e " e') (s )) ~ As ( f  Is = e" e'la ). Hence 
As  A( f l s )  ÷~ As  A(e"  e' ls)  ~ As  A(e l (e ' l s ) ) ,  which is an im- 
mediate coy:sequence of As  A(ela).  
Now assume V f An( fn  :/: 0 ~ As  A(e  " hiS)). This is equivalent 
to VfAn( f i~  q: 0 ~ .As ~. n A(els)) ,  which in turn is equivalent o 
As A(e ls )  (5.2.3). 
(ii) Assume Be to be progressive w.r.t, e, and let A j5 ~- 
-= Ve[I~E e ABe l .  Then As A( f l s )  ~--~ As  Ve[. f ls  ~ ".ABel ~-~ 
~- , Ve 'Ve"An(e 'n  ¢ 0-~ An ~ n[ f l s  ~ h'm.e"(t i  * m)/,  
g '~'' e" e" ', , am.  (h * m))] ). Let e', satisfy the final assertic.a, and let 
e'n :/: C. Then As ~ n( f l s  ~ X'm.e"(h • m)), i.e. As glS[f :  nls = 
=X'm.e"(i,*m)l~] ~Vf'As[f  nls.-- ~m.e  ,~n * m) l ( f ' l s ) ] ,  
~" f :  n c 3 'm.e"(h * m). Since B(~t'm.e"Oi * m)), and since B is 
progressive, B( f"  n) (condition (i) of progressiveness). Thus 
An(e'n ~ O ~ B( f  " n)). By the second condition of progressiveness, 
Rf. 
Conversely, i fB f ,  then As  A( f l s ) ,  hence Bf~ , As  A( f l s ) .  
6.4.2. Corollary. A useful consoquence of 6.4. I is the following. 
Let X = - Xn, m,p, 1, Y ~ Yn, m,p+ l,O" yt  is obtained as the pregres- 
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sive closure of Y w.r.t, the (n +m +p + 1)st argument of Y. Let 
A ~'X) be a formula of CSS with X free, where X occurs in sub- 
formulae of the form 
I I 
(1) A a X ( t l , . . . , t n , ~O 1 . . . .  , ~Om , ~O l , . . . , ~op , ~o la ) 
f f only, t I , . . . ,  t n , ~Pl, ..-, ~°n, ~°1, "", ~0p, ~p not containing choice 
variables. Let B(Y)  be obtained by replacing any such formula of 
the form (1) in A(X) by Yt (t l ,  ..., t n , ~o l ,  . . . ,  ~o m , ~0'1, . . . ,  ~op, ~o). 
Then 
AXA(X)~- ;  AYB(Y) ,  VXA(X)¢  ~ VYB(Y) .  
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7.1, Description of the translation 
Below we shall describe a mapping r from the formulae of CSS 
which do not contain choice variables free, into the formulae of 
IDBS 1 . The restriction of r to CS i'~ a m?.pping into the formulae 
of IDB 1 ; ¢ is the identity on IDBS 1 . 
r makes explicit the interpretation of the operations on choice 
sequences described in the introduction (cf. 7.1.3 (vi)-(ix) below). 
7.1.1. r is defined by means of an auxiliary mapping ~ which 
associates to each formula F of C$S beginning with a choice quan- 
tifier, and not containing free choice variables, a formula F'  of 
CSS which, roughly speaking, involves "less" operations on choice 
sequences. This idea is made precise by defining the notion of 
degree of F, given by an ordinal less than w2. The degree of F '  is 
strictly less than the degree of F, and formulae of IDBS 1 are ff 
degree 0. 
For any formula F~ Fm (CSS), let PL(F) (the logical degree of 
F)  denote the number of logical symbols in F (i.e. the number of 
occurrences of-->, ^ , v, A, V), and let PA(F) (the auxiliary degree 
of F)  denote the number of occurrences of v, K in F. 
Let us call the logical operations with exception of the choice 
quantifiers (i.e. -~,,,, v, Ax, Vx, Aa, Va, Ae, Ve, AX, VX)  the 
lawlike logical operations. If F is any formula of CSS not contain- 
ing any choice variables free, then the degree of F, p{F) is defir~ed 
inductively as follows: 1 °) If F -  AF ' ,  A a lawlike logical operate,r, 
then p(F) = p(F');  2 ° ) If F-  F 'AF" ,  A a lawlike logical opera,o-. 
then o(F) = o(F') ~ p(F");  3 °) I f F  is of ti,e form Ac~ Aot oc Va Ac~, 
then 
p(F) = ¢o . PA (F) + PL(F) .  
7.1.2. Convention. For any term t ~ Tm- ,  let t ~ denote the term 
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obtained from t by replacing each occurrence of X" by ~.. For a 
functor ~ ~ K-TIn- u F-Tm-,  ¢~v is defined similarly. 
7.1.3. The auxiliary mapping is defined for CS according to the 
following clauses. 
(i) 
(i)-K 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv)-N 
(iv)-F 
(iv)-K 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii)-N 
(vii)-l= 
I fAa is a prime formula, that is an equation t[a] -- s[a],  
then Aa Aa ~ Aa(t N [a] = s N [a] ); 
Ao~ Ktp ~ Aa VeAx6px  = ex); 
Aa(Aa ^ A'a)  V Aa Aa AAa A't~; 
Aa(Aa v A'a) F~ Aa Vx[(x  = 0--~ Aa) A (x ¢ 0--> A'a)] ; 
At~ Ax A(ol, x) ~ Ax Aa A(a, x); 
A,~ Aa A(a, a) I-* Aa Aa A(a, a); 
A,:~ Ae A(a, e) I-. Ae Aa A(~, e); 
AaA/3 A(e'. fl) ~ AeAfA~ A(ela, f la) ;  
A~(Aa -'* A'o.) t-~ Ae[ Aa A(ela) -~ Ao~ A'(ela)] ; 
AaVx A(a. x) ~ VeAn(en  q: 0 --~ Aa A(nla, en - 1)); 
A,~Va A(a, a) 
Ve VaAn(en ¢ 0 ~ Aa A(nla, ~m.a((en "- 1) * m))); 
(vii)-K AaVf  A(o~,f) 
VfVe/~ n(fn ¢ O ~ Aa A(nlt~, ~'m.e((fn "- 1> * m))); 
(viii) Ao~VflA(a, fl) ~ Ve A0~ A(o~, ela); 
(ix) Va Aa ~ Va A(X"x.ax). 
The variables a in (i), x in (i)-K, (iii), e, f, n in (i)-K, (v) - (viii) are 
assumed to be different from the variables in A, A', ~. Note that 
the clauses (ii)- (iv) are of a purely logical character; (v) uses very 
elemel~tary properties of choke sequences only, whereas (vi)-(ix) 
depenC essentially on the axioms of continuity and analytic data. 
Note. also that every application of r to a suitable subformula of 
a formula F ~ Fmcs, F without free choice variables, strictly 
lowers p(F), and that therefore the process of repeated application 
of ~ terminates. 
The result r(F) obtained by applying r until all choice quanti- 
fiers have been eiiminated isumque up to isomorphism, i.e. differ- 
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ent results can be transformed into each other by renaming varia- 
bles. 
r may also be described as follows. First we elim mate every dis- 
junction in the scope of a universal choice quantifier by replacing 
A v B by Vx[(x = 0 -* A) A (X 4:0  ~ B)], and every occurrence of 
K by replacing K~0 by VeAx(ex  = ~ox) Then we apply I-~. In tile 
definition of degree we may now on':'t PA, i.e. in 3 °) we read 
o(F) = PL(F). (o(F) is now to be defined for formulae without 
occurrences of v, K in the scope of a universal choice quantif ier 
only.) 
7.1.4. Alternative translation 
There are many possible alternative translations. As an example we 
describe an alternative translation T', which in general increases the 
complexity of terms occurring in the translation, while the logical 
complexity is increased to a much lesser extent than in the case of 
T. 
The definition of r' is obtained from the definition of r by re- 
placing the clauses (v), (vii)-N, (vii)-F, (vii)-K in the definition of 
by 
(v) '  
(vii)-N' 
(vii)-F' 
(vJi)-K' 
AaA~ A(a,~) ~, Aa A( / la , /2s) .  
Ao~ Vx A(s,  x) ~ Ve As  A(s, e(s)). 
AsVa A(s, a) ~ Ve Vs A A(s, Xn.a((e(s)) • n)). 
AsVe A(s, e) ~, V fVe  As A(s, k'n.e((f(s)) * n)). 
7.1.5. Extension of the translation to CSS 
The translation uses in an essential way the notion of progressive 
closure (3.4 ~. We reserve starred species vari~.bles for the transla- 
tion, that is we define the translation for formulae of CSS not con- 
taining such variables. Clearly any formula of CSS is a notational 
variant of the restricted kind of formula. Let us associate with 
every Xn, ~n, p, 1 a starred variable X* n, m, p + 1,0, and let Xn*, ~n, p + t,0 
denote the progressive closure of X* w.r.t, the (n + m +p + l)st 
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argz~ment. The definition of the auxiliary mapping is extended 
with the following clauses: 
(i)-S Case a. Let Aa Aa be Aa Xn, m,p,O(...). Let us assume for 
simplicity n = m = p = 1, and suppose Aa Aa to be 
I 
A~ X(t [~] ,  ~o 1~], ~o [~] ) .  
with ~Oo[a] -~o[s[u] l ,  so~[a] -= ~o'[s'[u] ], ~o[y] ~ F -Tm- ,  
~o'[y] ~ K-TIn-.  Then 
A~ Au ~ Ax Ay Az Ae[ Aa(t  ~v [ela] = x) ^  
A Aa(s u [ela] = y) ^ Aa(s 'N [ela] = z) 
-~ X(x ,  tp N [y ] ,  ~o 'N lz l ) ]  . 
The procedure is made umque by taking for s, s' terms of 
minimal complexity, t-or other n, m, p ½ is defined simi- 
larly. 
Case b. Let A be A~ Xn, m,p, 1("')" Take n = m = 1, p = C 
for simplicity, and let A~ A~ be 
A~ X( t l~] ,  ~Oo [~1, ~'[~] ) ,  
where ~o [a] = ~o[s[a] , ~o[y]l ~ F-TIn-.  Then 
As  At~ ~ Ax  A y Ae Af [Aa( t  N [ela] =X)A 
A Aa(s N [ela] = y) A Aa(~p 'N [a] =f la )  
-~ X*+. (x ,y , f :e ) ]  . 
(iv)-S A~AXA(~t,  X) ~- AXAt~ A(e~, X). 
(vii)-S AaV Xn, m, p, q A(a ,  X)  ~ V e V Yn + 1, m. p, q An(en  4= 0 --> 
-~, Aa  A(n la ,  [1/en - 1] Y)). 
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The variables x, y, z, e, f, a, Y in (i)-S, (iv}-S, (vii)-S are ass~amed 
to be different from the variables in A. 
Now after applying ~ until all choice quantifiers have been 
eliminated, we perform a final step: quantifiers AXn, re, p, l ,  
VXn, re, p, 1 are replaced everywhere by AX* m, p+ 1,0, VX*. m,p ÷ 1,0" 
7.2. Theorem (First elimiv, ation theorem) 
Let A be any formula o f  CS closed w. r. t. choice rariables (i. e. 
not containing any free choice variables). Then 
t-cs[A -'~ r(A)] . 
Let B be any formula of  CSS closed w.r.t, choice variables and 
variables for species with a choice argument. Then 
Pcss [B ~ r(B)] . 
Similarly for  r'. 
Proof. The proof for the fi.'st half of the theorem is given by 
remarking that ~ replaces ubformulae of A by equivalent for- 
mulae, according to 6.2.2, 5.2.4, 6.1.2(ii), 5.5.2(i), (ii), 5.5.I4(i i),  
5.3.2(ii). 
To give the proof for the second half of the theorem, imagine 
the translation to be carried out as lar as possible without applying 
clause (i)-3, case b in 7.1.5. (a i l  the result B'. If we then simul- 
tanecusly apply (i)-S case b and replace AXn, m, p, 1, VXn, m, e, l b~ 
AX* VX* the result is r(B). r(B) ÷-~. t?' n,m,p+ 1,0, n,m, p4 1,0, as fol- 
lows from 6.4.2 and the fact that (taking n = m = 1, p = 0 for sirn- 
plicity, as in the description of (i)-S, case b) 
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( I )  A~X(t la ] ,~o[~] ,~ ' [~ l )~ 
~-~ Ax  A y Ae  A f [  Aa(t  N [ela] - x j  ^ 
A Aa(s  N [ela] = y)  ^ Aa(¢  'N [a] = f l a )  -~ 
-~ Aa  X(x ,  y ,  f :  ela)l  . 
(1) follows by combining BC-C: 
AaV/5(~'[a] = fl) ~ VfAa(~p'lot] =flo~), 
and (6.2.2) 
Aa(~o'[a] = ]'lc~) ~ A~ Ax(~p'[e~] (x) = (flo~)x) , - -  
, AxAa(~o'JV[a] (x)= ( f la )x )  • , Aa(~o'~V [al =f la ) ,  
and 
Aa X( t la ] ,  ¢0[a l ,  ~o'io~] ) *---, AxAyAfAa[ tN[a]  =x^ 
A S N [o~1 = y A Aa(~o 'N [a] =f la )  -, X (x ,  y ,  f la ) ]  
and finally applying A'. 
The equivalence B' ~ ~ B follows from the argument for the first 
half of tht~ theorem, BC-S, and the part of the preceding argument 
which app!ies to (i)-S, case a, in the definition of I-*. 
7.3.1. Definition. Let t N [a] ~ Tm- ,  ¢^ [a] e Fn-  = F-Tm- u 
u K-Tm- Then 
.,N E ~a ----def ['-]DB I
~N E ~a :def I--IDB1 
Ve Ab( t  N [b] = e(b)) , 
Ve  Ab(~N [b] = e lb)  . 
7.3.2. Lerama. Let  t[a] ~ Tm, ~p[a] ~ Fn, t, ,,o not  conta in ing 
choice variables other  than ~. Then 
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t ~¢ ('al ~ ~,  ely Ial : ~ .  
Remark. On the intended interpretation of CS, all operations on 
choice sequences are contirtuous and may be represented by a 
Prouwer-.operation. For 1;he restricted class of operations repre- 
sented by terms and functors of CS we can show more: it is prov- 
able in IDB 1 that they are representable by an element of K (i.e. 
a Brouwer-operation). 7.3.2 plays an important role in the proof 
(,f the second elimination theorem. 
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on tile number of steps 
in the construction of t, ¢. We make some preliminary remarks: 
I Xn .Sx  =e~ Aa(e(a j=x) ;  
II e = Xx.Sg(n ,  x)"  sg( l th  n "-x)  (th~,s functor belongs to K by 
'l.5.4(vi), 3.2.2(vD, (vii)) =, Aa(e(a) = ax); 
III Let t[~] = ¢[a] (s[a]) ,  and assume Aa(s N [a] = e(a)); 
• Xa(~p N fa] =f la ) ,  then Aa( t  N [a] = e'(a)) for e' = Xn.e(( fn  - 1) * 
n) .  sg fn  (e' is a K-ff, nction by 3.2.2(ix)); 
1V If Ax Ve(e(a)  = t N Ix, al ), then Vf ( f la  - ;kx. t N [x, a] ) 
12.7.4); 
V If Aa(t  N [a] = e(a)), Aa(~p N [a] = f la) ,  then 
Aa(t  N [~pN [a] ] = e( f la )  = e ;f la); 
VI If t[a] = ¢1 [a] (~P2 Is] ), then ~ [a] = ~3 [sla] 1, 
~3 E K-Tm-.  For' by the remark at the end of 5.2.1, ~o I [o~] must 
have a form, e.g. ~p'[t 1[a] ,  t2[a] ], such that ~o'[x, y] ~ K-Tm-.  
~p'N [t N [al ,  t N [al ] = ~o'lv I j 1 t 3 [a],j2t3[a]] = ~o "N It 3 la] l ,  where 
t 3 [a] = { t~ [a l ,  v [al }, --  o"N K -Tm- .  
Similarly, if~p[a] = ~o 1 [al I~o 2 [a] ,  ther: ~p~ [al = ~P3 [sial 1, 
~3 - ~o~ ~ K-TIn-,  ~¢ = s N E Tm- .  
Now we can give ~.he proof inductively, checking the relevant 
clauses in 5.2.1. 
(i) 05  ~a; takee=Xx.  1 (I). 
(ii) Numerical variables belong to ~Ji a (I). 
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(iii) ax =~ 9~ a , hence a = ~,x.ax E 91 a (II, IV). bx ~ 9i a , hence 
b = Xx.bx ~ ~a (I, IV). 
(vi) Assume Aa(SO ~v [a] = ela), Aa(t  ^ ' [al = f(a)), Aa(s N [al = 
= f'(a)). Then SON [a] (t N [a] ) ~ ~a (1II). ?~x.Sx, Xx./ lx,  
kx' /2x ~ ~a (1, IV), hence /l tN [a] , /2tN la] , StN [a] E 9~ a (11I). 
~x. (x, y } ~ 91 a, hence { t N [a],  y } ~ ~a (I, IV, III); 
;ky.{ t N [a],  y } E Sa (IV), so { t N [al ,  s ^ r [a] } ~ ~a (III). 
We prove Haxy ~ Sa for all y by induction w.r .t .y.  Hax0 = x 
E ~a (|)" Assume Aa( I laxy = e(a)). Then I lavSy = a{e(a) ,y}.  
a E ~a, e(a)E 9~ a (trivially), y ~ ~a,  hence {e(a),y} E ~a~ 
a{ e(a),y } ~ 9~ a (III). Then II(SON [a],  tN [a] ,sN [al )~ ~a, for 
by iV) II(SO N [a], x ,y )  ~- 91 a for all x ,y ;  then'apply III, IV 
repeatedly. 
(vii) See remark IV. 
(xii) Let Ax(SO N [a,.r] ~ ~a),  t~v [a] ~ ~a- 
AxA y(~oN[.~.a] (y )E  ~a), =~ A y{~x'SON [x, a] (Y)~ ~a) (IV), 
AY (sONItN[a],a] (Y )~ ~a)(II1), ~ soN[t~V[a],a] ~ ~a (IV). 
(xiv) Let SO~ [~] = SO?. [ t [a]  ], Aa(t N [a] = e(a)), SO2 Ix] 
K-Tm - ,  and let Aa(SO N la] = f la))  (VI). Then 
Ax Aa(¢ N Ix] (SON [a] ) -- SO~v [x] • f la) ;  by (IV), (1II) 
so N It N [a] ] f l a  = SON [a] (SON [a] ) ~ ~a" 
(xv) Similar to (xiv), using (VI). 
7.3.3. Con':ention. In tire remainder of this s,:ction, we shall adopt 
the following convention: tile translation of ' formula A, r(A), 
will be written as r-A ~. For example., r- AaVx A(a ,  x )  -~ has the 
form V e An(en  :/: 0 -~ r- As  A(n la ,  en "- 1)-,). 
7.3.4. Lemlna. For terms t [a ] ,  s[o~] andfunctors ¢[a] ,  ~[o~] let 
us deJDze ~ by 
t lu l  "a s[a] ----def Aa(tN [al = s N [a] ) ,  
so[or] --~-ot ~)[ol] --def Aa(SON[al = ~bN[a]) • 
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For any formula A(x,  ~.) o fCS  (CSS) it is provable in IDB l 
(IDBS 1 ) that 
t [a l  -a  s ia l  
-~ ( r -Aa A(t[t~], a) ~ ~ r- Aa A(s ta l ,  a )~) .  
For any formula B(a, a) (or B(e, ~), or B(~, a)) of  CS (CSS) it is 
provable in IDB 1 (1DBS 1 ) that 
-~(~ Aa B(~Ia] ,  a)-7 ~ r-A~ B(f f [a] ,  a) ~)  . 
This lemma will be tacitly used at almost every step of the proofs 
of 7.3.5 - 7.3.8. 
Proof. By a straightforward induction on the degree of.4 (or B), 
or what amounts to the same, by induction on the number of 
steps in the translation. Take clatz.~e (v) as an ex.:mpk. 
Assume ~o -~a ~k. r- Aa Aft A(~o[a 1, ~, fl)-'a~ , 
Ae A f  ~- AyA(~o[elT], ely, fiT)--", , 
, , AeAfwA, rA(~[e l , , l ] ,e l%f ly )~ ..~ wAaAf JA (~[a] ,a , [3 )~ 
Here we made use of the induction hypothesis and the fact that 
~a ¢-* Ae(~o[el~] ~a ~[e la] ) .  
7.3.5. Lemma. Let Aa be any formula of  CS (CSS). 1hen it is 
provable in IDB l (IDBS 1 ) that 
Ae[ v" Aa AoL -~ -+ V-Ao~ A(ela) -n] . 
Proof. First we give the proof for CS, by induction on the degree 
of Aa Aa. We check the various clauses in the delinit ion of ~. 
(7.1,3). 
(i) Let Aa be a prime formula of the form t[a] -- s[o~], and 
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let A N (a) =- (t N [a] = s N [a] ). Then r- Aa  Aa -n ~ Aa  AN a; 
AaANa-~ AaAN(e la ) ,  AaAN(e la )  , ,w  AaA(e la )  -n. 
(i)-K reduces to (vii)-K, (iv)-N, (i). 
(ii) r-- Ao~(Aa ^  A'ot) 'n ~-.-, r'-Aa Aa  'n A r'-A~ A'a-n. r" Aol Aa  -n 
-" r-'Aa A(e la )  ~, r--Aa A 'a  -n -'- r-'Aa A ' (e la )  -n ( induct ion 
hypothesis) ,  =~ r- Aa(Aa  A A 'a  ) ~ "-; r- Aa  A(e la  ) ~ ^ r -Ae A ' (e la )  -~ 
etc. 
(iii) reduces to (vii)-N, (ii), (vi). 
(iv)-N, (iv)-F, (iv)-K are trivial. 
(v) Assume r -AaAt~ A(a ,  (3)~, i.e. Ae A f t -AT  A(el 'r ,  f13,) ~,  
Ae 'A f r -ATA(e  :e' lT,  f ,7 ) -~,~ Ae 'A f r -ATA(e l (e ' lT ) , f l~) -~ 
( lemma 7.3.4), which is r- Aa  Aft A (e la,/3) -a. 
(vi) Assume r-At~(At~ -~ A't~) ~,  i.e. Af (P i~a A( f la )  ~ 
_~ r- Aa A ' ( f la )  -~ ). ~ A f (  r- Aa  A(e  : ) "~ ~ r-Aa A'(e : r io0 -~ ). 
By 7.3.4 A f (  r -Aa A(e l ( f la )  -7) -* r- Aa  A' (e l ( f la) ) -~) ,  which is 
r -Aa(A(e la ) -~ A'(elo~))-~. 
(vii)-N Assume r--AaVx A(a ,  x) -~, i.e. for somef  
(1) An( fn  ~ 0~r-Aa  A(n la ,  fn "-- 1) 4 ) ,  
and assume 
(2) ( f ;  e)m =~ O. 
Then by 3.3.9(v) there is an n such :hat 
fn  q: 0 .  fn  = ( f ;e )m,  n : z : rn "., e : m.  
Hence r -Aa A(nta ,  ( f ;  e)m "- 1) 'n. By the induct ion hypothes is  
r--Aa A(n l (e  : talon), ( f ;  e)m -'- 1) -n and so (7.3.4) 
r -Aa A(e"  mla ,  ( f ;e )m -- 1) "n. E l iminat ing (2), 
Am(( f ;  e)m 4 :0  -; r -Aa A(e  :m la ,  ( f ;  e)m "- 1)-1), 
r'- Aol Vx  A(e la ,  x ) - " .  
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(vii)-F, (viiFK Similarly. 
(viii) Assume r--A m V[3 A(m, t3) ~, i.e. V f rA  m A (m, fire) ~. 
r-- Am A(m, fire) ~ ~ r'-Ae~ A (elm, f (e la))  ~ (induction hypothesis); 
by 7.3.4 warn A(elm,f(elm)) -~~ ~ r-Am A(elm, f : elm) ~, hence 
V f '  r-Am A(elm,f' lo.)-", which is r'-Am V/~ A(elm, 13) -7. 
(ix) does not apply. 
Extension o f  the proof  to CSS 
The proof  for CSS proceeds imilarly to the proof for CS: we can 
take over the verifications of the clauses of 7. :.3, ',ince the defini- 
tion of ~ does not depend on the internal structure of the for- 
mulae, but only on the two outermost logical operations. 
(i)-S Take as a typical case X = Xl,o,o,: , let X* - Xl,o,l, o, and 
Jet X*? be the progressive closure of X* with respect o the 
second argument. Assume 
r-Am X(t[ml, ¢[m] )-1, Aa(~0 "v[a] = e" la).  
Then 
Af  Ax Ae'[ Aa(t  Iv [ f la l  = x) A Aa(~o Iv [a] = e' la) 
-~ X*t (x, e' : f ) ]  , 
Af  Ax  Ae'[ Aa(t N [ f  : ela] = x) 6 
^ Aa(¢ N [a] = e'la) --, X *~ (x, e' : f :  e)] , 
r"Am X(t[e la] ,  ~0[elm] )-1 . 
(iv)-S Immediate. 
(vii)-S Take again X 1,0,0.: = X as a typical case. Assume 
r'-Aa VX A(a, X) ~, that is V Y* V fAn( fn  ~ 0 
-+ r 'Aa  A(nla,  [ 1/fn - 1] Y)-~). Here Y-  Y2,o,o,:, Y*  - Y~,o,l,o. 
Then as in (vii)-N. 
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7.3.6. Lemma. Let  A(x ,  ~) be any formula o f  CS (CSS), then it is 
provable in IDB l (IDBS l ) that 
he[  r -Aa A(e(ol), o~)-~ ~ 
~ An(en  ¢ 0 ~ r-- Ao~ A(en  "-- 1, n la)~)]  . 
Proof. We give the proof first h,r CS. 
The implication (a) from left to right follows from the preceding 
lemma, the converse (b) is proved by induction on the degree of 
As  A(e(a) ,  ol). 
(a) Let r-/~ a A(e(a), o~) -n, en :¢: O. By the previous lemma, 
r-Aa A(e(n la) ,  nl~) ~, and since (3.3.9(ii)) Aa(e(nta) = en "- 1), it 
follows (7.3. ~) that r-- Aa A (en "- 1, n I a)-l. Eliminating the hypothesis 
en ¢ 0: 
An(en  ¢ 0 ~ r- As  A(en  -'- 1, nla) ~)  . 
(b) We check the clause~ of 7.1.3. 
Li) Let 4(x ,  a) be a term-equation; then An(en  :¢: 0 
-~ . r -Ao~A(en-  l ,nla)-~} < , An(en~ 0--~ AaAN(en  "- 1,n la ) ) ,  , 
. ~ AaAN(e(a) ,a )  < , r -AaA(e~,a) ,a )  'n (A N asin 7.3.5). 
(i)-K Ieduces to (vii)-K, (iv)-N, (i). 
(ii) is trivial. 
(iii) reduces to (vii)-N, (ii), (vi). 
(iv)-N, (iv)-F, (iv)-K are straightforward: 
An(en  ~ 0 ~ - Aa  Ax  A(en  "- 1, x,  n la) ~) *---~ Ax An(en :/: 0 -~ 
~r- -A~A(en  . -1 ,x ,  n la )~) ,  ~ Axr -AaA(e(e~) ,oL) -~,  
+_+ r- AaAx  A(e(a) ,  a) etc. 
(v) Assume An(en  ~ 0-~ r -AaA i3A(en  "- 1, nla, t3)-n), that is 
An(en ¢ 0~ Af  A f '  r -AT  A(en "- 1, n :f l 'r,f '13,)-a), 
Af  A f '  An(en  ¢ O ~ r- AT  A(en "- 1, n : f l%f ' lT )7 ) .  
Assume 
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(1) (e, f)m ~ O, 
then (3.3.9(v)) for some n 
t2) (e ; f )m=en,  n : f :m' - ' f :m.  
Hence r- A3, A((e ; f )m - 1, n : f l ' , l , f ' l 'g)  "a, 
=~ r-A'~ A( (e  ; f )m ~ 1, n : f :  ml' ) ' , f ' :  m13,) (by 7.3.5), or 
r'-A" I A ( (e ; f )m "-- 1,f :  ml" l , f ' :  ml"i) m (by (20. 
Eliminating ( I ) and generalizing, 
Am((e ; f )m :¢= 0 -+ 
-+ '- A3, A ( (e ; f )m "-- 1,3": ml"l . , f ' :  ml"/)~) ,  
=~ r-A,'I A(e( f l 'g) ,  f l " t , f '  17) -a. Hence 
A f A f '  '- A"I A(e( f l " l ) ,  f iT,  f '  13,) ~, i.e. r-- Ao~ A~ A(e(a) ,  a, f3)-". 
(vi) Assume An(en  :¢: 0 -~, r-Aa(Afen -- 1. nla)  -+ 
• + A ' (en "- 1, nla))-q), which is equivamet to (7.3.4) 
(3) An(en~ 0--> Af[ r-Aa Al, en'-- 1, n : f lo0~ --> 
-+ r"Aa A°(en "-- 1, n : f la)-~] }. 
Let (e ; f ' )m --/: G, then (3.3.9(v)) there is an n' such that 
en' =(e ; f ' )m#:  O, n ' : f ' :m~f ' :m.  
By (3), taking n' for n, f ' :  m for f, we have 
(4) r -AaA( (e ; f ' )m' - -  1, f ' :  mla)  -~ -+ 
-+'-- A~ A ' ( (e  ; f ' )m "- I , . f '  : mlo~)-a 
for all f '  and m, and .~o 
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(5) Af ' [Am{(e ; f ' )m~ 0-~ 
-, r -AsA( (e ; f ' )~ . -  l , f ' :  m ls ) -~ -., 
-* Am {(e ; f ' )m -¢ 0 -* 
_~ r As  A ' ( (e  ; f ' )m -'- 1, f ' :  mls)  -n} . 
By the induction hypothesis, (5) is equivalent o 
(6) A f ' [ r -  As  A( (e ; f ' ) ( s ) , f ' l s )  7 -. 
-. r -As  A ' ( (e ; f ' ) (a ) , f ' l a ) -7  ] , 
and (6) ~ > rAs [A(e(s ) ,  a)  --> A' (e (~) ,  a)] -n. 
(vii)-N Assume An(en  =/: 0 -* r -AaVxA(en  - 1, s, x)~), that is 
(7) An(en  ~ 0 -* V fAro ( f ro  ¢= 0 -* 
" -As  A(en  "- 1, n : mls , fm "- 1)'7)). 
Application of AC-NF, 2.7.4 to (5) yields an f such  that 
(8) An Am(en ~ O ^ f (~ * m)  ~ 0 --* 
r -AsA(en-  1, n :mls , f i~  * m)  "- 1)'-1). 
Assume 
(9) (e / f )n  q= O . 
Then en ~ O, (e / f )n  = f(<h(e,  n) -'- 1> * n), and since en q= 0 -* 
-* h(e,  n ) " -  1 <__n (3.2.5(ii)), (8), (9) give 
r -As  A(en  "- 1, (h(e, n) "- 1) : nl~, (e / f )n  = 11 -n , 
or  
~-As A(en  "- 1, h iS ,  (e / f )n  - 1) ~ , 
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since en 4 :0 -*  (h(e, n ) -  1): n "-- n (3 2.5(ii), 3.3.8(iii)). Because 
of Aa(en  "-:- l = e (n la ) )  (3.3.9(i i)) 
r 'As  A(e(n la) ,  nla,  (e / f )n  - 1) "a . 
Eliminating (9) and generalizing: 
An( (e / f )n  :# O ~ r Ao~ A(e(n ls ) ,  n ls ,  (e / f )n  "- 1)~) ,  
V.t v 'n( fn  =/= O ~ r-A:~ . t (e(n l~ ), nlcx, fn  - 1)-a), 
that is '- A a V x A (e(a ), s ,  x} "n . 
(vii)-F, (vii)-K are treated, similarly. We give the proof for (vii)-F. 
Assume An(en =/= 0 -,. rAs  Va A(en "- 1, s ,  a)- ') ,  that is 
t~n(en :it: 0 ~ V f V b Am( fm -" 0 --> 
-; "- As  A(en "- 1, mla ,  Xy. 5((fro "- 1) * y))_n)). 
Then (AC-NF, 2.7.4) for suitable f,  b: 
An Am(en  4= 0 ^ f~fi * m) 4= 0 
" -AsA(en  "- 1 ,mls ,  Xy .b ( ( f (h  • m)-  1) * y ) )~) ,  
Assume (e[ f )n  4: O. Then, similar to the treatment of (vii)-N. 
r -As  A(en "- 1, v ia,  ~.y.b(((e/ f )n - 1) * y ) )~.  
By the induction hypothesis 
rAs  A(e(n ls ) ,  nle, ~ty.b(((e/ f )n - 1) • y ) )~ . 
Eliminating the hypothesis (e / f )n  4= 0 and generalizing yields 
rha  V a A(e(oO, a, a)-n. 
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(viii) Let An(en =/: 0 ~ w AaV3 A(en - 1, n la ,  3)-~), i.e. 
An(e-.~ ¢ 0 ~ VfWAa A(en - 1, n la , f la )  -n) . 
Hen,:e by AC-NF .. . .  ~.4 for a suitable f
An(en :/: 0 -~ ~- Aa A(en "-- 1, nla, X 'm. f (h  * m)la) 'n ) .  
Sin,'e en :/: 0 ~ h(e, n) 4= 0 A h(e, n) - I -< n A e(h(e, n) "- 1 ) q: O, 
it fol lows that 
An(en =/= 0 - ;  
-~ r -AaA(en  - 1, (h(e, n ) -  1)la, ;Vm. f ( (h (e ,n)  "- 1> • m) :a) -n) ,  
therefore by (h(e, n)"-- 1 ) 'n  ~ n (3.3.8(i i i ))  
An(en 4= 0 
r-- As  A(en  "- 1, nla, k'm.f((.~(e, n) "- 1) • m)" n la )  ~)  
By 3.3.10 
An(en ~: 0 --, r -Aa  A(en "-- I, nla. (e / / f ) l (n la) ) -n) .  
fi;y the induct ion hypothes is  ~"A~ A(e(a),  a, e//f la)-~, 
=> r-- AaV,6 A(e(a ), a, ~)~. 
(ix) does not apply. 
Extension o f  the proo f  to CSS 
(i)-S Wc consider the same typical  case as before, with X -  
X1,0,0,1 etc. Assume An(en q: 0-~ r -Aa  X(en - 1, ~[n la ]  )7),  
that is 
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An(en ¢ 04  A f  Ae 'Ax(Aa(en  - I = x)  ^  
A Aa(e' la = CoY.In la] ) 4 X* t  (x, e' : f ) ) ) ,  
An(en ¢ 04  Ae'  A f (Aa(e ' la  = ~oN[nta] ) 4 
4 X* t  (en "- 1, e' : f ) ) ) .  
Assume (7.3.2) 
(10) Aa(e' la=~oN[a]~ 
then 
(11) An(en ¢ 0 4 A f X *t (en - 1, e' : n : f ) ) .  
Assume 
(12) Aa(e( f la )  =x) ,  (e ; f )m ,/: 0 ,  
then for some n (3.3.9(v)) en = (e ; f )m,  n f :  m --- f :  m, and thus 
Aa((e ; f ) (m la) = en "- 1 = (e ; f )m "- 1), (e  f)" rn ~- e ;(f :  m) ~ 
" e ; (n  : f :  m) (3.3.9(iii), (iv)), so with (12) 
x=(e ; f )m-  l=en ' - -1 ,  Aa(e( f l (mla ) )=(e ; f )m-1) ,  
and therefore with (~ 1 ) X *~ (x, e' : f :  m) (X*t  is progressive, so 
X* t  (x, f )  A f ~ f '  4 X* t  (x, f ' ) ) .  Eliminating (12) and generalizing 
Aa(e( f la )  = x)  4 Am((e ; f )m _-,s 04  X*t  (x, e' : f :  m)) . 
Because of the progressiveness of X* t  this implies, after generali- 
zation w.r.*, f 
A f (  Aa(p(fla~ = x) 4 X *) (x, e' : f ) ) .  
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Eliminating (10) 
Af  Ae'(Aa(e(f la)  = x) ^Aa(e' ia = ¢N [a] ) 
-> X*t  (x, e ' : f ) ) ,  
which is equivalent to r--Aa X(e(a), ¢[c~] )-1. 
(iv)-S is trivial 
(vii)-S is treated similarly to (vii)-F. 
7.3.7. Corollary. In 1DB 1 (IDBS 1 ) 
Ae[~AaAa -1 < > An(en --/: 0-~ r-'Ac< A(nla)- l)] .  
Proof. Apply the previous lemma to the cas~ where x does net 
occur tree in A(x, ~). 
7.3.8. Theorem (Second elimination theorem) 
Let A be a closed formula of  CS (CSS) then we can prove finitis- 
tically 
(i) I--cs A i f f l - l vs l  r-AT; 
(ii) I-CSS A i f ft- lDSi r-A'~; 
(iii) t--CSS+CA+CAc A iff~-IDBSl +CA r-A-~. 
In other words, CS (resp. CSS, CSS + CA + CA c ) is an expan- 
sion of lDB 1 (resp. IDBS l, IDBS 1 + CA). 
Proof. The proof consists in a detailed verification of the fact that 
the universal closures of axioms in CS (CSS, CSS + CA + CA c ) 
translate into formulae provable in IDB 1 (IDBSl, IDBS 1 + CA), 
and that for any instance of a ru!e applied to formulae of CS (CSS) 
the tra~aslation of the universal clo~ure of the conjunction of the 
premis,,;es implies (in IDB 1 resp. IDBS 1 ) the translation of the uni- 
versal closure of the conclusion. 
We first prove the theorem for CS. We start from the axiomati- 
zatio~ of CS in 6.1.2 (ii). 
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(a) Verification o f  the propositional axioms 
PL1-PL4, PL7-PL10 do not present special difficulties. Let us 
discuss PL&'as an example, r-As[(Pa A Qs) ~ Rs]  -1 is 
(1) Ae( r -As  P(els)  -n A r -As Q(els)~ ~ r -Aa R(e ls ) - l ) ,  
and ' -As [Ps  -~ (Qa -~ Rs) ]~ is 
(2) A f (  r-" As P ( f l s )  -a 
--> Af ' ( r ' -Aa Q( f  : f ' l s )~ .-, r -As  R( f  : f ' l s )~) )  . 
Since by 7.3.5 r- As  P ( f l s )  ~ --> r" As  P( f :  f '  Is)-a, (2) follows from 
(1) by predicate logic (take f :  f '  for e in ( 1 )). 
PL5 r"As(Pa ~ Ps  vQs)  -a is equivalent to 
Ae{ r-A,~ P(els)  -1 -~ VfAn I ( fn  = 1 --~ r -As  l ' (e :n l~) -n)^ 
A (fn > 1 -, r -As  Q(e : nls)-n)] } . 
This formula is valid in IDB1, since we may take ;Vx. 1 to r f (use  
7.3.5). 
Similarly for the second part of PL5o 
PL6 Let r'- Aa(Ps ~ Rs)  ~, r -As (Qs  "-* Rs )~,  i.e. 
(3) lke(r - I~sP(els)  -n -* r -As  R(els)--a) , 
(4) Ae(r--As Q(els)~ ~ r-- Aa R(ela)  -a) . 
From (3), (4) we obtain 
(5) Af [Vx{(x=O~r-AsP( f la )~)A  
A (X 4= 0-~ t-'As Q(f ls ) 'n)} ~ r" As  R( f l s ) -n]  . 
Tak,~ any e, and suppose f '  to be such that 
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(6) An( f 'n  q: 0 -~ Vx[(x = 0 ~ r-Aa P(e : nl~) -n) A 
A (X ~ 0 -~ r-Aa Q(e : nla)-n)] ) .  
Let f 'n  :/: 0, then by (6), (5), with e :n for f, rAa  R(e : nla) ~. 
Hence 
An( f 'n  ~ 0-~ r-Aa R(e : n la)-n),  
which impl iesr  Aa  R(e ia ) "  (by 7.3.7). Put (6) = Bf' ,  then by 
logic 
Ae(Vf '  Bf '  -~ r-Aa R(e la )n ) ,  
wh~.ch is w Aa(Pa v Qa ~ R ~ ) -~. 
(b) Quantifier ules and axioms 
QI-'N AssumerA~(Qa --> P(x, a) )a ,  that is 
Ae(wA~ Q(eia) -~ ~ r -Aa P(x, ela) ~) . 
Apply QI-N in IDB 1 : 
Ae( rA~ Q(el~)-n --> Ax r- Aa P(x, el~)-')  
which is W Aa(qa  -~ Ax  P(x, a)) ~. 
Q I-F, Q I-K are treated similarly. 
Q1-C Assume AaA~(Qa ~ P(a, ~)), that is 
(7) AeAe 'Ae" [wA~Q(e :e" lT ) "~ 
-~ rA3/P(e:e" l - t ,  e': e"lT)-n] . 
Take in (7 ) f : f '  fore,  f "  fore ' ,  h'm.k(9, m) fore" ,  then 
A fAr '  A f" ( r -  AT O(f .  f '  13,) -n ~ r- A3'P( f :  f ' l T , f "  IT)-n). 
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Since by 7.3.5 
Af ( r 'Aa  Q(flet) ~ ~ Af ' rAa  Q( f : f ' l a ) - ; ) ,  
it follows that 
(9) An( f 'n  -~ 0 ~ rAa  P( f 'n  "-- 1, f :  n la) ~) . 
(8) yields Ae Ax[ r -Aa  P(x, el0t) ~ ~ rAa  Q(elt~)~] ; take f :  n for 
e, f 'n- ' -  1 forx ,  then rAt~ P(f 'n  "- l , f :  n la)  "n ~r" Aa Q(f:  nl,,) ~, 
hence with (8) 
An( f 'n  ¢: 0--  r Aa Q( f  : n la )~) ,  
hence rAa  Q(fh~)--'. Eliminating (9) and generalizir, g
Af[  V f '  An( f 'n  ~s 04  r Aa P( f 'n  "- 1, f :  n[tx) ~) 
Aa Q(fla)] , 
which is r-Aal Vx P(x, a) ~ Qa] -n 
Q2-F, Q2-K are treated similarly. 
Q2-C Assume '-- AaA/3(P(a,/3) --> Q~,)~, i.e 
( I0)  AeAe 'Ae" (~AaP(e :e" la ,  e ' :e" la ) -~ 
--> rAa  Q(e : e" la )~) .  
A,~sume 
Af ( r  Aa Q(f la)  -n --> Af '  A f " r  Aa P( f  : f ' la , f " la ) -n)  
which is r- At~(Qa -* A# P(a, [3)) ~. 
Q2-N Assume r- Aa(P(x, a) ~ Qa)- l ,  that is 
(8) Ae l rAz t  P(x, ela) ~ ~ r-Aa Q(ela)-'j . 
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Take in (10) X'm. k(0, m) for e", then 
Ae Ae'(r-A~ P(el~, e'lt~) -~ _~r- Aa Q(elt~) -~) , 
Ae(Ve '  P Aa P(ela, e' la) ~ -. r Aa Q(ela)7),  which is 
r 'Aa(V~ P(a,/3) ~ Qo0 ~. 
Q3-N Assume Ax rAo~ P(ela, x) 7,  Aa(t  N [a] = f(a)), 
Aa(t~I [ela] = ( f  ;e)(a)) , rAae(e la , ( f ;e )n ' - l )  ~ ,  
r ¢~a P(e "nla, ( f ;e )n  "- 1) "a (7.3.5), 
An( ( f  ;e)n =# 0-~ r-Aa P(e " nla, ( f  ;e)n "-- 1)-'), 
r -Aa P(ela, t[ela] )--1 
Hence Ae[ Ax r- Aa P(ela, x) 7 -* rAa  P(ela, t[ela] )-1 ], which is 
r-Aa[ Ax  P(a, x) -+ P(a. t[al )17 
Q3-F Let ~pla] ~ F-Tm, then Aa(~pJV[a] =~¢[FV[a] 1), 
t# N ~ F-TIn-. ~ssume 
(11) Aar -AaP(e la ,  a) 7 ,  Aa( tN[a]=f (a ) ) .  
=~ Aa(t  N [ela] = ( f ;e)(a))  , r Aa P(ela, ~oN 1 [ ( f ;e)n "-- I ])7 , 
r -Aa P(e " nla, ~o~ [( f  ;e)n -- 1] )-1 (7.3.5), 
An( ( f  ;e)n ~ 0 -* r Aa P(e " nla, @N [( f ;e)n "-- 1 ] )7 ) ,  
r Aa e(ela, ~N [f(ol)] )7 . 
0 
Eliminating the first hypothesis in (11) 
Ae[ Aar'A~ P(ela, a) ~ -. r-Aa P(el~, @~' If(a)] )~] , 
which i s r  Aa[ Aa P(a, a) -~ P(a, @Ia] )] 7. 
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Q3-K is treated similarly. 
Q3-C Assume (7.3.4) 
(12) 
(13) 
Aa(f la  = ~o Iv [al ) ,  
Ae' Ae" r- Aa P(e : e'la, e" la)-~. 
Take in (13) X'm.k(O, m) for e', jr: e for e", then 
rAa  P(e la , f :  elo~)-". Since by (12) Aa( f :  ela = ~o N [elal ), this 
yields r At~ P(ela, ~o[elo~] )-1. Eliminating (13) and generalizing 
Ae( Ae' Ae" r" Aa P~,e : e' Is, e" la )-1 -* 
r- Aa P(ela,  ~o[ela] )-1), 
which is r-- Aa( A~ P(a, [3) -+ P(a, ~o[a ] ))-'1. 
Q4-N Assume Aa(f(a)  = t N [a] ) (7.3.4), and suppose 
r 'Aa P(elt~, t[ela] )--1 , 
=~ r-Aa P(ets, ( f ;e )  (a)) -a , 
An( ( f  ;e)n 4:0 --, r- Aa P(e : nla, ( f  ;e)n :- 1)'n)(7.3.6), 
Ve'  An(e'n ~ O~ r-Aa P(e : nla, e'n "-- 1) -n) , 
which is r- AaVx  P(ela, x) -~. Hence Ae(r- At~ P(ela, t ie la l  )-n -. 
_+ r- AaVx  P(ela, x ) )7  which is r Aa(P(a,  t [a l  ) ~ Vx P(a, x)) "n. 
Q4-F, Q4-K are treated similarly; compare Q3-F. 
Q4-C Assume Aa(~¢ N [a] = f la),  then Ae Aa(~o N [ela] = f :  ela). 
Assume r -As  P(eia, ~o[ela] )-1, =, r -Aa P(e la , f :  ele)~,  
=~ Vf ' rAa  P(e la , f ' l a )  -n. Hence 
Ae(r ' -Aa P(ela, ~oiela] )-1 -+ V f  r -Aa  P(e la , f la ) -n) ,  
which is r- Aa(P(a,  ~o[a] ) --* V[3 P(~, ~))~. 
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(c) Ver i f icat ion o f  the non- logica l  rules and  ax ioms 
The verification of the purely universal defining axioms for II does 
not create difficulties; ~hey are translated into instances of the 
same axiom schemata m IDB 1 . 
Similarly for the equality rules and the rule of ?~"-conversion. 
The axioms for e(a), ela are most easily checked if we bring 
them in the form 
e(a ) = x A e~y = Sz  -~ x = z ,  
e~y = Sz  -~ e(a)  = z ,  
(ela)x = y ~ ~ X 'n .e (2  * n ) (a )  = y .  
An instance of AC-NF translates into an instance of itself; in 
short, r(AC-NF) ~ AC-NF. 
IND* is easily verified. We have to show 
r A~x[A(0, a) A Ax(A(x ,  a )  --> A(Sx ,  a ) )  -~ Ax  A(x ,  a)] -a , 
which is 
Ae[ r-Ac~ A(O, elol)-a A 
/x Ax Af(r-- A, ", A (x, e.  flo~)-I -~ r-'Ae A(Sx ,  e : flo~) ~)  
Ax r Aol A(x ,  ela) "a ] 
Assume r -Aa  A(0, ela)-a, Ax A f ( r -Ae  A(x ,  e : f!c:)", -~ 
_. r- As  A(Sx ,  e • flo~)~). Takef  = X'n.k(0, n), ther, e " f ~ e. so 
r'- Ao~ A(O,  e la )  ~ ,  Ax( r -Aa  A(x ,  ela)"n -~ rA~ A(Sx ,  el~)'n). 
Apply IND, then Ax rAa  A(x ,  ela) -n. 
The validity of BC-F 1 , BC-C, A' is automatically insured by the 
definition of r; every instance of these schemata translates imme- 
diately into a tautology. 
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Extension to CSS 
We have to check four quantifier ules, EXT-C, BC-S and WCA c . 
EXT-C is trivial, BC-S is immediate by the definition of z. 
Q1-S Assume r- Aa(Qs -,- P(X, s)) " ,  i.e. Ae(r-As Q(ela) ~ 
r As  P(X, e!s)'~ ). Then 
Ae( -As  Q(els) -~ -~ AX*r -  As  P(X, els) -D,  
=~ A ' ( r -As Q(els 1-1 -, r- As  AX P(X, ets)-n), 
=~ r-,'ts(Qs ~ AX P(X, s)) 7 . 
Q2-S Assurm r-As(P(X, ~)~ Qs) 7, that is 
(14) Ae(r-As P(X, els)  "7 -~ r- As  Q(e ls )~) .  
Assume also 
(15) An( f 'n4~O-~r -AsP( [1 / f 'n -  l ]Y , f :n l s ) -7 ) .  
From (14) AeAX*(~As  P(X, els)7 -~ r-As Q(els)~). Take f :  n 
for e, l l / f 'n  "- 11 Y* for X*, then 
r -As  P([ 1/f 'n - 1] Y , f :  nls) "a -~ r As Q(f: his) 7 , 
hence with (15) 
An( f 'n  ¢ 0 ~ r-Ae- Q( f  : nls) -7) , 
=* As  Q(f ls)(7.3.7).  Ehl~inat]ng (15)and generalizing, 
Af[  "d Y*V  f '  An( f 'n  ~ O~ 
~Ae P([ l / f 'n -  1] Y , f :  n ls )7 )~ ~As  Q( f l s tT l  
which is rAs [  VX P(X, s)  .-'. Qs ] "7 
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Q3-S Assume r- AaAX P(X,  e la)n , i .e .  AX *r- Am P(X ,  elm)'-;. 
Thee +--As P (Y ,  elm) -n. 
Q4.-S r'-Aa P(X,  elm) "n -+ VX*  r"Am P(X,  elm) "n is immediate. 
Assume 
(16) VX*+Aa P(X,  ela)'n . 
Take f= X'n.1, then with (16), AC-NS, 7.3.5, 
An( fn  vs O-+r -AmP( [ l / fn  .- 11Y,e :nlm) "hI 
for an Y* which satisfies 
Aa(Y*(O, a) -~ * X 'a )  
where c~ is a list of variables of the signature of X*. The existence 
of such a Y* is assured by WCA. Hence 
V Y*V  f An( fn  .g O-* ' -  Aa  P ( [1 / fn  "- II Y, e : nlm)-n) , 
which is r-- AmV Z P(Z,  e Is)-n. Thus, eliminating (16), 
WAs', P(X,  elm) -n -'- r--AmVZP(Z, elm)n , 
which is r-Aa(P(X, ~) -~ VZ P(Z,  m)) ~.  
WCA c Let A(a, a) be a formula without bound species varia- 
bles, not containing X free. Let a be a list of variables x I , ..., x n , 
al , ..., a m , e l ,  ..., ep. Now tht, translation of the corresponding 
instance of WCA C 
VXn ~, Aar-Aa(A(a m), ~ X l(a, m)) -n m,p+ 1,0 ' n, m,p, 
is equivalent to 
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(17) A aAe(r--Aa A(a, ela)~ +--,. Xn, m,p 1,0 (a, e)) 
If we put A*(a, e) = Aa A(a, ela), teen A*(a, e) i:i progressive by 
7.3.5, 7.3.6, hence the validity )f (17) follows from WCA applied 
to A*. 
Extension to CSS + CA c + CA 
Exactly similar to the argument for WCA c we can verify that the 
translations of instances of CA c are provable in IDBS 1 + CA. 
7.3.9. Corollary to the proof  o f  7.3.8 
Inspection of the proof of 7.3.8 shows that, for any rule of CS 
(CSS) we have not on',y verified the rule, but also the correspond- 
ing axiom. Specifically, if 
AI(A 1, ...,An), ..., Am(A 1, ...,A m)~ A(A 1, ...,A n ) 
for all ("fitting") formulae A 1~ --., An, we do not only have the 
proof-theoretic result 
(I--IDBI rA~ ^ .., Ar,~* m ) =~ (I--iDB1 ~'A*) 
(resp. with IDBS 1 instead of IDB l ), but a proof in IDB l (IDBS 1 ) 
of the implication 
^ ... ^ rA*  ) - ,  ra*  
(Here * indicates universal closure ) Hence for any extension CS' 
of CS in the language of CS obtained by adding axioms 
{ F .  F ~ ~ i~ to CS, we obtain for closed A 
' - r (A)  iff  p cs' A J- IDB' 
where IDB' is axiomatized as IDB 1 to { r (F)"  F E ~ }. 
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Similarly for extensions CSS' of CSS. 
7,3.10. Corollary to 7.3.8 
(i) CS (CSS, CSS + CA + CA c ) is a conservative xtension o f  
IDB l (IDB$1. IDBS 1 + CA); 
(ii) For r' (see 7.3.4) we also have, for  closed A: 
I-cs A iff ~-IDB1 r ' (A) .  
Proof of (ii). In CS [-- (A ~ ~ r ' (A ) ) (7 .2 ) .  Hence I-iOBl(r(A) 
~ rr ' (A)) ,  r r ' (A)  = r'(A), so t-lDal(r(A) +-~ rr ' (A)) ;  
l -cs A iff I-- IDBx r'(A ). 
7.3.1 1. Possible refinement. In view of 7.3.9 it wou!0 be of interest 
to examine xactly what part of CS is used in the proof of the 
second elimination :heorem, in particular if subsystems CS-,  
IDB- (= r(CS- )), which are proof-theoretically substantially 
weaker than CS, ID• 1 , could replace CS, IDB 1 in 7.3.8. 
A similar problem arises in connection with CSS. 
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Appendix 
The proof of the following classical theorem is included for sake 
of comparisen. (See also [Kleene and Vesley, 1965], §6, 7.) 
Theorem (classical). Let ~) denote the class o f  functionals o f  type 
N N -* N with a representir, gfunct ion in K, and let ~ denote the 
continuous functionals o f  type N N -* N. Then ~ = ~. 
Proof. ~ .c_ ~ is readily proved by induction over K. Assume con- 
verse~:, , ~P ~ ~ \~, and let ~n denote the functional ;ka.~(n * t~), 
where n * a = Xx. (g (n ,x ) . sg  ( l th  (n ) " -x )+ 
+ sg(Sx "- l th ~) -c~(x - l th n)). Since 
(1) Ax (~t'<x >~ ~) * q~ a B, 
it follows that if ~n ~ g \~, then for some x {I} n , <x>~ {~ ~,~, for 
by ( 1 ) Ax(~ n , (x) ~ ~) implie~, {I} E ~, contradicting ( 1 ), st} 
-1 Ax(dP n , (x) E~3). Thus we have 
~ \ ~ ,  
An(rb n ~ {g \ ~ Vx( '~n, (x )  ~ ~ \~) ) .  
By an application of RDC-N, for some a 
(2) Ax (cI,~x E ~ ', B). 
But {I} ~ ~ implies 
Aa Vx  Vy  Ab(eP~x(b) =y) ,  
i.e. there exists an x such that ~x  is a constant functional; but 
then ~x ~ ~, contrary to (2). Hence cI, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~B. 
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List of wmbols and notations 
A) P~,grmal systems 
CS 6,1.1 
CSS 6.1.1 
EL 2.5 
EL 0 2.2 
ELC 5.2 
ELC o 5.1 
ELC 1 5.6.2 IDB o 3.1 
ELC 2 5.7.10 IDB 1 3.6.2 
ELCS 5.8.1 IDBS 3.6 
ELS 2.8.1 IDBS' 3.6 
ELS o 2.8.1 IDBS o 3.6 
IDB 3.3 IDBS 1 3.6.2 
B) Schemata For some 
A 5.3.1 BC-N 
A' 5.2'.2 BC-N' 
AC-CF 5.4.1 BC-N" 
AC~S 5.8.4 BC-N! 
AC-FS! 2.9 BC-N 1 
AC-NC 5.4. 1 BC-S 
AC-NF 2.7 BC-S' 
AC-NF~ 2.7.4 BC-S" 
AC-NN 2.7 BI 
AC-NN! 2.3.4 BI* 
AC-NN* 5.4. I BI! 
AC-NN!* 5.1.3 CA 
AC-NS 2.9 CA c 
AC-NS ! 2.9 C-C' 
BC-C 5.5.1 C-C' * 
BC-C' 5.5.2 C-CON 
BC-C! 5.5.5 C-F' 
BC-F 5.5.1 C-F !' 
BC-F' 5.5.2 C-N' 
BC-F" 5,5.2 C-N' * 
BC-F! 5.5.5 CON 
BC-F 1 5.5.14 CT 
general conventio~ls, ee 5.1.2, 5.5.15. 
5.5.1 DC-C 5.4.1 
5.5.2 DC-C* 5.4.1 
5.5.2 DC-F 2.7 
5.5.5 DC-N 2.7 
5.5.14 DC-S 2.9 
5.8.4 E1-4 2.3.2 
5.8.4 E4* 5.1.3 
5.8.4 EXT 2.8.2 
5.6 EXT-C 5.8.1 
5.6 EXT-K 3.6 
5.6 IND 2.3.3 
2.9 IND* 5.1.3 
5.8.1 KI -3 3.1.2 
5.5.15 K3* 5.7.8 
5.7.6 K4 3.3.4 
5.2.2 K-CON 3.3.4 
5.5.15 P1,2 2.5 
5.5.15 PLI -10 1.5 
5.6.3 Q1-4 1.7 
5.7.9 RDC-C 5.4.1 
2.5 RDC-C* 5.4.1 
3.5.3 RDC-F 2.7 
List of symbols and notations 383 
RDC-N 2.7 SC'* 5.7.9 WCA c 5.8.1 
RDC-N* 5.4.1 SEP 3.5.1 WCA o 6.1.3 
RDC-S 2.9 SEP' 3.5.1 WC-F 5.5.7 
REC 2.5 SP 5.3.1 WC-FI 5.5.7 
S1-2 2.3.3 TI 5.6 WC-N 5.5.7 
SBC 5.5.8 TI* 5.6 WC-N! 5.5.7 
SBC' 5.5.8 VS 6.1.6 WC-N* 5.7.6 
SBC" 5.5.8 WCA 2.8.2 WC-S 5.8.4 
SBC! 5.5.8 
C) Syntact ical  categories 
Fm (1.3), Pfm (1.3, 2.1.3), Tm -- N-Tm (2.1.2), S-Tm (2.1.2), 
Fn (2.1.2). 
For the syntactical categories of a given formal system, see the 
description of the system. 
For Tm- ,  F-Tm-,  K-TIn-, Fn-  see 5.1.2, 7.3 i. 
D) Other symbols  
± 1.2 ~o, ¢, ~ 2.1.2 
A 1.2 ~(t) 2.2.3 
v 1.2 ~o(t o, t 1 , ..., t u ) 2.4.18 
-~ 1.2 ~o[x,a, ...1 2. i .2 
A 1.2 = 2.1.2, 2.1.4 
V 1.2 ¢ 2.1.4 
A,B ,C ,D ,P ,Q ,R  1.4 A=B 2.1.5 
1.4 ~o = ~ 2.1.6 
~def 1.4 ~I' 2.1.6 
-- 1.4 V! 2.1.7 
-3 1.6 a, b, c, d 2.2.1 
:~ 1.6 0 2.2.1 
X a, Yo,  Z a 2.1.1 S 2.2.1 
t , s  2.1.2 t<~ 2.4.1 
t lx ,  a, ...1 2.1.2 t_< s 2.4.1 
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Ax < y 2.4.3 ~a,  ~a 3.1.2 
Vx < y 2.4.3 h 3.2.3 
x 2, x n 2.4.13 k 3.2.6 
sg 2.4.13 / , / /  3.2.8 
max 2.4.16 ;,  • 3.2.1 1 
{ } 2.4.16, 2.5 ;k'x 3.3.1 
v u 2.4.18, 2.5 ~o, ~1 3.3.1, 5.2.1 
prd 2.5 SO(SO') 3.3.2, 5.2.1 
+ 2.5 SOl SO' 3.3.1, 5.2.1 
2.5 tlso 3.3.6 
- 2.5 t'SO, so" t 3.3.6 
J l ,  J2 2.5 t ;SO, so ; t 3.3.6 
II 2.5 so E so' 3.3.7 
~,x 2.5 so "-" SO' 3.3.7 
(x>, Y 2.5.3 so c ~o' 3.3.7 
l th n 2.5.3 sol "so2 " ... " ¢n 3.3.11 
• 2.5.3 Ate  3.4.1 
g 2.5.3 T, U 3.5.4 
t l  2.5.3 trA 3.7.1 
~o 2.5.6 a,/3, T, 6 5.1.1 
.< 2.5.8 h"x 5.2.1 
< 2.5.8 eta, e[~] 5.7.2 
j la, J2a 2.5.8 K o 5.5.15, 5.7.3 
so~, 2.5.8 7" "7.1 
{ so, ~/J } 2.5.8 P, PL, OA 7.1.1 
(so)x 2.5.8 ~ 7.1.3, "7.1.5 
X_< Y 2.7.1 tN,SO u 7.1.2 
X "~ Y 2.7.1 "~a 7.3.1 
[p/t] Yn+ 1,m 2.8.4 '- "-1 7.3.3 
[P/so] Yn. m+ 1 2.8.4 ---t~ 7.3.4 
K 3.1.1,3.1.2 
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